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FORECAST
y V ' Mostly sunny today and Wed- 
;V:,' ;' ;̂̂ vnesday with a few cloudy periods 
‘ ;,'y!v;.{^ t̂h days. Snow flurries in the 
' 'passes today. Little change in
' temperature. Low tonight and
,.?! • high Wednesday at Penticton 30
i " and 45.
WEATHER
Monday’s temperatures — High I ^  
41, low 26. Trace of mixed rain |
and snow. ^  ,1.
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ANYBODY HEAR A BELL?
If-you do, it’s Penticton Jaycees Jack Weintz, 
left, and Wilf- Smith celebrating the hi-jacking 
of this ceremonial bell from Kelowna Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. Penticton bell-snatchers
tricked a Kelowna guard and avoided a road­
block set up to stop them as they fled with the 
loot. Now the local .Jaycees expect a return 
visit from Kelowna. (Photo by Owen Templeton)
enticton Exchange to 
come H Y att 2 Sunday
p R O 'lW C t^
i E l l B
P M S E S T
KELOWNA CLUB MINUS PREMIER'S GIFT
Resourceful J aycees 
‘Lift’ Ceremonial Bell
.{.Mbther conversion in' a month- 
>'Ali)^ program to change all tele- 
. t:?-.j)hOTe listings to 2-5 numbers 
' t a ^ s  place at 1a.m . . this Sunday 
. ;/;j|i!(^ing, March 8, when dial ex- 
■ i'i 'chahges serving Penticton, Nara- 
■’’?ih4tafe and Summerland
become HYatt 2, HYattiB, HYatt 
7 and HYacinth 4 respectively. 
Subscribers in these; exchanges
By BILL STAVDAL -
Penticton Junior Chamber of 
Commerce are a bunch of thieves 
and they’re proud of it.
The Jaycees are proud because 
they are intrepid, resourceful and 
above all, successful.
To make off with their loot last 
night they employed bribery, 
espionage, deception, persever­
ance and cunning to outwit the 
victims.
And today the Kelowna Junior 
Chamber of Commerce is minus 
its prized ceremonial bell, a gift 
of Premier W. A.'C.-Bennett.
It all happened this way:
Last fall Pasmier Bennett pre­
sented the heavy brass bell to the 
Kelowna Junior Chamber. A relic 
of the ferry M.V. Pandosy,; it .was 
suitably engraved and fornied the 
centrepiece of every- Kelowna 
Jaycee meeting.
So proud of the bell was the
and Wally Peters were on the 
way south, they faced another 
problem.
Kelowna Jaycee A1 Anderson 
overtook them, then set up a road 
block at Trepanier, north of 
Peachland.
McPherson, outwitted him by 
following another car when An­
derson was forced to back off the
cases their old telephone number [directory listing up until March Kelowna group that they assigned 
has remained unchanged and has 22 — the date at which Kelowna a guard for it, naturally d ra^ng  
merely been prefixed by two let- gets 2-5 numbers. the attention of Penticton and
ters and one number. The conversion to 2-5 numbers ni^^^
For example, a Penticton num- on' a system-wide basis in all dial .
ber 2143. now appears as HY 2- exchanges marks the completion 
2134. Naramata subscribers,: howr of the first ;step towards direct 
ever, have completely new num- instance dialing (D.D.D.) of long ll - 
bers in the new directory. distance calls, by Okanagan Tele-
^ The HY2 prefix is merely an Phpne subscribers. ,
• fiew'^hirm^effiTO nUnie liY att 2; [get dates’’:for this iJ.D.D. serv
.................................. To oomplet.- a  local' oiU to a  app^r-on^page 2.c j i r ' i ^ ' p S t r i t o y s ” . ^
2-5 number, subscribers are re- ec to^  a i ^  im tt time sub- spotted the six-man  ̂ land 
quired to dial only certain num- f 1 began diverting their attenfiori. 
erals' as outlined in instructions - distance cauS; with the op- 
on pages 66 and 67 of the new|erator. ~
time for all local.calling will note 
that telephone listings .-now cori- 
'sist of 2 letters; and 5 numbers 
(2-5 numbering) and that in most
road.. >
Then they were in the clear. 
Today the Penticton boys have 
their.new-found bell in hiding and 
are using it as bait for a large 
Kelowna representation at the 
April Spring Congress here.
“If they don’t turn out in force, 
then they don’t get their bell,’’ 
says Jack Weintz. >
y t
G currish Refutes 
Claims By Beich
Growers in the Okanagan re- those in various states of the
Herald Editoi
Guest Speaker
CAWSTON--A good turnout of 
28 members and eight visitors 
heard Herald Editor Jim Hume 
speak on .juvenile delinquency at 
the: monthly meeting of the Caw- 
ston .PTA-in the activity room of 
the elementary school 
Visitors .were received by the 
various teachers in their various 
classrooms prior to the short busi­
ness meeting.
A ' past-president’s pin was pre
directory, • and for long , distance 
calling it is extremely: important 
that the subscriber quote 'the full 
2-5 number to the operator. For 
example, a call from a telephone 
listed as HY 2-2134 should bel 
quoted, “HYatt 2-2134.”
All long' distance calls will con-| 
tinue to be handled by the com­




Turncoat Kelowna Jaycees 
were in on the plot and aided in 
the deception.
At the ' right moment. Jack 
grabbed the bell and scuttled out 
a side door. Pursued by Kam- 
loop’s Jaycees. he locked it in the 
trunk of Stan McPherson’s car.
The, Kamloops boys tore the 
wiring loose before Jack ’ could 
get the flight organized, and a
ceived a circular letter yesterday 
signed by A. R. Garrish, presi­
dent of the* BCFGA, refuting 
the claims of Alfred BiOch of 
Oliver and • the group . calling 
themselves the Okanagsm-Kooten- 
ay Co-operative Growers’ Associ­
ation.:
The; letter, states , that no der 
fence is needed for Dean Mac- 
Phee nor for his report and; that 
the viriter '.believes th a t  ̂mc«t 
of the growers have ability to de  ̂
cide for i t̂heniselTOs whether.vt^  ̂
.aie^xgfi&gBtp’-heliev.e -Dean.MdCc. 
jp'liee o r ’Mi?'H'licliV ' "" ■ "
further-that; Mr. Beich 
and his group; have, written a 
great deal about-the legal status 
of the BCFGA and’ that. all. as­
pects of this have been laid be­
fore; Dean MacPhee and are dis­
cussed in his report.
“-The alleged, comparisons of 
prices to growers in B.C. and
Previously Called 
Project ‘A Waste'
By VIC MISUTKA 
(Herald City Editor)
Mayor C. E. Oliver did not so much as raise ah  
eyebrow  last n igh t when his city council gave the “go  
ahead” to a project w hich he has been roundly con­
dem ning for th e  past several w eeks as unnecessary and ; 
a w aste o f taxp ayers’ funds.;
A pproved w as rep lacem ent of the O kanagan River , 
irrigation pump line serving the Ellis Creek fla ts  in th e  
Skaha Lake area on an em ergency standby basis.. The  
$10,000 project w as under study by council’s irrigation  
com m ittee ever since the m ayor instructed Oliver Chem­
ica l Co. not to  fill an order for the pipe required, about 
a m onth ago. .
Bennett Clashes 
With Opposition




. „  , VANCOUVER (CP) — A lieht repair job was necessary.
rt ii oi Hico ucMko v»«o For example, to call a Kelowna ' , ,,,
seated to Mrs. J. A. Davidson by telephone, a Penticton subscriber RCAF search and roscue offi:
Mrs. E. F. Burns. will be required to call the old ĉ âls in Vancouver said today the i
‘Cessna 170 left Kelowna at 9:30 
a.m. Monday and has not been 
reported since. Aboard are;: the 
pilot Charles M. Shields and his 
wife, believed to be residents of 
Prince George
An RCAF Canso left Vancouver I J!?®" one-quarter the distance to 
today to search for the missing^*’®
plane, and an RCAF Dakota was "®Y toward an orbit around the 
to .join the search later. i ^
oMid r2flthi.r thnt T nw« thol The missing p l a n e  carried , The army blasted the Pioneer 
n Iu®i for four hours and sP“f® Shortly after midnight
* 30 minutes, and the 300 - mile A fevv hours later-scientists said
plote ai^ology. L„ completed ^  '^puld pass the mwn and even-
hnci t̂he eitronten'r the coios-j In leag than three hours Itually become a satellite of the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gold 
I plated Pioneer rv  rushed more
VICTORIA (CP)—Premlpt Ben­
nett was repeatedly on his feet 
in a long and stormy ^ s io n  of 
the British Columbia legislature 
Monday night. The longest night- 
sitting of the five-week old ses­
sion, it ended at 1, a. m.
. The premier repeatedly rose to 
criticize and answer opposition 
members during discussions on 
budget cstlmalcs for the provln 
cini education department, toll 
highways and bridges and author­
ity and civil service salnrlos. 
i‘'Opposition Loader Robert Stra- 
ehnn cinimed a $2,000,000 subsidy 
Hem for toil highways and 
bridges should have been in­
cluded In n vote on ilio province's 
debt.
• 'I linve said it before and I 
sny it again, this province is not 
clear of debt,” Mr. Sirnclam said.
Premier Bennett replied! 'Ho 
ought to ho a teacher! always 
lecturing this govornmcni. 'r iio  
more you mile the more Ignorant 
it shows you arc in the affairs 
of this province."
Tony' Gurgravo (CCF—Mackon- 
zio) objected to what he said was 
parllor^entary abuse,
. '.'Slop,.i,your yackoty, yack," 
Mr, Bc'rihoU said.
Mr. Gnrgnivo Ihon said lio ob 
jeeted "to this personal nbuso."
“Would you keep quiet my 
friend?" the premier stormed.
Mr, Slraohnn leaped to his foot
" I  had the effrontery, the colos- ^
sal gall to think that the nppnai-l!» ®̂°« i^an three hours.
Air Siervice
tion had a right of criticism 
How vindictive can he become in 
heaping personal abusat ta. this 
House?" ’
The,$2,000,000 subsidy item thcn| 





sia (CP)—The British rulers of 
Sfyasaland . today arrested nar 
tionalist leader Hastings Banda 
and declared a state of emer­
gency in the east African protec­
torate.
Sir Robert Armitage, governor 
of the colony, said Banda, & 
year-old physician leader of the 
African National (Congress, and 
large number o f , other militant 
nationalists s e i z e d  with him 
would be sent into exile.
Meanwhile, in Blantyre, Nyasa- 
land, violent rioting broke out to­
day and three Africans were re 
ported killed when police charge 
with nightsticks. 'Two other Af­
ricans and a policeman were In 
jured.
union- and other parts of > Canada 
are directly contrary to the'find­
ings of Dean MacPhee,” Mr.'Gar- 
rish says referring to pages' 555 
and 558 of the report.
Frequent references by Beich 
and his followers, to the Sanford 
Evans report of 1931 are' men­
tioned by the BCFGA' head; “His 
report,” the letter states, ‘‘was 
completely, rejected ‘ by;.:the BCf: 
FGA- COTiventiort of vlS31 at. which 
tinie Mr. Evans urged'the'serap^; 
)ihg>:.‘bf -tHe);Produce-=' Marketihg 
êt.̂ --. • Garrislir.j'.'-cbh-v
inues, ‘‘the .'Act was ^thrown-out 
by the courts i inVFebroary 'of the 
same year and chaosr'prevailed in 
the fruit marketing picture until 
1934' when both the federal ’ and 
provincial governments enacted 
marketing legislation' at the de­
mand of the growers.” ' ,
Mr. Garrish in .the communica­
tion states, "  amendment of the 
Natural Products' Marketing Act 
so as to. throw the selling of fruit 
wide, open would destroy the posw 
tibn' of the BCFiGA’ in. grower af-; 
fairs. Dean- MaePhee. has stated 
hat the type of organization we 
lave now‘is the right .one for this 
industry; that it ,is based on 
sound principles -' and' efficiently 
administered and documented his 
case after two years of study."
The circular concludes: "If.you 
believe the best interests of the 
industry will be served by all 
growers working together, selling 
their crops as one unit, settling 
their, differences by democratic 
debatd and maintaining a united 
front In presenting their case to 
the government in matters of 
tariff and price support, you can 
show this by signing and return­
ing the three-party contract. Of­
ficers of locals and the BCFGA 
are willing to discuss this further 
at any time. The future course 
the industry is to pursue , is in 
your hands.”
Last night’s motion was to ap­
prove the minutes of the irriga­
tion committee meeting on Feb. 
27, which contained the recom­
mendation that the irrigation 
pump line be replaced and ten­
ders for pipe be called immedir 
ately.
Also on recommendation of the 
committee, it was decided that 
opinions supporting or opposing 
reidacement of the line* would be 
considered- only if presented in 
writing on or before the date to 
be set for opening tenders.
About hour; earlier. in the 
meeting, during the hearing of 
fruit ; growers’ protests’ against 
the 1959 boost in irrigation. rates, 
the mayor again strongly con-- 
demned-;replacihg th e ’line as ah 
-‘‘absolutely intolerable idea.” He 
suggested; , the ; $l0i000 " saved " by
tion ;rate^ Unrtecess'ary;
NO: EXCUSE FOB PUMPS 
^There is absolutely no excuse 
for that pump,” the mayor de­
clared. ‘
Skaha. Lake growers present 
disagreed, however. Asked by 
Aid.'? P. ,E ., Pauls whether they 
thought, the pump was necessary, 
all agreed it was since it assures 
thqt «there is irrigation water 
available if the creek supply runs 
low. f The pump has been used al-f
moit every season, it was point­
ed out, to bolster the creek sup­
ply. 'There was divided opinion 
among the growers, however, bn 
whether the present line should 
be replaced with new pipe.
Aid. P. E. Pauls, then pointed 
out that replacement of the line 
was recommended to the 1959 
council hji; last year’s .irrigation - 
committee under, the heading;- 
“Number one priority—ergent-^^ : - 
must be done this year.” \ • 
PINHOLES IN LINE
There is no need to foist . <nito. 
the taxpayers the costs of open- ;' 
ating:that pump, the mayor:stubi. . 
bornly insisted. “ Our consulting ;; 
engineer couldn’t  see why,.- the' 
present line can’t be used..;focl' 
■quite a few years; Our hrrig'atlon’ ; 
foreman' could only find'*'small  ̂
pinholes. in.,it.” .-...o'.-:.,'-', :• r , ,,,
,, :Ald. "W. H. ,L'.--:;Whim8te;^ 
•reeaUedk hisrowh observations of' ' 
.the.. present line’ s i condition. He 
said sections of '.the spipe ; looked-; 
and sounded; solid when struck 
but other sections were rusty, 
sounded dull and had ' soggy; 
ground around them. •
“My reaction is that a , good: 
many sections could only be des-: 
cribed as porous,” -said v- Aid;; 
'Whimster.“ If any part of the'-' 
line went out while'in use, there 
could be disaster." Replacement 
of the line is the only' sensible 
prevention.” ' ,  ̂ t
Growers Protest 
Irrigation Rat^s
“I’m getting fed up with the 
quarrels at city council table. I 
suggest the whole bunch of you 
should resign and ' that includes 
you too, Mr. Mayor.”
This blast at Penticton city 
council last night came from Reg 
Duncan, one of about 15 growers 
protesting a 20 per cent boost in 
irrigation rates. The growers said 
the rate hike,would bo the final 
straw for many hard pressed 
orchardlsts alreaijy paying the 
highest agricultural land tax in 
the country.
Charging that Irrigation prob
HOME DELIVERY
IP YOU WISH TO HAVE THE 
PENTKTrON HERALD 
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME 
REGULARLY EACTl AFTER- 
NOON. PLEASE PHONE!
Penticton ................   4002
Summerland . . .  W, S’hl 8382








Possible CHtabllshmcnb of a pol 
lutlon control agency in the Okan­
agan will be discussed at a meet­
ing in Penticton next Tuesday of 
Kolownn, Vernon and Penticton 
city councils and board of trade 
roproHcntativcs and public health 
officers.
The meeting, stemming from 
recent, repented criticisms of Ok­
anagan water supplies and play­
grounds by Dr, D. A. Clarke, dl- 
rector of the South’ Okanagan 
Health Unit, will bo hold Jn Pen­
ticton council chambers.
In asking Penticton council's 
sanction to tho mooting last 
night, a letter from Penticton 
board of trade cxprcBsed concern 
about tho adverse publicity to tho 
I Valley from Dr, Clarke's critl- 
Iclsms ns well as an apprehension 
about dangers to the health’ of 
Valley rosldonls, and posBllilo 
curtailment of use of water play 
grounds,
It was noted that tl>o only criti­
cism in Dr. Clarke's remarks as 
far as Penticton was concerned, 
was tho long-standing need for a 
ehlorlnntor on tho high lino mip* 
plying domestic water to tho 
honchos, Tenders are now being 




Pontio.toh city council last night 
agreed with a request from Pcn^ 
tioton Board of Trade for support 
of an application from William 
Gnedo for nn air service at Pen­
ticton Airport including charter 
and engineering services and a 
flying school.
Council will write a letter to 
the Air Transport Board in sup­
port of Mr. Ciacdo's oppllcatlon 
emphasizing tho points noted by 
tho board of trade.
Those points aro!
Need for a flying school is in­
dicated by the fact that there, aro 
20 to 30 potential students in the 
area.
An engineering service would 
make it unnecessary for tho local 
flying club's 10 pluncs to bo token 
to Kamloops or Kelowna for serv­
icing and would bo an extra bene­
fit for U.S. planes using tho field,
Thu eluu'ler .service would bo a 
boon to fishermen, hunters, lim­
ber cruisers, prospectors and pro­
vincial government service cm- 
ployoos who need to cliartor 
pianos occasionally for work in 
this area.
E.SQUIMALT, B.C. (CP) -  A 
roRUlnllon prohibiting dogs from 
being let loose on bcaclics hero 
woB proposed Monday night by 
OonnHlIor O, K, Snmmon, who 
said “trouhlo" on the beaches 
Inst year could have boon, avoided
AIRLINE AUTHORITY SPEAKS TO STUDENTS
(^uoBtlons on air stewardess work were posed by Penticton High 
school students to Miss Evelyn Donnelly, chief of overseas stewnrd- 
if owners liad used leashes on losses for Canadian Pacific Airlines, at a special Vocational Day 
tliolr dogs. 1 lecture yeilerday aitemoon. Some 30 men and women« ipeciallsti
in their fields, spoke to the students. With Miss Donnelly are, 
from loft, Marnlo Hubbard, Bev Hill, Trewyn Anthony and Karen 
McGregor.
Icms were due to a i tremendous 
amount of mismanagement all the . 
way through,” Mr. Duncan criti­
cized council for not making««-the 
acreage that comes off .the irrl- . 
gation roll each year, continue to 
pay some of the system’s costs,,.» 
and for letting the irrigation sy-ŝ ' 
tern become in bad need of repair.
Mr. Duncan’s* sentiments v'on 
councils disunity, stemming from 
recent requepts by the mayor for 
the resignation of two of his aider- 
men and for his suspension of 
the city works superintendent for 
the third time in two years, were 
endorsed by Mrs. Leslie Balia 
who suggested that both mayor 
and nld(?rmcn should "give a, 
little" and work together.
, "After all we elected each of 
you," Mr. Balia said.
I'm not afraid to have anoth­
er election," declared Mnvor Oli­
ver. "I have done tho 'things I 
promised to do but I didn’t tliink 
I was going to have a council 
this year which would object to 
ov^Tvth'ng I do," ,
Jim Coo suggested tho mnvor 
should forget tlie past and get on 
with tho .job at linnd,
"I sny you can't forgot," tho 
ma,vor shouted. "You ,iust can't 
go on this way. You just can’t 
woWt with Ineompotont people.” 
The growers' case was nrcsont- 
od first of all in a brief from tho 
Agricultural Ralepnyers Associa­
tion, submitted by A. Schwenk, 
president.
The arguments failed to chango 
couneii’s mind, however, and fi­
nal rending was given to tho by­
law boosting the city's Irrigation 
rates by $4 nn acre. The 1959 
rate accordingly is $24 for the 
first acre, $23 for tho second, $2? 
for tlio tlilrd, $21 for tlio fourth 
and $20 for the fifth and succeed­
ing acres.
Tho growers' brief pointed out 
that orchnrdlsts aro paying tho 
highest ngrlcullurnl land tax . in 
the country ns borne out by the 
findings of the MacPhee royal 
commission. In these higher 
taxes, tho growers have long sub­
sidized other city operations ra« 
thor than general revenue subsi­
dizing the Irrigotion system by an: 
average of $10,000 per year ns 
tho city hull records sliow.
CANAIIA’8 llin il LOW
Victoria .................................  4S
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FRI6IDAIRE
The New. 1959 
Washers and 
Dryers
e  New Built-In Sudi 
Water Saver
e  Dries Clothes in 
matter of minutes
e  Easy Terms
VARTY & LUSSIN HARDWARE
. Phone 4556 West Summerland
The Best Dressed 
Women
Shop r f l











•  FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
O FRESH AND CURED MEATS
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 9 -2383  Okanagan Falls
B n m m A T c m
Lakeview Coffee Shop
e  OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY  
e  FULL COURSE MEALS 
O  SNACKS AND LUNCHES
Under New Management 
MRS. J . M ARTIN O  
Ph. 9 -2 3 8 0  Okanagan Falls
For Finer Service See 
JIM FAIRBURN





9  Ladies and Gents 
Wrist Watches
9  Convenient Terms
9  Contest Slips • may hr 
obtained at Penticton 






G R A N N A ’ S J E W E L L E R S
WEST SUMMERLAND PENTICTON' .  PHONE 3098
'''.''''V&l
The Launderland Go. Ltd.
LAUNDRY -  DRY CLEANING
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
2  LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
117 Main St. — Drive-In 144 Martin St. 
Phone3126 —  Penticton
RUMBALL’S SUPER-VALU




M fA TS  
Phone 4071 i T E
McGUNE MOTORS
®Gas and Oil ® Repairs 
® Tires and Batteries 
® Washing and Lubricating
Phone 4159 Penticton




West Suntmerland Phone 2606
B.G. Trading Poal
AND AUCTION ROOM
Auctioneer and Appraiser , . 
AUCTIONS
Every Thursday 7 :3 0  p.m.
, WE BUY -  SELL AN D TRADE 
Phona 6140
151 Weitmlnater W  -  Panticton






Seed & Florist Shop
Quality English Bone China 
Phone 3805 Penticton
V rd frA n  A iViddi IvidfKOc 
FRESH A N D  CURED MEATS 
Featuring our Own Sugar Cured 
Hams and Bacon
517 Main St. Phone 6845
L E N  H I L L
MEN’S WEAR
CLOTHES FOR DAD AND  
^ IS L A D .
Phene 6126  




, FEATURING  
HOME MADE BREAD 
CAKES AN D PASTRIES 
Wedding and Birthday Cakei 
A  Spoeialty
413 Main St. Phono 423 7
Fix the M ix-Up Contest
HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO W IN  PRIZES —  THE RULES ARE EASY
Each line represents a
THIS WEEK’S PRIZES




On Display at 
BRYANT & HILL
Employees - of The,: Penticton 
Herald and their families arei 
not eligible to enter this contest.
1— Identify the firms whose names are mixed-up below, 
firm name. Same letters are used. No more. No less.
2— Official contest slips are available from any of tiie merchants whose names 
appear on this page. ':  ■
3— Entries must be received at the office of The Penticton Herald within seven 
days of each contest publication.
4— Address all entries to Fix The Mix-Up Contest, c/o The Herald, Penticton, B.C.
5— In case of a tie. neatness and originality will be the deciding factors. Also 
the number of contest slips from the advertisers on this page.
6— Enter as often you wish, using official contest slips. The contest lasts for five 
weeks and mixed - up firm names will be changed eack week.
7— The judges decision shall be final and no entries will be returned. Contestants 
are only eligible to win one weekly prize, plus the Grand Prize.
ONE CONTEST SLIP GIVEN ON SALES OF, A DOLLAR OR MORE 
ONE CONTEST SLIP PER PURCHASE
kIMITSa
i r s  HERE NOW!
REVLON'S NEWEST LIPSfiCK  
■ COLORS UNLIM ITED.
Sold In Town Only By U*.
Ph. 4024  Pontiefon
9  Fresh and Curod 
Moat.
9  Poultry 





Advertising Features Copyright 1959
Grand Prize— Trip for two h> Calgary by plane. First class reservations and $40 a day for five days.
lJ 3 o n lia m
POST GRADUATE CORSETIERE 


























FIRESTONE TIRES &  BAHERfES
Miner Repairs To All M akei of Cara 
PENTICTON Phone H Y  2 -6 8 4 2
M p R  G A N ’ S
Plumbing &  Heating Co. Ltd.
ihglls Appliances
Phene 401 0
419  Main Sr. Penticton
DeLUXE BAKERY
BREAD -  CAKES -  PASTRIES
' Featuring
'FRENCH AND RYE BREAD ''
Free Delivery 
320 Martin St.







Phone 3166 ‘ 123 Front St.
BRYANT & HILL







Bryant & Hill Men’s VVear Ltd.
Across The Street from The Post Office
\  KEVIN* CONW AY
Dealer
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
Carmi and Main
WacJnnU
REXALL DRUG STORE LTD.
9  PRESCRIPTIONS 9  FREE DELIVERY
9  PROMPT SERVICE 9  FAIR PRICES
9  CUSTOMER FREE PARKING  
Operr 9  a.m .-9 p.m. -  Sun. &  Hoi. 10 a.m .-9 p.m.
Special On Common 
Lumber in Load Lots
Delivered within a radius of 50 
miles. , C A R . .  
Per Thousand
Oliver Lumber Co/
Ph. 2414  Oliver, B.C.
Penticton TeievisioMI 
Radio Services"
9  Repairs To All Makes of 
Electrical AppUancea 
9  Expert T V ’ Service V V




CALL O N  DUFF
9 :  Everything In Floors 
9  Complete Stock of Tiles 
and Carpeting
Floor Specialty Shop
Ph. 4146  Penticton
CENTRAL SERVICE
"Under New Management"





329 Main St. Penticton
SHOES A T BETTER PRICES 
■ Phone 2608;
EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE
THE VERY LATEST IN  STYLES 
9  DRESSES 9  LINGERIE 9  SKIRTS 
9  BLOUSES 9  COATS V 9 SUITS
GIBSON’S STYLE SHOP
350  Mairt St. Ph. 4081 Penticton
KNIGHT & M O W A H
OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. 
Complete Range of Office 
Equipment
Salea -  Service -  Rentqla 
Stationery, Etc. '
W e Service W hat W e Sell 
125 Main St. Ph. 2928
. FRESH VEGETABIES
BREEN’S GROCERY
YOUR PURITY STORE 
Free Delivery
Phone HY 2032 Oliver
Family Trado 
Our Specialty.; 
Make this, your 
Moating Place.
Free Delivery!
W A T T S -H U N Y M E A T  MARKET 
Ph. 5645 or 4123 Penticton












Ph. 6401 W a it Summerland
PYE & HILLYARD
S P O R T  L A N D
328 Main Street Phone 3041 Penticton
CHECK YOUR TACKLE NO W  FOR THE SEASON JUST AHEAD
J__ / i r  S P E C I A L
SPINNING OUTFIT
Rod - Reel- Line 
Practice Plug
O N LY ............ I T  J O
Everything For Every Sport
PAINTS
WEST SUMMERUND  
BUILDING SUPPLIES LTD.
HIGH GRADE LUMBER -  BUILDING MATERIALS





Phone 1110  
W EDDING  
GOWNS OUR 
SPECIALTY
Series 2 FIX THIS MIX-UP March 3
1—  ALL UNDER THAt COLD END
2—  HE NETS A DOLL 
3_S O  MEN TRY FLOWS
4—  LIL MOVE REO CURB /
5—  RUN HOME HURT SON IF HE SINGS
6—  CUT RENTS COVER SITE
7—  LIN SAVED THEM SON
8—  OK A BIG FAST DOE
9—  SO WE RAP PALE SID 
Tt)— SALES TAX P LED OFFICE
11—  SIR WE CALL A SIAM ED
12— .WAS SHADS NICE
13—  MOM SEE RIC SERVE US LANDS
PLEASE PUT SERIES No. ON ENVELOPE
FRIGIDAIRE
w ith  3-ring
W W M k S P n B M L  AGITATOR
Canada's Finest Most Up-To- 
' Date Automatic Range
e  Exclusive H I-Lo.M atle Rack 
e  2 -ln -1  Thermo-Guard 
Element
e  Thermo Fryer and Deep 
W ell Cooker
e  Rotiss-O-Mat for Barbecu­
ing Perfection
e  All Automatically Clock 
Controlled
e  Electric Reait' Meter
SOUTHERN HOME FURNISHINGS





Home Made Candy and 
, Souvoniri, Etc. y 
259 Main St. Phone 2932
TILDEN RENT-A-CAR
9 NEW CARS 
9 AIRPORT SERVICE
Howard & White Ltd.
Agents
Ph 5628 or 5224 -  Panticten
Bonihoux Motors
LTD.^
AGENTS FOR JOHNSON 
OUTBOARD MOTORS
9 GENERAL REPAIRS 9 GAS A N D  OIL
Ph. 2756 . West Summerland




YOUR FA M ILY OUTFITTER 
HARDWARE -  CHI IN  A -  TOYS
CANDIES -  SOUVENIRS




5c To $1.00 STORE
9 VARIETY STORE 
9 SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
9 STATIONERS
Phone 2841 Penticlon
Olympia Proclilen-Dullt Portoblo and Standard TypowrItari
APEX OFFICE SALES LTD.
55 Nanaimo Avanua East
Phono 6135 -  Panticton, B.C. I R P I H I | P I | |











Loaal and Long Dlitance Moving 
Agonts For 
ALLIED VAN LINES 
Kalowna -  Panticton
•  SHRUBS
•  b u l b s
•  SEEDS
"  FLORAL DISIONS
FAISH CUT FLOWBRS




Quality M aati A l A Saving 











e  GROCERIES e  FRUITS O VEGETABLES 
e  FRESH AND CURED MEATS 
#  TOBACCOS AND CONFECTIONERY
"FREE DELIVERY"
Oov'f .and Nalian Ph. 5737 Penticton
&  Oil




Ph, 6671 Waal Summerland
Jeffery’s Auto & Truck Sales
,^ ^ ^ irO U R  roup WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
I J j H  WILLYS CARS AND TRUCKS
h o m e  OIL PRODUCTS
198 Winnipeg Street Panticten Phone 5631
SCOTT & PARKS
M EN 'S  W EAR
STETSON HATS 
SUITS MADE-TO-MEASURE
Quality Clolhes for Men & Doyi
Phona 8 -2 3 1 0  Oliver, B.C.
Duncan & Nicholson 
Body Shop Ltd.
9 COLLISION REPAIRS 




* •  Grecerlea 
d j| lr W  0  Meala
Free Delivery
ROYS GROCERY














Your Friendly Corner Drug Store ,
e  Drug Sundriei 
0  Coimetici 
e  Preierlptiona
WHITE’S PHARMACY








G URKE’S BUILDING SUPPLIES LTD.
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
PAINTS -  LUMBER - HARDWARE
FRIE DELIVERY 




r - - i
f c .




CONSTRUCTION LAGGING FAR 
REHIND LAST YEAR TOTALS
■ Penticton’s construction industry .continued to fall far behind 
the pace of 1958 last month, city council learned last night in 
the monthly report from G. E. Corbin, building inspector.
Seventeen permits for private dwellings, with a value of 
$52,534 were issued, along with seven business and industrial 
projects for $48,034|_ bringing the month’s total new construction 
value to $100,568. This was less than half of the corresponding 
. total of $251,855 for February, last year.
The 1959 construction total is now $144,929; slightly more 
than a third of the value of new buildings started in the first 
two months of 1958.
New Look dt 
Free Parking
At 12.5 Per Cent of ;
»
Cost to Penticton ;
•
The board o f transport com m issioners has seeni 
the need for an autom atic warning signal at the Eck-j 
hardt Avenue East railw ay crossing in Penticton \vith-. 
out urging from city council. *
Council w as aw aiting results of a survey of uhder=; 
pass construction needs in the city before ;taW ng anyH 
action but the transport board said in a letter ^ s t  night; 
th at it had a survey m ade fo llow in g  the Jan. lo  fatalityj 
at the crossing and fe lt that autom atic protection waf?* 
needed . ;
Providing the Canadian Pacific | of Naramata. escaped with bruis-» 
Railway also agrees, the city canies and shock hv the second coP
NEW GRACE GOSPEL CHURCH TO RISE HERE
It looks as though there’s a rocky road ahead for this earth-mover 
starting work at the site of the new Grace Gospel Church at Main 
and Penticton. Boulders were the first to go as work startM 
Monday, observed by these members of the church. From left are 
board members J. A. Connon, N. E. Bradshaw, J. C. Wilson, W. N.
City to Subdivide 
Tract for Housing
Shaw, Pastor L. M. Gillett, E. L. Miller and P. E. Miller. The 
$25,000 structure rising on^this spot will be relegated to use as a 
Sunday School when a larger building is built later.
(Herald Staff Photo)
The 20-acre tract of city land 
on Penticton Avenue, which real 
estate interests have asked to be 
offered for sale in a  block, will 
be developed as a low-priced sub­
division by the city, council de-- 
tided last nig'ic.
The city i f  ers rejected a rec- 
ommendatioii from the land sales 
committee that the land be offer­
ed for sale in a block with <& floor 
price of $65,000, and moved to 
stick 'iyith the original plans of 
city development with the 100 po- 
tentizd lots to be offered for sale 
on a gradu^ll basis 
Only Ald.\W. H. Whimster and 
Mayor C. .E.- Oliver thought the 
%land shoiild be sold as a block, 
,4 ®*'P^^vate interests develop
CITY & DISTRICT
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it, pointing out that the whole 
tract would immediately come on 
the tax rolls.
Aid. C. P. Bird, Aid. A. C. Ken­
drick, Aid. P. E. Pauls and Aid. 
Elsie MacCleave, however, were 
convinced the land should not be 
sold as one block for any price.
“It’s not a question of encroach­
ing on real estate men’s pre­
serves,’’ said Aid. Pauls, “ since 
we’re not going out and buying 
the block for development. ’ ’
“If we can develop that land 
we can sell the lots for around 
$1,500 each,” said Aid. Bird. “If 
private interests develop it the 
price will probably be around 
$2,500 per lot.”
i t ARTED WITH JAM ON STOVE
Founder o! Milne's 
Cannery Dies in UiS.
Outside Protection 
Must Be Paid for
T h e  perennial problem *of 
hether to allow free parking for 
jonvention visitors to Penticton, 
(produced a division among Pen­
ticton city council members'last 
[night.
Aid. P. E. Pauls and Aid. Clem 
I Bird spoke in support of this little 
privilege for the city’s convention 
guests and wanted the recent ban 
I on free parking for anyone, lifted.
Aid. W. H. L. Whimster, Aid. 
[Elsie MacCleave and Aid. A. C. 
Kendrick, however, contended 
that no special privileges should 
_  be granted to anyone but rather 
3  the law should apply equally to 
-[a ll.
Council will ^v e  the matter 
another week of study and de­
cide next Monday whether the
new policy of no.free parking thp?  ethical in our little 
should be reconsidered. .. micks for visitors.”
get the protection device for 12 
and a half per cent of the in.stal- 
lation cost plu- half of the annual 
maintenance costs. The transport 
board would pay 80 per cent of 
the installation cost with the CPR 
shouldering seven and a half per 
cent plus the other half of the 
Among tlie aldermen opposing j annual maintenance, 
free parking. Aid, A. C. Kendrick , Council members agreed the 
said the idea' of meters was to plan was a “good deal” for the 
ensure that there is parking space city and a letter of endorsation 
for everyone in the shopping area was authorized at once, 
and that no motorist could got Council is urging speedy instal- 
a bigger share of the available lafion of the warning signal, 
space than others. This purpose The crossing was the scene of 
is defeated, he said, if meter two car-train mishaps in the past 
spaces are tied up for long two months including the colli- 
periods by conventioners' cars. sion in which John H. Vader, 68, 
irvTRA RRivn v r v  r  ’'®tired CPR employee, was kill-
ed. On Feb. 10, E. H. Mills, 20,“But It s 3ust an extra privilege 
to encourage the convention guest j 
to come back again,” said Aid.
Bird.
“I can’t see where you can give I 
a privilege to one person and fine 
the one next to him for over-park­
ing,” said Aid. MacCleave. “I 
believe we i should stick to sqme-
gim-
lisinn of 1959 at the crossing.
The fallidr of the second mis* 
hap-victim, G. W. TI. Mills of Na* 
ramata. said in a letter to council 
la.st night that his‘ son’s mishap 
could have been avoided if tlnj 
crossing had been sanded ri.glife 
away after the .snowplow had 
gone over it. .
The letter, I’cceived and filed 
by council, suggested that tin* 
city's methods of snow removal 
and sanding ’should definitely btf 
looked into. ' '
Expressing relief that his son 
escaped with relatively minor in; 
juries, Mr. Mills added that tha 
young man lost his transportation 
since his car i was completeljJ 
wrecked. Insurance coverage was 
in his brother’s name. ' • •
Tenders Called for i 
Hi-Line Chlor inator
who established a large cannery 
here by starting to make jam on 
her own kitchen stove, died in 
California during the weekend.
Mrs. D. L. Milne, widow of-the 
late D. L. Milne, a former Sum- 
merland high school principal, 
died at Newport Beach, Saturday 
morning.
Funeral services were hdd to­
day at Newport Beach where it 
has been Mrs. Milne’s custom to 
go for the winter.
A son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Milne,'flew to
OSOYOOS—Fire protection for 
residents of areas surrounding 
Osoyoos is up to them, Osoyoos 
village council has decided.
Question arose from a recent 
fire just outside the. Osoyoos fire 
protection district, to which the 
fire brigade refused to respond. 
The building was a total loss.
Residents should petition among 
themselves if they wish inclusion 
in. the firepirotection district, 
council feels.
If financial arrangements can 
cover increased protection, coun- 
cil favors it.
WATER WANTED TOO,
Council r£in into another prob­
lem at the meeting' when resi­
dents bordering the village=asked 
for extension of water services. 
The village does not wish to set 
precedent but realizes the old 
reason for not supplying water
OKAY FOE BONSPIEL
Meanwhile guests attending the 
tswiUo 4.. I Penticton Granite (Hub’s fourth
S  Sweepstakes CMrling Bon-
Week will get courtesy 
short of water but since ^ e p l a c r c a r d s .  This is because 
mg of old leaky water mams, Lj^g promised free parking 
there is a surplus of water. L .̂ guests in literature sent out
It was suggested that one w^y several weeks before the free-
to get water would be for the parking ban went into effect 
area, all within a  quarter of a All the council members agreed 
mile o f  the village limits, to Uhat the club’s promise was made 
petition for extension of the vil- good faith and should be kept 
lage limits westward to Highway ^h e ther the new no-parking poll- 
97. [ cy is reversed or not
This would also create a good
Aid Bird countered that the
Tenders are now being called 
for a chlorinator and booster 
pump on Penticton’s hi-line sup-
convention business was become plying domestic and irrigation 
ing highly competitive and >f water to the North Benches of 
Penticton didn’t tiy to keep its Penticton.
share of it, the visiting conven- City council last night author- 
tioners would go to Kelowna or ized the call for tenders in ac- 
Vemon, who have no scruples cordance with specifications sub- 
about giving them extra privi- mitted by D. K. Penfold, bonsult- 
leges.^ ing engineer for the pump, and
Aldf Pauls agreed, drawing the E. R. Gayfer, city superintendent 
parallel of a man in business of works, for the chlorinator. 
who doesn’t want to advertise but The booster pump will push ax­
is forced to do so by the aggres- tra water into the lines downtown 




OLIVER.—Donald Ross Lobb of 
Oliver was fined $10 and costs in 
the Oliver police court on a 
charge of being intoxicated in a 
public place.
Magistrate J. H. Mitchell also 
fined John Dyck of Oliver $15 
and costs on a charge of speed­
ing.
California Saturday. Her other 
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Blake Milne, moved last fall 
to Newport, Beach.
Mrs. Milne was active in the 
work of Summerland Baptist 
Church and in the WCTU.
Milne’s Cannery was started in 
1928 and has grown to important 
proportions since that time. Mrs, 
Milne was assisted by her two 
sons in building up the business. 
Quality of the pack is known to be 
good and is supplied to hospitals 
in Vancouver as well as many 
other places. ,
Besides her two sons and their 
wives, Mrs. Milne is survived by 
five grandchildren; dne brother, 
Albert Andrews of Brandon, 
Man.; and four sisters, Mrs. 
Emily MeVeity of Regina; Mrs 
Walter Mitchell, Spirit River 
Alta.; Mrs. George Pring, ^Wok­
ing, Alta.; and Mrs. Marjorie 
Smith of Pasadena, Calif.
Oliver Goal in 
Red Cross Drive 
Set at $1,800 .
Work Started on 
New Sewer Project
size of pipe in some of the domes­
tic water network.
(Council at the same time ap- 
proved a recommendation' of. the
domestic water committee for in* 
vestigation of . the Okanagan Lak^ 
intake extension as recommendt 
ed by Mr. Penfold. •
Services of a skin diver are t(5 
be employed to examine the lake' 
bottom at the spot where it iS'. 
proposed to locate .the intake, i j  ': 
is proposed to extend the intake , 
1,600 feet northward into wate^ • 
oif 60-foot depth to overcome ol> 
jectionable features of lake water ; 
from the present shallower ,locar' ' 
tion. . . • •
No decision on the intake exj 
tension will” be made,' however^ 
until the lake bottom has been exv 
amined and quality of the watef 
at the proposed hevy location* d®* 
termined. • * :
Car Thiei Gets 
Extra Sentence
A two-month concurrent sen­
tence was added yesterday to the 
18 months already dealt out to a 
convicted car thief.
David Lucien Dekelver, no fix­
ed address, was convicted last 
week of theft of an auto early in 
February. Yesterday Magistrate 
H. J. Jennings heard Dekelver 
admit theft of goods worth less 
than $50, and handed down the 
second sentence.
, In other court action, Edward 
W. Scrivers of Tonasket, Wash­
ington, pleaded guilty to a charge 
of driving without due care and 
attention, and was fined $30 and 
$5.50 costs.
Scrivers was Involved in an ac 
oident in Penticton near midnight 
Saturday.
Work is now underway on the 
first portion of Penticton’s four- 
OUVER.— The annual appeal[year, one and a quarter million 
for funds for the Canadian Red dollar, sewer system expansion 
Cross Society begins throughout project. . , _
North America this week. R. H; E. R. Gayfer, superintendent of 
Leake has been named Red Cross works, told city council last mght 
Campaign Chairman for the Oli- that <3. W. Ledingham Co. Ltd. 
ver District. - has begun work at Comox Street,
Mr. Leake said the quota for the first 
this district has been set at A number of welli^mte have bem
and the drive will extend through estal)hsh^^ as p a^  of the , work.
the month of March. $5L200 CONTRACT _
The company has a contract 
a Ihie from the present dis- 
P®sal Plant to the new disposal 
plant site and a connecting line to
rommi+tpp the present sewer system at Has- O t h e r  campaign committeeUj Contract price is
members include Andrew Bell, J. *51 013 55 - '
Rogers, Mrs. Lucy _I^ack,_ Mrs. [ Reviewing other works depart-
In the' domestic. water depart­
ment, work was renewed on the | 
laying of the domestic water[ 
main along South Beach Drive.
Irrigation crews reconstructed [ 
the stairway to the Penticton sys­
tem irrigation gate for better ac­
cess and greater safety.'Some old 
service boxes,were removed and 
flume repairs carried out, at the 
north end of Ellis Flats while 
brush was cleared around the [ 
flumes.
ment activities of the past weqk.Mrs.' John Zarelli, Mrs. F. H. 
Wadman and, Mrs. Agnes Pad 
gett.
Mr. Gayfer reported road con­
struction is continuing on Yorkton 
Avenue east with considerable 
^  . . . . , work also done on drainage probn
Because it is corrosion-resistant hems caused by local flooding 
and greatly outlasts ordinary ma- during the past week, 
terials. Monel nickel-copper alloy Improvements on the museum 
is used for faucet seats in better deck of the S.S. Sicamous were 
grades of plumbing fixtures. • continued.
EDUCATION RIGGEST RUSINESS IN PENTICTON AREA
r t
School Work Not Just Preparation for Life
“Education as we know it in 
our schools is not a preparation 
for life alone but life itself,” said 
P. F. Eraut, former chairman of 
Penticton School board, in an ad­
dress to the Education Week as­
sembly launching Penticton High 
School's Vocations Day program 
yesterday,
Mr. Eraut said education is not 
only a process of getting ready 
for the future, but also a purpose 
ful living of each moment of life 
and instruction to contribute to 
the immediate and future.”
Object of oduoatlon, according 
to Mr, Ernut, is "to secure a bal­
anced condition of learning and a 
distribution of education between 
moral sclontlflo, cultural, praotl 
0 0 I and physical instruction, 
evontunlly producing a student of 
doslrnblo character ns we see 
these attributes personified In the 
men and women of our time.”
DOUBT RE EDUCATION
Observing that there has nl 
ways been doubt regarding what 
cducnllon Is or ought to be, Mr 
Ernut asked! “Do we seek to 
tench our children to bo ns wo 
are, or do wo teach them to bo 
all they can bo?”
Ho said schools do not and can 
not ho expected to, tench students 
nil they should know, hut rnihor 
to try to put the student “In the 
way of learning.”
"The pupil must bo an active 
participant and not a passive oh 
server,” ho said. "The studon 
must labor to obtain the know­
ledge of n good oduontlon, Thor 
is no mynt rend to 1 'nrning 
only hard work and full nppllcn 
tion to the task at hand,”
Text of Mr. Eraut’s address 
continues!
Penticton has an educational 
nstltution equal to the best in 
Canada, staffed with teachers no 
ess able, and provided with 
lulldtngs and equipment Inferior 
to none,
GREATEST BUSINESS 
It may not bo realized tliat 
he schools of Penticton are the 
greatest business in Penticton, 
containing the largest capital in­
vestment, by far the largest pay­
rolls, and performing the most 
mporlant tasks of ifll — making 
education available to all ohlI< 
dron.
The sehool boards have endeav­
oured to make available to all 
citizens of Penticton the fullest 
nformatlon nbhut their education 
system, and especially parents 
who have children attending the 
schools.
STUDENTS VARY 
All students are of widely dif­
ferent ability, desires and objects 
and yet have a nature common to 
nil, Education at one and the 
same time must master sameness 
and differences — pormnnenoe in 
an ever changing condition.
NEW METHODS 
Even in the short time since 
some of us attended school, new 
methods have been used. Educa 
lion by visual training has been 
Introduced through Iwoks, slides 
and motion pictures, and now 
tolovlslon, and yet many things 
have remained the same. You 
still must loam grammar, mnih- 
■emnflcfj, and many other nuhiccte 
by applying hard work and effor 
Since the details of the actlv
ties of the parents of this day 
and ago become less familiar to 
le student than in the past, 
therefore it can not be taken for 
granted that society sends its 
'oung to school with the common 
cnowledgo it did in the past, 
hcrcforc the schools have been 
obliged to expand the education 
elds which wore formerly pro­
vided by the homo,
MORE EDUCATION NEEDED 
In our ever-changing clvlllza 
Ion under a domoorntio system 
there is an over-increasing neces 
slty for every student to obtain 
more education than in the past, 
Canada at the beginning of the 
century had only three tocltnl 
clans per hundred thousand of Its 
jopultttlon, but In 1955 it required 
234 technicians for every hundred 
housand of the population, In 
1958 the United States Depart­
ment of Labour estimated that 
each year one million Jobs van 
Ishod on the North American 
Continent for those with primary 
education.
Dr. Gordon Schrum, a director 
of the B.C, Researoh Council re 
cently stated that the ratio 
engineer.^, technicians and scicn 
lists to other workers Is now one 
to every six or seven, while in 
1900 it was one to every 250. 
HIGH SCHOOL DOUBLES WAGE 
It has been estimated that the 
average wage of the worker wit 
an elementary education is in the 
range of $10 to $12 per day, while 
those with high schrtol mntrloula 
tion praoticolly double this am 
ount.
Today, to succcHhCully masloi 
the operation of tiie new compl 
oatod machines of industry and
commerce, high school grndua- 
on is not only desirable, but 
necessary. We need only to look 
about us to see the great advan­
tage of having a university edu­
cation, which is practically a nec­
essity In our rapidly expanding 
economy, if our present economic 
status is to bo malntoined and 
mproved.
exercises,
It is very Important that our 
students be performers instead of 
spectators in our physical educa­
tion. All students can not bo ex­
ports in various sports and ath- 
etio events, but practically all 
con bo participants. Since mn- 
ohincs have taken over most of 
the hard work which once was
HARDER WORK THAN EVER 
Machines have reduced or 
eliminated the hard physical 
work and drudgery of life, but In 
future, as in the past, the students 
win he required to apply them­
selves to the task of looming by 
"ndustrlous concentration, a n d  
any student who is under the do 
luslon that ho can secure ad 
vonoomont and promotion and bo 
of service to his follow man (and 
incidentally himself) by ony other 
process is due for a rude awak­
ening.
Ho should be enlightened as 
early as possible that the oppor­
tunity is reduced, that ho is pre­
vented from securing a full and 
bettor life tlio loss lie takes ad 
vantage of his opportunities. This 
fuller life Is not confined to mer­
cenary advantage hut a more 
important condition of culture 
economic, mental and morn 
Then, too, lie is able to render 
belter service to his fellow man
VALUE OF gPORTS 
This brings us to another phase 
of education—physical education. 
No nation has survived as a great 
nation vdilch neglected the phy­
sical training of its youth. The 
ancient Greeks in their day were 
o m  of the gi'eatcst luicllectuul 
nations, yet no nation took more 
care to train its youth in physical
the means of keeping physically 
it, sports and athletics provide 
one of the greatest opportunities 
of training the student In sports- 
manship, forbearanoe and con­
sideration to others.
ADULT EDUCATION 
The desire of the people of Can 
adn to participate in adult cdu- 
ontion has not gone unsatisfied 
in Pontioton, The school boards 
of recent years liave endeavoured 
in every way to encourage* the 
citizens of Pontioton and DIstrio 
to parllolpote through the night 
schoAl in training in hobbies, the 
commercial field, cultural pur­
suits and entertainment.
The co-operation of the rosl 
dents of Pontioton and dlstrlc 
has been so great that our night 
school Is the fourth largest in 
British Columbia, rind greatly cx 
ccods cities of similar size In 
both number of students and 
courses offered, This has attract 
ed many of the best .tcachcra 
available.
The people of Penticton have 
provided you with the opportunity 
to get your elementary and see 
ondary eduoatlon, The province 
has provided the best fn univer­
sity education,
From here on the motto ot the 
unlversjty summarizes things! 
"Tuum Est” — "It is up to you.”
JOHN SOUTHWORTil
Among three speakers at the gen 
oral assembly which opened the 
rst Vocations Day program at 
Penticton High School yesterday 
afternoon, was John Southworth, 
vice-president of Inland Natural 
Gas Co. Otlier' speakers were 
F. Eraut, former school board 
chairman, and H. Laub of Pen- 
Icton Rotary Club which helped 
ho high school* to sponsor Voca­
tions Day as part of Eduriation 
Week,
'.i
TALK OF THE VALLEY , i
FIRE.SIREN which blew yesterday aftemoon..at 2:15'was • . 
in response to a minor blaze; at the garage; of Dune, Morgan- 
and Art Venier ; on. Main Street, Scorched paint was-the main * 
damage after a spark apparently set a tool cabinet afire. ' ’ >
, ' - ■ V'. . ' . H'.'; ■
AFTERMATH of another fire saw Fire Oiief Merv Foi-e- > 
man deny a report‘that a smouldering spark had touched off,,;* 
a second fire at the home of Ron Stewart Sunday afternoon. * 
Firemen doused one . fire Saturday at noon, and maintain i t  • 
was completely out when they left. “Pure coincidence,” says • 
Chief Foreman. • ;
BACK TO OLIVER come Mr. and Mrs. George W« Minns, ; 
who have spent the past two weeks as members of a Rotary • 
(joodwill Tour. I
YOU CAN EXPECT to see the merits of natural gas pre- i  
sented for your oonsideration this spring; Inland Natural Gas . <r - 
Co. this morning hosted merchants at a breakfast mefetinjfe- in • 
the Prince Charles Hotel, coordinating plans for their spring J 
promotion. Incidentally, there’s no truth to the rumor that ; 
science has perfected a natural gas shaver. »
EDUCATION is the foundation of success, high school \
’ students were told, yesterday .by Hank Laub, chairman of the ; 
first Vocational Day at Penticton High, “In business, leather * 
jackets, long hair and tight jeans don't fit in—anywhere," said ^  
Laub. . , , ^
» ■
A REALIST is Ted Williams, organizing the forthcoming ;
Penticton Granite Qub’s Fourth Annual Bonspiel. “Curit'ig ; 
isn’t a sport,” said Ted, “it’s a disease.” ’ I
THE ORIGINAL'Aunt Jemima vvas making pancakes in the • 
deep south before the Civil War, and her successor is still at it. \  
Susan Augur of Summerland has a signed place mat from the ; 
lady, who recently was guest ot honor at the Pancake Festival •
in Anchorage, 
Disneyland.
Alaska. Aunt Jemima’s home base is now
CEMENT ASBESTOS
A  DEALER IS REQUIRED LOCALLY
for cement asbestos products with a gu.srantoed, internationally 
advertised prestlqe label, This franchise has not been’ previously 
offered In this district. Only financially responsible parties will be 
considered. For further details apply to !
Box H50 PenHcton Herald
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Convention Free Parking 
A Small Enough Privilege
Talk to convention delegates as they 
leave Penticton and you w ill find that 
it was the little  things that made their 
stay here pleasant
They enjoy the lakes, the hills, the 
orchards, but they are impressed more 
by the « m a ll courtesies shown them  
by hotel and m otel proprietors, store 
clerks, and the city council.
Most cities in the big business of 
convention trade are realizing this. 
Penticton seem s determ ined to take at 
least one step back on the parking 
m eter issue discussed at city council 
last night. ^
• There is no doubt in our mind that 
Alderman Clem Bird and Alderman 
Paul Pauls are right in their contention 
that the free parking privilege usually  
granted convention guests is a privilege 
that pays dividends. It is one of the 
sm all things, insignificant in pne w ay
but extrem ely important in another.
Convention guests mean a great 
deal tO'Us economy wise. A little  extra 
fuss over them seem s to us to be in 
order. The few pennies lost in revenue 
w ould be more th a n . repaid by the 
feeling of those guests that Penticton  
not only appreciated their presence but 
wanted them to come back.
It may be said that the few  who 
w ill doubtless get parking tickets dur­
ing their stay here would hardly miss 
. an extra $2.50 in fines. But it isn’t the 
cash that counts. Human nature is 
strange and nothing sparks quicker 
anger towards a town and its people 
than a little scrap of paper fluttering  
on a windshield inform ing the unsus­
pecting guest that though he’s welcom e  
here w e are fining him $2.50 for violat­
ing the most minor of all tijaffic regu­
lations.





TRYING TO GET EVERYBODY IN STEP
I
Pehticton Rotary Club can stand up 
and take a bow for the • enterprise 
shown in  organizing Vocational Day at 
Penticton H igh School.
The program of lectures offered  
students yesterday afternoon by men 
and wom en w ho have made more than 
a reasonable success of their careers 
gave youngsters an opportunity to dis- 
,cuss first hand the problems of the 
trade in w hich th ey  are interested.
That tfie day w as a great success 
w as obvious to those who talked to any 
of the students towards the end of the
Fiist Year
The question is repeatedly raised 
whether a university should admit only  
those who, by their high marks, have 
proved that they possess the ability for  
■ a  university ed.ucation.
I t , w ould certainly :seem that re­
sources m ay be w asted by trying^ to  
educate those w ho do hot. have the  
ability. Y et m any of those who do 
‘ enter a ’ university w ith  high marks 
m ay also fail. »
This problem brings comments from  
the deans of several of the faculties of 
M cGill U niversity. It occurs, for e x ­
ample, in the report of Prof. D. L. Mor- 
dell, D ean of the M cGill Faculty of 
Engineering. And though he describes 
this problem as it concerns , his own  
faculty, it  ^would seem  to have applica­
tion to m ost other faculties as w ell.
It is b y  no means certain that a stu­
dent who has high marks on leaving  
high school w ill have high marks in  
university. “R epeatedly,” says Dean  
Mordell, ‘w e find that a student has 
high marks at, school leaving and per­
forms poorly at M cGill.”
Inquiry into such cases generally  
discovers that the high school student 
was able to get his high marks by one 
or two months of concentrated work at 
the end of the term. In university he  
believes that there is plenty of tim e to  
“catch up.” B ut conditions have chang­
ed. The effort m ay be made to do six  
months of university work in six  
weeks. But it is lik ely  to fail.
Dean Mordell believes that there is
LETTERS to the EDITOR
afternoon. For the first tim e in their 
schooling career they had been granted 
the opportunity of listen ing to the 
needs of over 30 different trades. They 
had been told of some of the ^pitfalls 
facing youngsters starting their first 
job, and of the rewards available for 
those who apply them selves sincerely.
W e hope that each year th e Rotary 
Club w ill sponsor a sim ilar day, thus
g ra n tin g  the a lm o s t-re a d y -to -g ra d u a te  _______ ___________________ mut wiuu
student a first hand opportunity of de-
ready holding a substantial urn- “Unconditional surrender” was 
brella over the head of the small I a nice sounding phrase but it 
grower. Icost the Allies a lot of lives as it
HAPPY DEAN
Sir: In the Herald last Thurs-
tlS" heTdin?“GlSmy^^^^ findings of the McPhee I prolonged the war unnecessarily
signS R ” conta^^ and his re- And trying to act from the posr
niimhpr nf aqsertions which are coi^n^^^^i^itions of changes and tion of strength, when we had it 
HTcoree?t for required legislation are sound k  1945 and didn’t  know what to
,. from the point of view of society Ljq with it is nonsense, if we are 
seveny-nveij^g g^hole..If the campaign of the not , .̂ villing or able to use thatR.E.R. states that
ciding what his career should be. and found that Mr. Garrish bad 1 'lt'l''ppowers"norto%im had Stalin sif- TiartlnrkPd’’ T do not know what growers noi to Sign me con jj elections m the east-
it padlocked . I d o  not know What] tract the implication will be ofl^j,^ of Germany and a re-
perience in the BCFGA this state-| jg,„t:o,?^\^en this- comes to thel"’®̂ ^̂  follow a policy of neutrali- 
ment is completely unfounded. I a Jten tio n ^  the governments con- Austria, iUs independence
have attended three conventions, oemed as of course it must, what being guaranteed by . ^ s t  and 
the first as an onlooker, the last there be of obtaining west. Public opmion in Germany
two as a delegate, and cannot the very legislation that Dean at that, time, at least until 1949,
a great need for counselling first year  
students. Such a system  is to be intro-
The Diefenbaker Government 
has a friendly eye on a little com­
mercial "vision” which could turn 
our northern development into a 
“VISION" spelt with a dollar 
sign.
The big gamble of the hunt for 
oil and natural gas in our Arctic 
Islands is going to set our north- 
land afire, (and some of our avia­
tion companies might well have 
had a little vision there them­
selves, to create “workhorse” 
planes for use in our, arctic, in­
stead of belly-aching because the 
guardians of our tax dollars call­
ed halt to, the! construction of an 
obsolescent war plane.)
But the prospect ■ of huge oil­
fields £uid gas wells, especially at 
a time when we already have gas 
coming out of our ears further 
south, has also raised the ques 
tion: “Who will buy our gas?”
That in turn depends upon the 
answer to the question: “How 
will we deliver our gas?”
And the answer to that one 
should come easily to any Cana­
dian, for it is simply “by freezing 
it.”
TRIAL SHIPMENT
It has been discovered that nat­
ural gas, when cooled to two hun­
dred and fifty degrees below zero, 
turns into liquid form and shrinks 
to one six-hundredth of its normal 
gaseous volume. This appears to 
be the way in which we can de­
liver our gas to any market any­
where in the world.
A trial shipment of ,this super­
cooled liquefied gas, or methane, 
has been despatched from a U.S. 
port to London, England. It can 
be extracted from the earth, pro­
cessed and shipped^ to England 
for something less than 50 cents 
per thousand,^ cubic feet. That is 
approximately one-third of the 
cost of artificial gas currently 
available in England. And it is 
slightly less than the 55 cents per 
thousand cubic feet which large 
industries would pay for Alberta 
natural gas supplied by Trans- 
Canada Pipe Line.
Thus it appears that our abund­
ant natural fuel can be deliverec 
almost anywhere in the world at 
a truly competitive price.
Some idea of what this might 
mean to our economy can be 
gleaned from the estimate that 
Japan, whose present population 
is 90,000,000 souls, might quickly 
build up to a consumption of 900
billion cubic feet of gas per year.
That is four times Canada’s cur- - 
rent consumption; it is sixty times ; 
our total exports of gas piped to 
the’United States during 1957.
, "rhat export to the U.S. earned 
us a paltry. $2,000,000. In contrast* 
the export of gas to satisfy Jap­
an’s estimated demand would 
yield about $450,000,000 to Can­
ada’s gas fields and pipelines and 
shippers. ‘
WORK FOR SHIPYARDS 
And that raises another very 
attractive side to this picture. 
Special ships would probably be 
built to transport gas in its chilled 
form. Just as the big Greek ship­
ping Interests recently had the 
world’s largest oil, tanker built 
in Japan’s shipyards, so we would 
hope that whoever undertook the 
shipment of Canada’s natural gas 
overseas,-would place orders for 
the special gas tankers in Canad­
ian shipyards.
Bearing in mind the likely 
source of much of our exportable 
gas — namely deep inside our 
Arctic Circle — another exciting 
picture Is conjured up.
Last summer, during a visit in­
side our Arctic Circle. I heard 
our government shipping experts 
talking about atomic-fuelled ice­
breakers and atomic submarine 
tankers. Such “Jules Verne” fan­
tasy ~  for so it seemed at the 
time — did not make sense to my 
1958 mind. But now its 1959, and 
big international companies are 
ready to spend millions of dollars 
looking for gas in our Arctic: so 
it must make sense for them to 
spend millions of dollars to get 
t out of our Arctic too. And that 
leads us straight to the reality of 
atomic-powered submarines tow­
ing strings of submarine barges, 
in the only navigable waters in 
our Arctic, namely the waters 
beneath the frozen surface of the 
Arctic Ocean, where navigation is 
cheaper and easier than on the 
surface of any ice-free ocean.
WeU, that is the dream. And the 
idea of Canadian natural gas be­
ing sold in Europe and Asia and 
Africa — to our great financial 
benefit — does not seem too crazy 
to some of 'die imaginative; trade 
and shipping officials' in our Gov­
ernment. Such development is 
no more than part rf “The Vis­
ion,” which did not seem too 
crazy to millions of Canadian 
voters a year ago.
1 1 - 'i. .L, -Cl “ 'o^^^^twhen Mr. Gar- TUTpPhee savs we must have to including Mr. - Adenauer, was
duced into the Faculty of Engineering L-igh “padlocked the door” to any L arry  on successful fruit - grow-[against re-arming and that would
n ext year. ' ------
Other reports have references to  
th e  same problem —  the problem of 
poor academic performances in the first 
year. ? From the Law Faculty, Dean W..
C. J. Meredith reports that th e decrease 
. in  the total enrolm ent is partly due “to  
th e enforcem ent of stricter require­
m ents for admission in  an effort to re­
duce the number of- first-year casual­
ties.”
From Macdonald College, Dean H.
G. Dion expresses his belief that stu­
dents in agriculture m ight w e ll be ad­
m itted  by senior m atriculation only.
“W ith students a year older,” he writes,
“academic achievem ent "(Xrould be 'high­
er, and survival to graduation greater
REPORT FROM THE D.K.
delegates, let alone seventy-five I [have reassured the Poles and
percent. Mr. Garrish may or may many growers have bought Czecks against any. German ag-
not have his faults as president Ljj, studied a  copy of the McPhee gressioh who today look, to Rus- 
of the BCFGA, but ho fault can j.gpQj,t 9 j t  seems strange to me sia as the only safeguard for their 
be found with his actions as chair- man, with thousands of independence, or what is left of
man of the annual convention. His invested in.,^an orchard, it. But no, that would have been
acqona are; completely fair and half a lifetime spent m too. simple. After all, what do we 
impartial, _ and.vwttin the r u l ^ r f  growing, should begrudge have diplomats for? And we have
parliamentary procedure. Does | required to enough unemployment as it is.
Now ' we are told; there is 
puppet regime in'Hankow. V
Ifere with of restrict their rights 1 the wuVe that is true
as delegates or to prevent the ' J.G.H. Edwards before we jump to'conclusions?
full airing of a minority opinion? , Of coure, that would probably
If he really believes this he great RETAIL-HOURS meau recognizing that govem-
ly' underestimates the calibre of giy. Every so often people who ment. But why not? ’They are the 
1 the majority of the delegates. Lre interested only in; starting an government for the time being. I 
“R.E.R.” calls Dean McPhee argument, question the rightness wonder if we have not A.lot of 
Ithe “Gloomy Dean” apparently of Penticton retail store hours, puppet governments in the west- 
I because he has pointed out that This same media has been crjti- ern world, too, and-1 can’t help 
five acre growers are operating] cal in the past, of the retailer not thinking of Canada or what part 
an uneconomic farm. He should [being able to get together on Mr. Adenauer plays in the U.S. 
note that under the terms of re- store hours. Store hours have foreign policy.
Troops Vacate 
Dover Barracks
, _ , ference of the Royal Commission been set and adhered, to in Pen-
I t  eenerallv  recoen ized  th a t  s tu d en ts  at its formation the very first ticton for approximately one and 
°  ■ - ' I item . specified particularly was: a half years, yet in this s|iortf a i l ’ not because th ey  cannot m eet 
the standards, but rather because th ey  
are not interested enough —  in the face  
of other distractions —  to accept the  
challenge,”
The proposal that only those -*• or 
all those. —  w ith  the ab ility  to learn  
should be given a university education  
is evidently not as sim ple as it m ight 
seem. Those w ith  the ability  might bq 
among the failures. E ven the able stu­
dent may need som ething more than  
opportunity; he m ay need thoughtful 
counselling as w ell. From school to  
university is a big step.
-—The M ontreal Gazette
(a) What constitutes an economic I time, three attempts have been 
unit of production. made to disrupt them by the
The Dean has reported the facts same people who c ritiz^  toe r ^  
as he found them, and as they tailers for lack of unity in the
Adequate Rest 
For Mothers
111 HERMAN N. BUNDESEN, M.D.
V'’
Whether you expectant mothors 
realize it or not. It takes a good 
deni of energy, to have a l)aby.
A nap In the afternoon, ospo- 
dally (luring the last few months 
of pregnancy, generally is n good 
idea. But whether you nap or not,
U, is during the night that you 
must really got most of the rest 
you need,
SI.EEl* DIFFICULT
Now as the months progress 
sleeping in a comfortable posl 
tion la going to btcomo some 
what of a problem,
T suggest that you He on either 
side — Die side on which you nor 
mally sloop Is protorablo — with 
your knees beitt, This permits the 
weight of the baby to rest on the 
bed.
Tug your pillow Into a slanting 
position so that It supports not 
only .vour head hut .voiir hreasl 
and slioutdor ns well,
DIsim? from n jivonn posit Inn 
rven lim lly  bofomes quite ri prnlv 
Icrn. The easiest way is to roll
far over on your side with tlio 
owor arm nearest the bod resting 
flat on the maltrosH.
Rost the palm of your other 
land on the mattress with your 
arm bent at the dhow. Raise the 
upper part of your body slowly, 
shifting the weight easily to the 
palm of the lower hand.
were supplied to him by the grow­
ers concerned, by industry of­
ficials and officials of the various 
government departments concern­
ed with agriculture and market­
ing. His findings arc facts which 
exist, not opinion or conjecture.
Mr. Blech and his friends have 
accused the Dean of failing to 
recommend any remedy for the 
troubles of the small grower. This 
statement is of course completely 
untrue, since the Doan makes 
very definite recommendations for 
financial assistance In his report, 
commencing on page 798. His sug­
gestions for legislation on this 
matter, If carried out, would, en- 
. 1 1— able the small grower who wished
th<} stairs Pj®ceUo qyn to find a buyer for his pro- 
one foot firmly on 7 *” perty more easily, or if ho wished
then shift your weight to that leg, Lq continue it would bo easier for 
straightening It put ns you lift him to acquire more orchard and 
the other log. Go slowly. Don t operate a larger unit with less 
run. , , , overhead,
You will continue doing Itotwf* The small grower Is the,object 
work, of course^ at, least until the of a campaign Just now by Mr, 
latter .stages of your pregnancy, miech and his followers in an nt- 
Tlint means you will ho reaching hompt to persuade them to Ignore 
for food and various otoer Items or discount the findings of the 
stored on shelves. . McPhee Royal Commission. Ho
When you have to reach, stand 1r being told that he should In­
ns closely ns possible to the shelf, Btead accept the findings of an 
take a deep breath and rise on other commissioner of nearly 
your toes. Use both hands to grab thirty years ago who made only a 
the object In order to prevent any rudimentary Investigation Into the 
strain on your abdominal mus-industry and whoso findings wore 
cle.s. completely unacceptable to the
quERTIONR AND ANSWERS J  growers Of that day. Considering
NATURAL ACTION
It’s a natural action and after 
you do It a couple of times it will, 
ns a rule, ho easy,
Slltlmt flown also requires a 
llllle lliouRht, For one thing, 
don’t chnoKO a big oversluffed 
chair. Rather, select a comfort­
able one but one that Is straight.
Use your leg muscles to lower 
yourself Into chair by first putting 
one foot behind Die other and 
then bending your knees.
Take it easy with .vour climb 
Ing es|)eelally during Dio last 
month or so of your pregnancy, 
Hy itslmy your foot and leg miiq 
firs you save llmse In yoiir hncK 
which alieatly are overworked.
Miss L. H .: Can you tell me If 
Diero Is somolhlng lacking In my 
dlot, ns I am terribly constipated 
and linvo to take laxatives all the 
lime? . , , .
Answer; Much can bo done to 
correct constipation by adjusting 
the dlot. An ample amount of 
fluklR, mildly laxative foofla such 
ns fruit juices, fruits and vege­
tables are helpful. An occaslonnl 
dose of mineral oil may be neces­
sary but laxatives ns a regular 
thing should bo avoided.
BTW.F. THOUGHT
the changes which have tpken 
place In selling and marketing of 
all products In 1 the last thirty 
years, how can onyono serously 
BUggcBt that this earlier and In 
complete Investigation has any 
value in toe situation as it exists 
today? Growers are being asked 
to refrain from signing the three, 
party contract and agree to tlirow 
the selling of our products wide 
open, They arc being asked to 
preside at their own funeral I 
In case anyone Is inclined to 
doubt that last slntemont, I would 
merely like to ask how many 
growers make a living in the 
state of Washington on seven and 
a half nores or less as compared 
to the 51 percent in the Okanagan 
and Rlmllkameen? This fompnv
first place.
The'actual fact is, with excep­
tion of a very small minority, too 
retailers and consumers in gen­
eral are thoroughly satisfied that 
the present store hours are giving 
excellent service to our local cus­
tomers twelve months of the 
year, and to our tourists in July 
and August.
Tourist statistics, I am sure 
will show that 85 percent of our 
tourists are here in July and 
August, when families with child 
ren (which are the majority of 
Penticton’s visitors) can holiday.
The stores are open six days a 
week these two months.
It will be suggested that swing 
shlftinfe of staffs bo used on a six 
day week. TlDs would Increase 
cost to the retailer, and would 
also deprive store workers of two 
consecutive liolldnys, a privilege 
enjoyed by most other working 
groups. It would also result in 
IKJoror service to the shopping 
lUbllc at all hours of the day 
. ecause of reduced staff, due to 
some of the regular staff being 
absent at all times.
Omnglng store hours Is con­
fusing to everyone, particularly 
to the shopping public. Our pres­
ent hours are obviously fair to 
our local customers, to our visit­
ors and a real boon to the sales­
people, Let us keep It this way, 
Yours truly,
A Retail Store Worker,
Sir:
BERLIN AND CANADA
Tlie heavens were opened, and I 
saw visions of Clod.—Ezekiel 1:1
rjorl Is much rlosn’ in ns Disn ............................................................
we think, lie wniD.s us to know I Ison might suggest Dist orderly 1 no sense in blaming the commun 
I Him Intimately. 'marketing and oo-operatlon Is ai-'lsta for everything under the eun.
Considering that we are living 
In the age of the H-bomb, the 
whole situation would bo ludicrous 
if it wore not so tragic.
What are we supposed to think 
of American foreign policy and 
Blntesmanshlp when th e , U.S.A. 
had all the.trump cards includ­
ing the A-bomb at the end of the 
war, and look at the mess we are 
in t^ n y ,
Anybody, even those only half 
Informed, could not have been 
surprised about anything the 
Russians have done since that 
time but our diplomats act like 
'Alice In Wonderland,' There is
The trouble is that toe Ameri­
cans don’t know' how to play 
chess. They haven’t advanced 
beyond checkers. The Russians 
know the game and are pretty 
good at it. At toe same time, why 
should they not try brinkmanship 
or a change after watching Mr.
: Julies the last few years? As we 
know, two can play the. same 
game.
Canada w a s  favorably im̂  
pressed by the Polish proposal of 
disentanglement In Central Eur­
ope and the banning of nuclear 
weapons in that area. Did wo do 
anything about it? Heavens no, 
we didn’t dare, as apparently 
Waslilngton is holding toe big 
stick. To be consistent we shouM 
pull our own brigade out of Ger­
many, they were put there only 
to make sure Canada would be 
in the war from the start if any 
war should break out.
One Hong Kong is enough in a 
lifetime, better bring the boys 
home where they are saftcr and 
let them guard the DEW line. 
Why should we pull American 
ciiostnuts out of the fire?
We can secure our own free­
dom, and probably peace too, by 
getting a few H-bombs and the 
means to deliver them. As we 
can't get them from dear Uncle, 
Sam — cither we must be too 
Irresponslbto* or not trustworthy 
we should get them from Britain. 
As a member of the Common­
wealth, we should bo able to get 
them, especially if we offer cash.
If India can follow a policy of 
neutrality, so can wo if we de­
cide to do BO. Or can wo? Let's 
find out whether we are Just 
puppets or can have a mind and 
a policy of our own.
Let the Gormans settle their 
own affairs in what is left of 
Germany.
HAN.'? FELDT.




LONDON — For toe first time 
since toe Aficient Britons resisted 
the invasion of their coast by 
Julius Caesar and his Roman 
legions in 55 B.C., Dover, the his­
toric gateway to England, will be 
without a military garrison. When 
Caesar attemped to land at Dover 
with his army, he found the white 
cliffs so strongly defended by toe 
inhabitants of the settlement that 
he was forced to withdraw and 
make- another landing attempt at 
toe nearby port *of Deal. Ever 
since then, there has been a Brit­
ish garrison at Dover. It was one 
of the key British
coastal defence in toe second 
world war.
In the near future, Connaught 
Barracks, in Dover will be vac-
LEHERS
N O l A F R A ID
. Sir; In reply to the letter of “a 
New Canadian” In the Herald, in 
which he asks, “Doesn’t anybody 
In town have toe nerve to tell 
the, mayor what Is wrong with 
him?”
Yes Sir, I have nerve enough.
My good friend Charlie Oliver 
is really not a badksort of fellow. 
He means well, his Intentions are 
good, but his excuses are rotten. 
Unfortunately every time he 
opens his mouth, he lots his 
brains fall out.
I am a hundred per cent in 
agreement with him on his water 
project, I think he thoroughly un­
derstands what he is tolking 
about.
However, op other matters he 
seems to be just "hoy-wire,"
I had better shut up or I will 
be getting suspended.
Hugh E. Gough.
ated by toe Cameron Highlanders, 
toe regiment now stationed there. 
No replacement has been named; 
to follow the Camerons. The .town • 
will be without troops, but it is 
announced that toe lack of a gar­
rison there will be only tempop- , 
ary.
;\s soon as the Camerons 
move out of the bari’acks, the 
builders and their workman will 
move in, Connaught Barracks, 
located on the heights above the 
town, are to be completely mod­
ernized, to make future garrisons 
more comfortable. When the ren­
ovations and" alterations are com­
pleted toe War Office will name 
the regiment to move in,, and re­
new the continuity of a garrison 
at Dover.
Since the days of Caesar, there 
have always been, troops at Dover. 
In spite of the growth of atomic 
weapons, , it will still be the policy 
of the War Office to maintain a 
garrison there,
Practically every regiment in 
the British army has, down 
through the centuries, stood guard 
over the Dover gateway to Eng­
land. Sometimes — as In the days 
of the Napoleonic wars, the gar­
rison has consisted of ns many as 
15 regiments.
CHELSEA CHANGES
Another barracks which Is duo 
for remodelling and additions Is 
the famous Chelsea Barracks In 
London. Aa a cost of £2,200,000, 
the War Office has decided to 
completely transform the 100-yenr 
old barracks, which were built 
shortly after the close of the Cri­
mean War. The new buildings 
will be like an old soldier's dream 
of home, There will be a swim­
ming pool, gymnasium, a Nanfl 
shop, a junior ranks' club, and 
the most up-to-date dining rooms, 
messes and kitchens.
In the new scheme Is provision 
for two tall blocks of married 
quarters, to house 104 soldiers’ 
families In two and tlireo bed­
room flats.
TIIANKR PROM BLIND 
Sir: On behalf of the’members 
of our local branch of too Cana­
dian National Institute of toe 
Blind, I want to express our 
grateful thanks to your news­
paper, the Penticton Herald, for 
their Interest In publishing nows 
for us (luring White Cane Week, 
Thanking you, with much ap- 
pvecinllon.
Yours sincerely, 
Mrs. Joy Rsthburn, 
Sioretary.
A  Henilb *
Q. J. ROWLAND, Publisher 
JAMER HUME, Editor
Publlsbed • v t iy  a fU rn uq ii txo fp t Sun 
(lay and ho ltday i a t 186 N atitlm o s v i  
W., P in tto ton, B.Q., by Uia Ptntlotnn 
U tra ld  U d .
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o f ipa o iiL l. diapatahaa harain sra alao 
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O fitaa Oaparlm ant, Ottawa.
IF YOUR
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first. Then 
If your Herald Is not deliver­
ed by 7i00 p.m. lust phone
VET’S TAXI 
4111
and a copy will be dispatch­
ed to you at once. This 
Special delivery service Is 
available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. lynd 7t30 p.m.
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Record Number at 
Summerldnd Banquet
Judy Hockley proposed a toast 
to the mothers . with reply by 
Mrs. H. L. Wilson. ' Mona Inaba 
gave the toast to Guiding, reply 
by Capt. Mrs. Sandy Fenwick; 
to the community, Donna Poweli, 
reply, Reeve Atkinson.
Guide Margaret MacLean pre­
sented a corsage to Mrs. Mc- 
Naughton.
Mrs. McLachlan expressed ap­
preciation of the devotion of the 
Guiders saying that she believed 
Guide training develops higher 
standards of citizenship. She ask­
ed more mothers to attend the 
LA. and mentioned that $2 per 
Guide and Brownie, partly to be
BEST MAN Basil Dowd looks on as Mr. and Mrs. 
Bernard Bartholet cut the wedding cake at the
WIDE INTEREST
OLIVER.—The Church of Christ
the King was the scene of a 
pretty wedding uniting in mar­
riage Dolores Monica Gerstmey- 
er, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Gilbert Eraut of Oliver, and 
Bernard Bartholet of Fort Nelson, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Bar­
tholet of Fairview, Alberta.
Father Downey officiated for 
the afternoon ceremony on Satur­
day, February 21, when the bride 
was given in marriage by her 
father, Gilbert Eraut. Basil Dowd 
of Fort Nelson acted as best man. 
Ushers were Robert Gerstmeyer, 
brother of the bride, and Bob 
Bartholet, brother of the groom, 
both of Oliyer.-
LACE;AND TAFFETA
The bride was . charming in a 
ballerina - length gown of Chan­
tilly lace over white taffeta. 
Dainty pearls and crystal beads 
accented the scalloped neckline. 
A crown of sequms and seed 
pearls held the fingertip veil. She 
carried a small bouquet of roses 
and lily-of-the-valley on a white 
Bible. Her jewelry was a single 
strand of pearls, a gift from the 
groom
Mrs. Robert Bartholet, matron 
of honor, was attired in a baller­
ina-length gown of pink net over
taffeta, with small pink veil. She
carried pink roses. The brides­
maids, Miss Marion Gerstmeyer, 
her sister, wore a pale blue chif­
fon gown with a blue veil and car­
ried pink and white carnations, 
and Miss Dorothea Specht of Pen­
ticton wore a white and yellow 
nylon over taffeta gown with a 
yellow veil and carried yellow 
roses.
FLOWER GIRLS IN WHITE
The two little flower girls, Di­
ane Selinger and Pattie Allan, 
were attired. in white ballerina 
gowns. Diane, cousin of the bride, 
had matching yellow headdress 
and' flowers, while Pattie, the 
bride’s ’ godchild, carried, pink 
flowers to match her pink head­
dress.
The organist was Steve-Eisen- 
hut, who accompanied the soloist, 
Rudolph Guidi.
The reception was held at the 
Oliver United Church Hall, with 
dinner served by the Junior 
Circle to the many guests.
Basil Dowd proposed the toast 
to the bride, -with the groom re­
sponding. Bob Bartholet gave the 
toast to the bridesmaids.
CALIFORNIA HONEYMOON
For her going away outfit, Mrs. 
Bartholet chose a beige wool
SUMMERLDND—Two hundred 
and seventy-five' mothers, daugh­
ters and guests, had supper to­
gether at the aqnual Guide ban­
quet held on Friday evening in 
the Youth Centre. This is the 
largest banquet to have been held 
by the Guide family in Summer- 
land and marked a highlight in 
Guiding here.
Mrs. W. H. Durick, fairy god­
mother, badge secretary, and 
division secretary, who has given 
in many delightful ways to the 
movement here and in the south 
Okanagan was honored by divi­
sion Guides and Brownies and by 
Summerland LA when she' was
presented with a gold “Thank-learned by the girls,-is the year’s 
you” badge by Trudy Schwab, project for the new campsite on 
This award is given rarely and Okanagan Lake, 
represents outstanding service. NEW CAMP 
FARE’S CUP AWARD Mrs. Blagborne spoke of the
Mona Inaba was presented with camp begun a year ago at a cost 
the Fare’s Cup awarded annually of 56,000 and now a reality. Al­
to an outstanding Summerland ready $3,400 has been raised 
Guide. Capt. Enid Maynard made through Guide and Brownie pr(> 
this presentation. Meets, donations from private citi-
Warrant badges were present- zens and local organizations. Last 
ed to Guide Captain, Mrs. Sandy summer the camp p r o v i d e d  
Fenwick, and to ^rown Owl, Mrs. camping and training for a num- 
W. G. Evans. ber of groups. She mentioned its
Tables were arranged with use to future Guides and told the 
spring flowers; flags, and figures story of how a flagpole was pro­
of Brownies. As the supper be- vided through the help of many, 
gan with Mrs. R. S. McLachlan, Summerland Kiwanis Club donat- 
president of the LA as mistress ed material and built a kitchen 
of ceremonies. Guides Mona In- at; the site. A boat and other nec- 
aba, Ann L,einor, Mary Dawn pssary equipment has been donat- 
Grazeley, Janet Storey, Donna ed.
Powell and Jeanie Stevenson took Carleton McNaughton of Oliver, 
part in the candle lighting cere- a scout commissioner, brought 
mony. greetings from Scouts. Mr.; Mc-
The Ladies’ Auxiliary to the Naughton spoke first in a serious 
Canadian Legion, Branch 32, vein asking that every Guide 
Summerland, served as their con- camp be built around a sanctu- 
tribution to Guiding and so that ary and that the knowledge of 
mothers and daughters might sit the presence of God be part of 
down together! every project. He spoke of the
HEAD TABLE GUESTS great value of conservation py-
At the head table were Mrs. ing, “Life is the most precious 
reception following their marriage in The Church IR* S. McLachlan; Mrs. B. T. thing in life, 
of Christ the King at Oliver. Blagborne, division commission- Later he told intrigumg .stones
J . J. Eykelenboom portrait er; Mrs. Sandy Fenwick, Capt. of the animals at his Grey Sage
1st Co.; Miss Enid Maynard, Museum. He brought soine owls 
Capt. 2nd Co.; Mrs. Gordon Whit- and some white mice which de- 
taker, Miss Diane Young, Lts. 1st lighted the Brownies who were 
Co.; Mrs. James Onley, Lt. 2nd allowed to hold them.
Co.; Brown Owls, Mrs. L. Lopa- Anne McL-achlan thanked the 
tecki, Mrs. W. G. Evans, Mrs. | speaker.
George Ryman, of the 1st,' 2nd 
and 3rd Packs, respectively, and 
Mrs. J. L. Mason, Tawny Owl
Other Tawnies,. Mrs. L. Charles} M d l lV  Q u i l t S f
and Mrs. Eric Tait, and the dis- __ ,  - - ^  ~  ,
trict commissioner, Mrs. Nora K n it lG C l tif l iT in B lltS  
Kopp, Peachland, were unable to  ̂ , .
attend. Others were Mr. and I Workroom reports released by
LORN A J. MITCHELL, Social Editor
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IN and AROUND TOWN
PENTICTON I Ferguson, Dorothy Hines, Martha 1 Johnson, Lil »Tyler and Lois 
Miss Hazel Merritt, a mission- Webb, 
ary from Bolivia, South America, 
was a guest with Rev. and Mrs.
Gordon S. Vincent while in Pen­
ticton to address the Sunday 
morning congregation at the First 
Baptist Church. Miss Merritt, who 
filled other speaking engagements 
while here for the weekend left 
last evening to return to her home 
at Vancouver. .
OSOYOOS
Mr. and Mrs. AVilliam Czar- 
neski have returned from a three- 
month vacation in Arizona.
OffOfccs CWl W ill pr\ 
Discontinue Card ^  
Series During Lent ^
OSOYOOS—Tlie February meet­
ing of the Osoyoos Catholic Wo­
men’s League was held in the 
Parish Hall with Miss M. O.’Neil • 
presiding. ‘
The card parties that have been 
a success in the past have been 
discontinued during Lent.
The annual spaghetti dinner 
was a financial success as was 
the catering done for the Legion 
dinner.
Under the direction of Mrs. 
Thaller and Mrs. McConnachie 
it was decided to purchase new 
equipmertt forUhe kitchen and to 
have the kitchen tables covered.
, After'the business meeting, re­
freshments were served by Mrs. 
Ecker and. Mrs. E, Lichel.
Edith Rebecca ‘Davis and John 
A. Avery of Osoyoos were mar­
ried in Penticton February 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brock with Frank Thaller, l o c a l  shoe- 
their son and daughter-in-law, ^is business to
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Brock, ar- r “^ Coccia of Penticton. 
rived home Saturday after spend­
ing the past month on a motor 
trip south to Mexico. They visited 
at a number of resort centres en 
route south vja the coast, spend­
ing some time in San Jose, Cab 
ifornia, with Miss Joyce Brock, 
and travelled home from Mexico 
over the interior liigliway.
HOUSEHOLD HINT
Use a large, clean both towel 
to protect the mattress when giv­
ing a bed bath. Place it under­
neath the patient beforehand. 
Afterwards, always change bed 
linen to make sure no dampness 
remains.




tweed suit with matching acces­
sories. The couple will make their 
home at Fort Nelson on their re­
turn from a honeymoon to Santa 
Barbara, Califor.nia.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. 
and Mrs. Nick Schuck of Vernon; 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Schuck, Mr. and 
Ml's. Seb. Schuck, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Bauer, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Allan, Pattie and Sandy, 
all of Kelowna; Mr. and Mrs. 
John Selinger, Diane and Monica 
from Summerland; Albert Eraut 
of Naramata; Mr. 'and Mrs. Em- 
anual Specht and Dorothea from 
Penticton; Basil D o w d and 
Clancy Pettiet from Fort Nelson, 
and Mrs. Martin from Shawn- 
avon, Sask. ■ . r -r-'
Mrs. C. W. Sutherland has re­
turned from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands where she spent a two- 
week vacation with relatives and 
friends.
The Wo-He-Lo Circle of the Pen-1 
ticton United Church Women’s 
Federation will meet tomorrow 
evening at 8 p.m. at the home of 
Mrs. C. N. Richardson, 455 Truro | 
Street.
Mr, and Mrs. Alan Crawley, 1 
Evans Loop, have returned to 
Penticton after spending the past 
several weeks visiting in Vancou-1 
ver.
Forty members of the Pentic-j 
ton Ladies’ Curling Club partici­
pated in the Summerland club’s I 
annual bonspiel held during the 
weekend. Rinks from Penticton 
were skipped by Phyllis Asay, 
Esther Carse, Mary Carberry, 
Eda Dagg, Charlene Enns, Mabel
LAST TIME TONITE
One'Complete Show Only Starting At 7:30 p.m.
TWO BIG FEATURES




-  DOROTHY LAMOUR
"WILD HARVEST"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Show Starts a t 7 p.m. Last Comp. Show Starts 8:30
DANA ANDREWS -  JANE POWELL
"ENCHANTED ISLAND"
PLUS
GEORGE MONTGOMERY - KARIN BOOTH
Mrs. Careton McNaughton of Oli-h^® 
ver, the former was guest speak-
roA ;"M rraS  Mrs"
the former, president of Kiwanis ^
Club; Mrs. C a r le s  Letts, repre- additional sê ^̂ ^̂  
senting the Rebekah Lodge; Mrs.
Howard Shannon, president of the f  ibutional h ead q u a rte rs .^ ^  
LA to the Legion; Rev. and Mrs.
i l i i i
A FINE KETTLE OF FISH
Add New Npte to Menu 
With Crab Gumbo
Any Inn of soutliero novels nnd 
movies knows Hint Creole is a 
word used to describe old-line 
settlers of Loulslunn who hud 
either French or Spnnlsh ancest­
ry. They wore renowned for their 
beautiful women, dnshlng men 
and succulent recipes; many of 
them mnking use of the fish and 
shellfish found In the Gulf of 
Mexico.
No list of celebrated Creole 
dishes would bo complete wit bout 
gumbos, those thick but trunsiinr- 
ent combinullons of flavorsome 
foods that nro more than n soup, 
but less than n slow, Gumbos 
made with okra are n Creole 
favorite mid now tlinl okra can 
be bouglil ill the fro'/en or cuniiet 
slate, even tlioso of iia without n 
drop of “Dixie” blood nro coming 
to appreciate this little voRotnblo
Here’s aSicw, quick way o 
making Crab f,Jumbo with okra 
It should be served over tire In 
bowls, or acconipmiled by rice. 
Because it's nourlslilng, filling 
nnd simple to pul together. Quick
orent note nt bompany dinners! 
too.
QUICK CRAB GUMBO
One 7-ounce can crabment 
One 15-ounce can stowed tomatoes 
One 10-ounce frozen okrn or 
one 16-ounce can okra 
d to 8 dashes Tabasco 
6 to 8 grinds (til teaspoon fresh 
black pepper)
Pinch dried thyme (optional)
Put all Ingredients together Into 
Boucepan, Cook until okrn Is 
done or heated through (about 7 
to 10 minutes for frozen okra, 3 
5 minutes for conned okra). 
Serve In soup bowls with spoon 
fula of hot rice sprinkled with 
paprika, Makes 2 to 3 generous 
servings, a complete meal when 
sovYod with a salad nnd bread. 
Recipe is easily doubled for more 
servings.
TO COOK RICE: Put Vt CUp
rice, 1 cup’ cold water, 1 teaspoon 
salt, 1 tablespoon liutter or ma^ 
gnrlne Into a saucepan. Bring to 
boll, stir. Reduce heat, cover 
tightly and let cook gently, with 
Crati (iuml'U in h guud hush lopmi removing cover, about 14 to 
feed ilic >''tiingi<icr,s (It lunchiimn,'15 mlnules or until liquid has 
It's novel enough to add i\ dll- crMjked nwny.
Founder of WCTU 
Honored at Meeting
The life of Frances Willard, 
rounder and organizer of the Wo­
men’s Christian Teihperance Un- 
on, \vas briefly, reviewed, mid 
the history of the temperemce 
movement summarized in a pa­
per read by Mrs. C. C. Ctoss at a 
meeting of the WCTU held here 
on the United Church hall.
In the article written by Mrs, 
Thomas Graham, the early “Cru­
sade of Women” was pictured 
i:rom its beginning in Hillsboro, 
Ohio, in 1873. ILighlighting the 
story was the paragraph in which 
the author said, “Women from 
all denominations gathered at the 
Presbyterian Church; had prayer 
together, then marched two by 
two through the town, singing, 
‘Give to the Wind Thy Fears.’ 
They stopped in front of the sa­
loons, singing and praying, that 
the keepers might give up the 
soul destroying business. Wlier- 
ever they were allowed they 
went inside and held their meet­
ings. Within 50 days this crusade 
drove the saloons from 250 towns 
and villages," she concluded.
At a short business session pre­
ceding the prpgram, discussions 
dealt chiefly with plans concern­
ing the forthcoming Provincial 
meeting of the WCTU to be held 
In this city May 12-13. A billeting 
committee was appointed with 
Mrs, James Meldrum ns conven­
or. Representatives from each lo­
cal church will comprise the com­
mittee.
T h e  afternoon's proceedings 
opened with a devotional message 
by Lieut. Betty Kerr of tlio Sal­
vation Army. A duet by Mrs. M. 
Wray and a prayer by Capt. Elsie 
Miller closed the devotional per- 
liod.
C. ©. Richmond, Mrs. J. E. 
O’Mahoney and Itos. A. W. "Van­
derburgh. Mrs. F. V. Harrison, 
f o r m e r  division commisisoner 
was unable to be present. Pack- 
ees were Carol Gowing, Janet 
Storey, Mona Inaba, Beverley 
Bullock, Margaret 'White,- Pat 
Dunsdon and Mrs. W . J. Thom­
son, assistant to the 3r(T Brownie 
Pack.
fires in B.C., the demand for 
clothing and bedding has been 
unusually large, the past few| 
months.'
This assistance program has in­
cluded a  number of Okanagan 
residents. The latest to receive 
Red Cross help in this district 
are Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mc­
Leod whose home and contents 
were entirely destroyed by a fire 
on February. 22. The societj^ has 
authorized a donation of $25 and 
a gift of quilts to the family of 
four.
Reports for January disclose 
th a t'268 articles were shipped to 
Vancouver warehouses from this 
district Of this number, 22 were 
quilts and 42 were knitted gar­
ments including sweaters, socks 
and infants’ wear. February ship­
ments were slightly lower with a 
total’of 214 from this centre. In 
this latter were 23 quilts and 41 
knitted articles.
Volunteer workers at the Fri­
day meetings In the Health Centre 
on Eckhardt Avenue have aver­
aged 30 each week. Tea has been 
served to the volunteers by the 
Penticton United Church Wo­
men’s Federation, the Catholic 
Women's League and representa­
tives from St. Andrew’s Presby-| 
terian Church.
Those Interested in assisting 
with the Red Cross sewing and 
knitting program are invited to 
attend the Friday meetings by[ 
work chairman Mrs. W. S. Reed­
er.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3
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‘Baby Face Nelson’
The most exciting an d  ha ir  
raising picture you 've seen 
in a  long time.
"BADMAN'S COUNTRY" 
STARTING FRIDAY
NOMINATED FOR 6  ACADEMY AWARDS 
•  BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR •  BEST, DIRECTION
Elizabeth Taylor— Best Actress •  Paul Newman— Best Actor






By VERA WINSTON 
Can’t keep a good thing down! 
So here again is that perennial 
favorite, the shirt-waist dress. 
Tills time. It Is glorified In black 
silk broadcloth. The pleats arc 
clustered on each side of tl\e 
front and the frock Is worn over 
a full petticoat. Shown here with 
a front buckled sash, it also can 
be dressed down by substituting 
a black leather bolt.
One positively sure way to 
lose friends is to tell them some-1 
thing for their own good.
O F  C O M ,
i i i i i i i l i i i l®
why Dtptnd en ONtdnoredlent I 
TabUd 10 check FIVERISHNUS,
ACHES, PAINS, RUNNING NOSE, 
when you gel 4  cold.flohtlno 
Ingredienti In every proven I
B W S C IIL IIC IIF S U II
To moke you lo t i  bo iler e ll 
over In mlnulec.
12 de ie i 4SE Fomlly i Im  SPd
m
Soroptimist Bridge 
To be Held Friday I
The growing popularity of the 
Soroptimist Gub's bridge tourna­
ment is evident from the Increas­
ing number of players taking part 
each week, Last Prldoy night was 
no exception when 15 tables were 
In play, 'Fhe ''Phipps Team” 
composed of Jock and Charles 
Phipps, won the evening’s prize 
with the high score of 8090.
Owing to the concert by Theo­
dor Uppnm on Wednesday night, 
the Soroptomist tournament has 
boon postponed until Friday, 8 
p.m., ill the Inooln Hotel, New 
plnyoi’s nro wglcomo but will only 
be eligible for the evening's prize.
LAST TIMES TONITE
ORADA THEATRE, OROVILLE
Showing A t 7:00 and 9 :00  p.m.
THI Ttm STORY UHINO THI WISTI tIUNOIST UOINOII
rn
IIOURF.1IOT.D H IN T
A fiber broom will be revital­
ized with a bath of ommonia 
water (2 quarts warm water to 
4 tablespoons household ammon­
ia). Let bristles soak in this solu­
tion lor liHll an hour, then rinse 
anti hang hrrwjm up in a cool 
place to dry.
[ " Y o u  m e a n  t o  r a y —  
f u a l  3 - a - d a y  m a y  
• e n d  b a c k a c h e  a w a y ! ”
Soumli loodl Lo(kil, lool You iic  lU  normil iob of llic 
kidncyi li lo remove iieo ii w iiU i smi icldc 
- to  oflon the ctuio cl bickiehc-from tlig
lyiltm. Dodd’*  Kidney Pllli illmultl* thg
kldi ..................................................heyt In thli function ind to miy krini 
Ihil wciconw ftlltf fram biekichc Ihty I 
miny othtri. Try ]uil S-i-diy. You can iltpond
un Dvdd'r— In Ilia klua but m1(Ii Uta lad uand. aa
you
lllVO
You, too, can get a
PERSONAL LOAN
Our Personal Loan service is organized to meet 
the wide range of needs of a wide range of people.
Personal Loans are available at any one of our 
more than 800 branches. .
for any worthwhile purpose . . .
for from one to three years . . .
A loan is readily repaid 
through regular monthly deposits,
C A N A D IA N  B A N K  O F  C O M M E R C E
V P ro v id in g  S p o c M Ito d  P onone 'l lo a n  u r v k o  i ln to  1936
PAnHcfon Branch -  N, H. AFFLECK, Manogpr N’WI
Curling Cham pionships 
Reaches Third Round
By JOHN YOBSTON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
QUEBEC (CP) — Strong en­
tries from Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba were favored to keep 
their unbeaten records througli 
the third round of the Canadian 
curling championships this morn­
ing but some of the Western 
giants must fall in the fourth 
round this afternoon.
That one matcjhes Saskatche­
wan against unbeaten Alberta, 
which drew a third - round bye, 
and Manitoba against British Co­
lumbia. '
The three prairie provinces 
completed Monday’s 'two opening 
rounds with identical 2-0 won-lost 
records, generally handling their 
eastern opposition with ease.
B.C. UNKNOWN QUANTITY 
British Columbia, after a 12-10, 
extra-end victory over Nova Sco­
tia in the first round, had a bye 
in the second round Monday 
night. The West Coast quarte t- 
formed two weeks before the 
British Columbia championships 
—remained an unknown quantity 
after its narrow squeak over A. 
D. Forbes’ Nova Scotia entry, 
oldest of the 11 teams.
Herb Olson’s Edmonton rink 
gave Alberta a smashing 13-5 
second-round win over Prince 
Edward Island, which drew a 
bye in the opening round. Sas­
katchewan’s entry, skipped by 
Ernie Richardson, had an easy 
time with inexperienced New­
foundland, winning 18-9.
Manitoba built up a strong 13-5 
lead after nine ends, then hung 
on desperately as Fred Sellers’ 
Ontario squad fought back with 
seven points in the last three 
ends, but lost 13-12.
In the third round Saskatche- 
wan was pitted against Prince 
Edward Island; Manitoba against 
Nova Scotia; British Columbia 
against Quebec; Ontario against 
Northern Ontario and Newfound­
land against New Brunswick. Al­
berta drew a bye.
COMPLAIN OF ICE
The curlers had trouble Mon­
day with sticky ice that made 
some shots virtually impossible. 




Penticton- High School Lakers 
have a two-point deficit to over­
come Friday night when they 
meet Kamloops High basketball 
squad to decide who represents 
the southern Okanagan in the 
B.C. high school basketball cham­
pionships this month.
Kamloops edged the Lakers GO­
SS last Saturday in the first of 
two total-point playoff matches. 
With the benches full of their own 
rooters, the local boys hope to 
wipe out those two points in short 
order.
Provincial tournament will be 
held In U.B.C. Memorial Gym 
March 10 to 14. '
Penticton has already eliminat­
ed Kelowna, and have racked up 
R record of 15 wins to 6 losses this 
season.
The Lakers will be relying on 
high-scoring Larry Hale to re­
peat his performance of last Sat­
urday, when he plopped 20 points 
through the twine. Other main­
stays in the Kamloops gfime were 
Richard Skirmer and Lee Day 
with 10 each.
Last year Penticton placed sec­
ond in the Summerland Tourna­
ment, beaten out by Oliver.
First whistle blows at 8 p.m. 
In Penticton High gym on Friday. 
Tickets are 50 cents for adults 
and a quarter for students.
effort into a short to make it 
reach the house. They also re­
ported faults over the whole ice 
surface made shots weave errati­
cally.
In the afternoon session, the 
Quebec coliseum was 60 degrees 
above zero and most of the 40 
players d o f f e d  their woollen 
jackets play in shirtsleeves.
In other second - round games 
Nova Scotia topped Quebec 10-8 
to post a 1-1 record while hand­
ing Jack Bergman’s Montreal- 
Outremont rink its second loss.
New Brunsvvick, with one point 
in each of the last three ends, 
squeezed past Northern Ontario 
10-9, giving the northerners their 
second loss in, two starts.
Both Alberta and Saskatchewan 




In the Summerland Curling 
Club’s Annual Ladies’ Bonspiel 
top honors were taken by the Fer­
guson 'rink of Penticton, secbnd 
in the A event was Brovwi of ICC; 
third Eyre of Summerland and 
fourth Croft of Summerland.
In B event it was Tilbe, Sum­
merland, Tyler, Penticton, Asay, 
Penticton and Gove of Summer- 
land.
C event saw Webb of Penticton 
take first, followed by Mclnnis, 
Summerland, Cranna, ICG and 
Topham of Peachland.
D event went to Grondlund, 
Summerland, Carse of Penticton 
was second, Kennedy, Summer- 
land, third and Beggs of Sum­
merland fourth.
There were 26 rinks entered in 
the < annual event, 13 from Sum­
merland, iO from Penticton, two 






high school senior girls’ basket­
ball team is leaving this week 
for the annual B.C. high schools’ 
tournament in Vancouver. They 
are the winners in the central and 
southern zone playoffs and one of 
two teams in the interior to go 
to the coast. The other is from 
Salmon'Arm high school.
Staff member and coach. Miss 
Doreen Flett will accompany 
them as parent chaperone, and 
Donna McAdam is captain and 
business manager.
Members of the team are Lou­
ise Shannon, Carole Hackman, 
Mitzi Jomori, Eleamor Raincock, 
Vicki Cuthbert, Phyllis Young, 
Emilie Bonthoux, Grace John­
ston, Rosalie Young, and Rose­
mary Robertson.
after the middle rounds. Saskat­
chewan’s. four R i c h a r d  sons 
played quickly and steadily, pil­
ing up three or more points in 
four ends.
P.E.I. STRONG 
Alberta was never able to get 
more than two points from Char­
lie Macdonald’s Prince Edward 
Island t e a m .  The islanders 
knocked out most of Alberta’s 
counting shots but were never 
given a chance to put a guard 
on their own  ̂counters.
Alberta’s first - round victorj- 
was also by a 13-5 score, ovei* 
Newfoundland’s Bud Fisher.
The. Richardsons had an eas>’ 
time in their first round match
They walloped Northern On­
tario 17-8, coming from a 4-4 tie 
after three ends to a 13-5 lead 
after nine.
Manitoba’s Dr. J a c k  Bird 
scored his first victory by lick­
ing the surprisingly strong New 
Brunswick entry 13-9, and On­
tario handed Quebec the first of 




QUEBEC.— The ice was 
faster and truer than Mon­
day. Prince Edward Island 
scored one in the second emd 
third ends to go ahead of Sas­
katchewan 2-1 and for the 
first time in three games the 
western rink trailed an op­
ponent.
British Columbia had little 
trouble with Quebec in early 
ends and led 4-1 after the 
third when Quebec scored 
one on a measure.
After an opening dead end 
Northern Ontario took a 3-1 
lead going into the fourth, 
and Manitoba had: a 4-2 edge 
over Nova Scotia after three. 
New Brunswick and New­
foundland were tied 1-1 and 
New Brunswick went ahead 
2-1 in the third end when 
skip Fisher of the island team 




Representing-Peachland at the 
Summerland Ladies’ bonspiel this 
weekend is a foursome made up 
of Mrs. Ida Topham, skip, Mrs, 
A. Flintoff, Mrs. B. Luhtala and 
Mrs. S. Dell.
Tw o other Peachland. rinks 
have gone farther afield, to the 
Salmon Arm Ladies’ bcxispiel, 
and are comprised of Mra. Peg 
Whinton, skip, Mrs. Lois Blower, 
Mrs. Joan Cousins and; Mrs. M. 
Ferguson. Mrs. Millie Topham, 
skip, Mrs. Viki Trautman, Mrs, 
Alice McDonald and Mrs. Marie 
Houghtaling.
Many Pizes in Annual 
Granite Club Bonspiel
m
r  .>* I'-oj
The Penticton Granite .Club’s 
Fourth Annual Bonspiel is shap­
ing up as the best yet with a prize 
list of over $4,000 in value being 
available to the lucky winners of 
the six events and additional 
prizes for the grand aggregate.
The following list, of prizes and 
a message from the curling club 
was'received today.
PENTICTON ’SPIEL ENTRIES 
CLOSE FRIDAY NIGHT, 
MARCH 6
In welcoming curlers to Pen­
ticton Granite Club’s 4th annual 
bonspiel, city business firms and 
individual donors are pleased to 
offer for competition the follow­
ing interesting list of trophies 
and prizes.
Lakeshore Motel Event 1st, 
Lakeshore Trophy (1 year); 4 
individual trophies, golf bags and 
carts; 2nd, Mantel Radio; 3rd, 
Ken Watson Cooling Shoes; 4th, 
Stag-handle Steak Knives.
W. R. Cranna & Sons Event— 
1st, Crani^a Trophy, (1 year); 4 
individual trophies. Silver Tea 
Services; 2nd, Swortz Binoculars; 
3rd, Luggage Sets; 4th, Table 
Lamps.
Hotel Prince Charles Event 
1st, Prince Charles Trophy (1 
year); 4 individual trophies.
Home Workshop Kits; 2nd, Auto­
matic Coffee Pots; 3rd, Coleman 
Camp Stoves; 4th, Sport Shirts.
Three Gables Hotel Event — 
1st, Three Gables Trophies (1 
year), 4 individual trophies, port­
able Barbecues; 2nd, G.E. Fry 
Pans; 3rd, Club Bags; 4th, Sport 
Shirts. .
Chart Nicholl Event—‘1st, Cliart 
Nicholl Trophy (1 year), 4 indi­
vidual trophies. Mantel Radios; 
2nd, Fitted Travelling Kits; 3rd, 
Club Bags; 4th, Copper Gallery 
Trays,
Grove Motors Event — 1st, 
Grove. Motors Trophy (1 year),
4 individual trophies. Matt Bald­
win Sweaters; 2nd, Sleeping 
Bags; 3rd Table Lamps; 4th; 
Bath Scales. '
T. Eaton Grand Aggregate — 
T. Eaton Trophy (1 year), 4 indi­
vidual trophies, 35 mm Cameras 
and Cases.
Special Prizes — 4 consolation 
prizes to be announced.
In addition to the above prizes, 
Penticton Granite Club will again 
put on their popular Smorgas­
bord at the Hotel Prince Charles 
Wednesday evening, March 11th, 
from 6:(X) to 9:00 p.m. - 
. Extra tickets will be available 
for guests other than curlers.
Business firms, service clubs, 
cit> council and citizens gener­
ally all write in extending to 
curlers everywhere a warm Invi­
tation to come and join the fun!
But remember that entries 
close Friday, March 6th.
WINNER AND STILL CHAMPION STAN KELLY, Sports Editor
Beautiful Carol Heiss, 19, of Ozone Park, New 
York;, still wears the crown of World Figure 
Skating Champion. Carol, once more proved her 
superiority over the world’s finest skaters at last
weeks tournament held at Colorado Springs. 
Photo was taken after she won her fourth straight 
worlds championship. (AP wirephoto)
MOORE STILL LEADS
NHL Scoring Race 
Fast and Fvurious
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Nelson Takes Lead 
In WIHL Playoffs
MONTREAL (GP)—It looks as with a 2.10 goals-against aver-
HOCKEY TRAIL
Western League 
Winnipeg 7 Calgary 5
Nova Scotia Senior 
New Glasgow 0 Halifax 4 
(Halifax leads best-of-seven fi­
nal 3-1)
Saskatchewan Junior 
Prince Albert 1 Regina 1 
(Regina leads best-of-fivo quav 
tcr-final 2-0, one tie)
Estevan 7 Melville 4
ALL-STARS TONIGHT
Warriors Move Up 
Stop Stamps 7-5
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Winnipeg Warrios continued to 
skip up the prairie division lad­
der Monday night with a con­
vincing 7-5 victory over Calgary 
Stampeders as the W e s t e r n  
Hockey League prepared for its 
all-star game tonight.
Winnipeg moved into second 
place, one point ahead of the fal 
terlng Edmonton Flyers. It was 
the biggest scoring spree against 
first-place Stampeders this sea 
son.
Tonight the players' fund gets 
a boost from the second annual 
all-star contest at Vancouver, be­
tween prairie and coast divisions. 
The game, which netted $2,000 
last year in Calgary, is expected 
to draw a sellout crowd In the 
5,500-seat Vancouver forum. 
PRAIRIE FAVORED 
The prairie team, with six 
Stampeder players in the 15-man 
lineup, Is favored in the contest.
Winnipeg’s win Monday was 
only Its third in 11 starts ogninst
its prairie opponents. The War­
riors won the first meeting wito 
the Stamps and won last Fri 
day’s encounter.
Four W i n n i p e g  goals were 
shared by Billy Mosienko and 
Ray Brunei, with singles, by Red 
Johansen, Bob C h r y s t a l  and 
Gerry Brlson,
Lou Jankowski, tallying his 
43rd and 44th counters for Cal­
gary this season, led Stamped­
ers. Singles were scored by Mur­
ray Wilkie, Billy Hay and Ron 
Leopold.
Referee A1 Paradice called a 
total of 17 penalties, nine of them 
against Warriors. The Stamps 
scored on three occasions from 
Hie resulting power ploy, witlj 
Winnipeg taking similar advon- 
tage twice.
There is no regular WHL play 
tonight. Directors of the nine 
league dubs will meet In Von- 
couver as part of the all • star 
proceedings.
if ' a superhuman effort will be 
needed to overhaul the leaders 
in the National Hockey League 
scoring race;
Last week for example, run­
ners-up Gordie Howe of Detroit 
Red Wings and Jean Beliveau of 
Montreal Canadians collected six 
and five points respectively but 
were unable to close the gap, 
NHL statistics released today 
show.
For Canadiens’ Dickie; Moore 
and New York Rangers’ Andy 
Bathgate produced five and six 
points themselves to stay on top.
LH ^ DROPS BACK 
Only Eddie Litzenberger, Chi­
cago Black Hawks’ big right­
winger, failed to match the pace. 
Litzenberger picked up only three 
points.'during the week and fell 
from second place to third, 
Moore’s periormance raised his
60- game total to 74 points—3 
goals and 41 assists. Bathgate’s
61- game total reads 33 goals, 40 
assists, 73 points.
Litzenberger has 71 points on 
29 goals and 42 assists.
Next in line is the great Howe 
with a 69-point total on 27 goals 
and 42 assists and then Beliveau 
with 68 points on 33 goals and 35 
assists.
Beliveau’s four - goals during 
the week jumped him' into a tie 
in the goal - scoring, department 
with Moore and Bathgate.
MOST ASSISTS
The lead in the assists depart­
ment is still held by Bemlc 
Geoffrion of Montreal, who has 
44. He stands sixth in the scoring 
race with 66 points.
There’s a long dh>p from sixth 
place to seventh, held by two 
centres who have 54 points each
Tod. Sloan of Cnjicago gets pre­
cedence over New York's Red 
Sullivan by virtue of his 25 goals 
to Sullivan’s 18. Sloan has 29 as­
sists; The Ranger captain 36.
Montreal’s J  a c q u c s Plante 
maintained his commanding lead 
in the roce for the Vozlna Trophy
age while Glenn Hall of Chicago, 
his closest competitor, has a 2.82 
average. Plante alsa leads in 
shutouts with nine._
The Leaders:
G A Pts. Pen.
Moore, Montreal 33 41 74 59
Bathgate, NYk 33 40 73 . 36
Litzenberger, Chi 29 42 71 25









Stasiuk, Boston 24 29 53 
Lindsay, Chicago 21 32 53 
McKenney, Bos 26 24 50 
Bucyk, Boston 19 31 50 
Henry, NYk 20 29 49
Robinson to Fight 
Archie Moore Next
By JOHN FARROW
LONDON (AP) — The fight 
talk in Britain today was about 
world middleweight, champ Sugar 
Ray Robinson—and Sugar Ray’s 
manager George Gainford was 
doing most of thp talking.
Gainford has the dollar - trail 
all worked out for the 38-year-old 
Robinson, rated one of the finest 
pound- for -pound fighters in the 
history of the priise fight busi­
ness.
“Everything has been arranged 
in principle for Archie Moore to 
defend his world light heavy­
weight title against Robinson in 
June,’’ Gainford said. ‘
That killed once and for all the 
talk -that :.Moore was ready to 
come over to Britain in June for 
a fight against British heavy­
weight champion Henry Cooper.
Moore also had been expected 
to sign for a rematch with Yvon 
Durelle of Bale Ste. Anne, N.B., 
the British Empire and Canadian 
light heavy w e i g h t  titleholder, 
Moore knocked out Durelle in the 
12th round of their fight in Mont­
real in December.
“Only the question of the pro­
moter and the venue for the 
Moore-Robinson fight remains to 
be settled," Gainford said. "Anc 
that will provide no difficulty."
More Research 
In Canada Urged
TORONTO (CP) — A federal search.
NELSON (CP)—Nelson Maple 
I Leafs gained a one-point lead in 
the Western International Hockey 
League’s round-robin series Mon­
day night by edging Trail-Smoke 
[Eaters 3-2 here..
It was one of the roughest 
I games seen here this season. 
51 Referees Bob Maker of Kettle 
Falls, Wash., and Johnny Ursaki 
of Spokane were kept busy main­
taining control.
Nelson scorers in the hard 
checking game were Mickey Ma- 
glio, Lee Hyssop and Howie 
Hornby. Trail’s goals came from 
Warren Hicks and Don Fletcher.
T rair picked up the only goal 
of the first period on Hick’s 
sharpshooting.
The Smokies sought to protect 
the lead-in the second, but the 
Leafs tied it up early when Ma- 
glio took a double relay from Bill 
Thieman and Hyssop. A few min­
utes later Maglio caught the puck 
and relayed it to Thieman, who 
passed it to cagy veteran Hyssop. 
Hyssop picked the lower right 
hand corner to beat Seth, Martin 
and put Leafs ahead 2-1 at' ttie 
11:50 mark. '
Early in the third, the Smokies 
came through with their last goa' 
as Fletcher drove in. a long one 
from the blue line.
Hornby notched Nelson’s win­
ning goal at 13:45 of the stormy 
third period, when players were 
parading into the penalty box.
At the opening of the third per 
iod, league president Don Adams 
of Rossland presented Nelson 
captain Mickey Maglio with the 
WIHL trophy, recognizing Nel- 
sons's victory in regular season 
play, which ended last week.
The game saw high sticking
and roughing, in the second perod. 
In the third, playing coach. Ollie 
Dorohoy of the Leafs was sent 
off with a  minor and misconduct 
for harsh words with the officials. 
Nelson goalie George Wood got 
a penalty for roughing, which was 
served by Carl Forster, and there 
wei*e four other minor penalties 
in the frame.
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York—Cecil Shorts, 146^, 
Cleveland, outpointed B e n n j r  
(Kid) Paret, 155, Cuba. 10.
Holyoke, Mass.-Rudy Sawyer, 
151, New York, outpointed -Rudy 
Gwin, 148,01eveland, 10. ' ‘
Providence, R.I. — Willie C3e- 
ments, 170Vi, New York, stopped 
Lou Campanelli, 173%, Provi­
dence, 2.
Sydney, Australia — George 
Berry, 136%, Los Angeles, out­
pointed Stan Hayward,. 135, Aus­
tralia; 12.
Tokyo—Koji Ishibashi, Japan, 
outpointed Masakzau O t s u k a ,  
Japan, 10.
ROAD REPORT
Four inches of fresh snow fell 
on the Hope-Princeton highway 
overnight, reports the Depart­
ment of Highways. Plowing and 
sanding are in progre.ss, and 
chains or snow tires are required.
Local roads are in good shape, 
though detours seven and nine 
miles south are still in effect, due 
to construction.
Reds Remove Some Road 
Blocks to Berlin Settlement
ROUND THE WORLD IN SPORT
Rookie Leads AHL Scoring
NEW YORK (AP)-Kon Schln- 
kol of Springfield Indlons picked 
up six points In the American 
Hookey League Inst week but 
rookie BUI HIcko of Rochester 
Americans also got six to main­
tain his 12-point lend in individual 
scoring.
They are tied for the league 
leadership In goals with 39 
apiece. Hicke has 49 assists for a 
total of 88 points while Schlnkers 
37 assists give him 76 points, 
There was a tie for third with 
Rochestor’s Gary Aldcom and 
Harry Pidhlny of Springfield 
each having 73 points. One moro 
thnui B u f f a l o  Blsons’ Bill 
Sweeney,
Ulcko tied nn clghl-ycnr-old 
league record by tallying nt leost 
one goal In 11 straight gnmos, 
Fred Glover, now of Cleveland 
Baron.*), set the mark with In­
dianapolis In 1950-51,
Bobby Perreault of Ilcshey 
Bears still lends the gonllos with 
an average of 2.64 per game and 
six shutouts,
Gary Morrnll, twin brother od 
Chuck Morrall of Ottawa Rough 
llders, for the 1059 big four foot­
ball Benson.
Morrnll, n 205 • pounder, is u 
former tenmmuto of Tlpnt star 
Gerry McDougall, They played 
junior college football nt Long 
Bench, Calif, Morrnll, 21, went on 
to Washington State University,
TORONTO CALL AI.DCORN
TORONTO (CP) Gary Aid- 
corn, leftwinger with Rochester 
A m e r i c a n a  of the American 
Hockey Longue, has been re­
called by Toronto Maple Leafs as 
nn emergency replncomcnt.
Ho will piny for the National 
Hockey League team against Chi 
engo Black Hawks Wednesday or 
against M o n t r c n I Cnnadicns 
Thursday if Dick Duff or Gerry 
Ehmnn can’t turn out.
Duff Rultercd n chnrleyhorso 
during the weekend and Ehman 
a pulled groin. ,
FOOTRAI.L SCENE 
HAMILTON (CP) ~  Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats have signed fullback
nAHEIlALI< NOTES 
VERO BEACH, Fin. (A P)-If
tho ill could recapture health hy 
rolurnlng to the scones llioy rel­
ish most, Roy Campanolla would
be a well man today,
Tho f o r m e r  great Dodger 
catcher Is back In baseball coun- 
ry talking the game and watch- 
ng It and giving no hint of the 
onging ho must have to play it 
again.
Campanolla, still confined to n 
wheelchair as a result of his par­
alyzing nuto accident early last 
year, hadn't been hero a half- 
hour when ho was telling stories 
and trading gags with his old 
teammates,
“I love baseball,’’ ho said Mon­
day. “Just to be around the boys 
is wonderful.
Campy has started taking on 
some of the worries of the Los 
Angelos club. One trouble is that 
nobody knows who's going to 
piny catcher,
“Looks like I gotta help John 
Roaoboro find himself back there 
In a h u r r y ,  Like everybody 
knows, he has all the tools to bo- 
come a good major league 
catcher . . .  I know I won't bo 
able to tell hint nothing he ain’t 
already been told. But maybe 
he'll helleve me.”
mental Billy Locs and Gene Con­
ey today wore running neck and 
neck for the designation of ma­
jor league baseball's No, 1 bad 
boy.
Loes, the only known ball­
player to claim ho lost is groutid 
ball in the sun, ended onothcr 
brief feud with Baltimore Orioles 
Monday and signed his 1959 con­
tract.
CONLEY RLASTED 
While Locs expressed dissatis­
faction ,wlth the Orlolas, Conloy 
drew a blast from Birdie Teb- 
betts,. Milwaukee’s e x e o u tivo 
vlco-prosldont,
CJonley has been ploying pro- 
tcfislonal baskctbull with Buslun 
and has refused to leave the Cel­
tics to i*eport for spring training. 
Tho Bravos, pitcher, who had n 
0-6 mark last year, has Insisted 
he will not report befoi’e tho 
basketball season ends.
Sold Tcbbelts; “When we gave 
Clonley permission to play bask 
ctball it was with the under­
standing that ho would quit that 
sport by Fob. 15. Now ho fools 
hu owes un ubligatiun to the Cel 
tics He must feel no obligation 
to U8.“
government scientist said today 
unless Canada improves its re­
search potential it cannot main­
tain its high standard of living, 
Dr. W. E .'van  Steenburgh, di­
rector general of scientific sciw- 
ices of the department of mines 
and technical surveys, said the 
relationship between the labora­
tory ond the standard of living Is 
closer than most people realize.
He told tho joint annual meet­
ings of tho Prospectors and De­
velopers Association, the Geologi­
cal Association of Canada and 
Mlnoruloglcal Association of Can- 
oda, that moro long - term re­
search is needed.
Tlicro was not enough research 
in Canada by government and 
industry. What there was was ap­
plied or “stop-gop’’ research to 
moot day-to-day needs,
NEED BASIC RESEARCH 
But while tho need for applied 
rcsoorch was sometimes desper­
ate there was even greater need 
for basic research.
There was a desperate need 
now for new materials which 
would withstand tho stresses ond 
tcmpernluros gonorntod by super- 
sonic and hypcrsonlo flight. To 
meet the need attempts were be 
Ing made to improve [existing al 
loys,
“Whul seems to bo needed In­
stead is nn entirely now approach 
to tho problem that would uUl« 
maloly result in a hitherto un­
known bronkthrough." '
Major advances could not be 
made under tho pressure de­
manded in applied research.
Dr. van Steenburgh suggested 
Industry should take over moro 
applied research or arrange to 
have it done by provincial gov­
ernments while the tcdcral gov 
ernment and universities concen- 
Irate more on fundamental re-
PLAN ARCTIC SURVEY 
In fundamental rcsearclv his de­
partment planned a thorough sur­
vey of tho continental shelf along 
he northern rims of tho Queen 
Elizabeth Islands in tho Arctic, 
A reconnaissance e x p e d i t i o n  
would go into the area this sum­
mer.
And tho department itad been 
authorized to acquire another 
modern ship for Its hydrographic 
leet.
In oinothor speech, James T. 
Cawley, deputy minister of tho 
Saskatchewan depart m c n t of 
mineral resources, said a 100-pcr- 
cent increase In mapping parties 
surveying the Precambrlan min­
eral development in the province 
s planned for this year,
Stuart S. Holland, geologist for 
the British Columbia dopartmen 
of mines, said it might bo thought 
a characteristic of mineral de­
velopment In B.C. that discover­
ies made in one generation do not 
become successful mines untl 
tho next.
Texts of tho three speeches 
were released to tho press in nd- 
vance of delivery.__________
Freightways Win 
In Pups Hockey 
Playoil Series
Canadian Freightways arc tho 
new champions of the Pups Hoc­
key League,
Playing In the finals Freight- 
ways set dowTi Central Machine 
Shop two straight gamoa to take 
the championship.
In tho first game which ended 
1-0, Ronnie Fnlrbum got tho only 
goal and in tho second Honnlc 
Fnlrbum and Barry Gatos scored 
to give Freightways the win.
By WARREN ROGERS Jr.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Offici­
als here said today Russia has 
removed some but by no means 
all of the road blocks to a negoti­
ated settlement of the Gorman 
crisis.
These officials cautiously wel­
comed a now Soviet note occept- 
ing the West's proposal to hold 
a foreign ministers conference on 
the critical issues. But examina­
tion of tho 10-pago note, I'ecclvcd 
hero Monday, turned up Bcvcr|l 
problems.
They saw no concession *. Krem­
lin agroomont to“ a foreign minis­
ters meeting at Genova or Vi­
enna next month.
STAND REVERSED
Soviet Premier Nlkltn Khrush­
chov said In a Moscow speech 
last Tuesday a foreign ministers 
meeting would be n waste of 
time. He BUggoBted a summit 
oonferonce. Now, the Russians 
are agreeing to a foreign minis 
tors mooting, limited to three 
months. A summit conference is 
likely to be held Inter.
American officials also saw a 
ropotltlon of a previous Soviet 
stand—that German reunification 
Is n matter for tho East and West 
Gormans, and nobody else, to 
soltlo.
Some other demands and pro- 
oondlllons In the note would have 
to bo explored in requests to 
Moscow for olniiflcntlon.
U.S. consultations with Britain, 
Franco and West Germany are 
scheduled to start nt Bonn next 





countries will begin then to draft 
a reply to the Soviet gambit.
One major cause of relief was, 
Moscow's opparent de-emphusis 
of May 27 as a critical deadline, 
the date set for turning East Ber­
lin over to East Germany.
A major obstacle to success in 
tho talks seemed to be categoric 
rejection by Russia of German 
reunification ns on agenda topic.
' The Soviet position was that 
tho foreign ministers could dis­
cuss only two things—u German 
peace trooty ond tho status of 
West Berlin,
The west wanted the wlwle 
question of Gcrmniiy discussed, 
Tho Soviet note reserved for u 
summit conference the ticklish 
questions of a European security,
NEWTON, B.C. (CP)-Thlovcs 
escaped with $050 in cash and 
$100 in cheques when they broke 
into the Canadian Legion office 
hero and forced tho safe. Police 
snld the burglars forced a win­
dow to gain onlronce.
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Arena Dead Mourned
LISTOWEL, Ont. (CP)-Spring. 
like weather touched this , tdvvn 
Monday but found no. response 4» 
the hearts of the people.
It was funeral day for Lis- 
towel.
Sunshine and a warm breeze 
bathed the . two hilltop churches 
in a brilliant glow, the first break 
in a week of sullen stormy skies.
Yet hundreds of silent towns­
folk walked through the slush 
and snow - water rivulets with 
heads bowed and eyes' dull' with 
grief.
Inside the Listowel U n i t e d  
Church seven small caskets of 
grey metal held the crushed 
bodies of seven boys wh6 died
Satuixlay at 9:28 a.m. when the the m u s i c  and words of the
massive roof of Memorial Arena 
crashed down on a peewee league 
hockey game. Beside them a 
larger • one of oak enclosed the 
body of Kenneth McLeod, the 






family service from Listowel 
United. Many had to stand out­
side to hear the quiet words of 
Rev. J. D. Mkrtin, the United 
Church rector.
“Our community h a s  been 
struck a severe blow,” Mr. Mar­
tin said.' >
He spoke of Ihe "loss of pre­
cious lives” in the sudden tra-
mourners, m o r e  than 800 rela­
tives and friends crowded into the 
white wooden church.
A block away in Knox Presby-
of the games and the spirit of 
!air play. .■. .”
The seven boys — Ricky Kauf­
man, 10: Keith Wight, 10; Jimmy 
Hastings, 11; Ken Hymers, U; 
Barry Smith, 11; Bryan See- 
haver, 12, and Mel Rheubottom, 
12—were ‘just beginning to act 
like little men. . . .  .
Mr. M a r t i n  then cautioned 
against bitterness, saying “every­
thing that happens fits into the 
pattern for good.”
At the moment it was impo.s- 
sible to see this in its fullness. 
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Insurance Fund for 
Unemployed Shrinking
-nJi
By JOHN LeBLANG 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s un­
employment insurance fund is 
shrinking rapidly as mounting 
numbers of j o b l e s s  drain 
its, multi-million-doUar bankroll.;
In two years o f‘recession the 
fund has skidded by $300,000,000 
so that It now stands a t just about 
two-thirds of the record $926,777,- 
000 that was in it at the jend of 
1956.
In the first nine months of thb
HRE RAGES THROUGH RESTAURANT
'Two firemen were reported missing shortly after fire raged 
through the American Spaghetti House on St. Catherine Street in
mid-town Montreal. They were believed to be on the roof of the 
building when it collapsed. (CP wirephoto)
fisherrhen. All commercial fisher-1 ployer contributions with top ben- 





r  OTTAWA (CP) — The opposi- 
ition parties have charged the 
,;governpient with erroding Caha- 
,dian sovereignty with an air de­
fence policy which makes the 
country apparently dependent on 
iJ.S. equipment, technology and 
ily-for defence, 
t  the government maintained 
e. Commons, Monday that air 
nee policy, is only part of a 
ible d e f e n c e  system that 
•kes'it possible to get equal air 
Sa|!®i^ence for a  fraction of the cost 
‘■"'''"'df an air force equipped with Ua- 
nadian-produced supersonic jets 
^uch as the; CF-105 Arrow.
'  The defence debate developed 
out of two, opposition non-confi­
dence motions presented during 
a  supply debate. They will come 
to a- vote tonight. ; ,
AiAKl^HIFT EXPEDIENT 
LOpposition Leader Pearson said 
the government substituted 
inakeshift expedient for policy 
.syhen it cancelled the Arrow de- 
.yelopment program at Malton, 
bnt. It decided to retain;the obso­
lete. CJF - 100 and introduce Bo- 
h;iarc .anti-aircraft, missiles paic. 
lor by the U.S.
Coupled with his criticism was 
the ' charge that Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker was unfair in ' blam­
ing A. V. Roe (Canada) Limited 
for laying off 14,000 employees at 
Malton Feb. 20. More than 2,000 
have. since returned to work 
v Defence Minister Pearlces sale 
b a: p i d scientific development 
made flexibility a necessity 
Canadian defence. The govern 
ment’s policy was a continuation 
ef Liberal policy — to support 
Jdatov'B balanced and Integrated 
defence supplied by members ac­
cording to resources. Periodic 
changes had to» be considered in 
llie typo of force Canada could 
contribute.
Mr. Pearson's non - confidence 
motion shid “ the prolonged de­
lay of the government in deter­
mining air defence policy and 
planning in co-operation with our 
allies 1.S preventing the effective 
Use of Canada’s defence produc­
tion facilities, and manpower." 
SOVEREIGNTY LOST 
CCF spokesman Harold Winch 
Vancouver East, a d d e d  an 
amendment saying the delay “ Is 
contributing to the erosion of Ca­
nadian sovereignty,"
He argued that because Can­
ada isn’t  going to produce man­
ned interceptors for defence and 
will rely on U.S.-pro"duced mis­
siles without signs of producing 
them in this country "we have 
handed over a grpat part of Ca­
nadian sovereignty to the United 
States.”
Mr. Pearkes said it is no dis­
credit to any government if they 
are cautious at times and want 
to be perfectly certain before 
they take some particular line of 
action, and if they try to be as 
near certain as possible that-that 
action is right.”
The CF-100 and Bomarc mis 
siles which will form the basis of 
Canadian air defence is intended 
for defence • against the man­
ned’ bomber which' is a diminish 
ng threat. This is being done at 
considerably smaller cost than
the Arrow.
In Berlin Crisis
The NpRAD agreement pre­
viewed for temporary use of Cana- 
dim airfields by U.S. intercept­
ors and to make this use easier 
there will be certain develop­
ments, made at some of our air­
fields, particularly in Western 
Canada where we have no de­
fence provided by the RCAF.”
In addition, he said, seven ma­
jor new Pinetree stations will be 
built, five in Western Canada and 
two in Northern Ontario and Que­
bec. RCAF personnel would man 
all these stations.
Over the next two or three 
years Canada would be taking 
over seven airfields at DEW line 
sites. . 'a
U.S. Arms Aid 
Waste'Shocking'
WASHINGTON (AP)—A House 
of Representatives subcommittee 
lifted the .secrecy veil from U.S. 
overseas arms aid slightly to re­
port it was disturbed and shocked 
a t waste it found.,
The unanimous report by the 
f o r e i g n  aid watchdog group 
headed by R e p r e s e n t a l i v e  
Thomas F. Morgan (Dem. Pa.) 
reported the group discovered oife 
U.S. ally was building airplanes 
for the personal use of its offi­
cers with facilities the U.S. hac 
provided to keep up military 
equipment.
Other findings:
A foreign motor pool got 
enough tires out of U.S. aid In 
one year to put 44 tiros on each 
truck.
American materials Intended 
for military construction w o r e  
used to build apartment houses 
for foreign civilians.
Poor record - keeping by na­
tives who knew little English 
produced slock record curds 
which read "for so many cases of 
‘This Side up'."
One U.S.-aided installation had 
n ISS-yours upply of a single am­
munition Item. In another' case 
there was only one truck carbu­
retor in stock for an entire army.
SHOULD DEMAND RIGHTS
Mr. Pearson said that instead 
of rushing into the NORAD — 
North American Air Defence — 
agreement, the g o v e r n  ment 
should have used the U.S. desire 
to get It signed as a lever to 
ensure “that Canada’s legitimate 
rights in all aspects of continen­
tal d e f e n c e  should be safe­
guarded.”
'We should have linked the 
signing of the NORAD agreement 
with suitable and equitable ar­
rangements for pooling defence 
pix^uotion and developing de­
fence resources."
WASHINGTON (AP) —- U.S. 
military forces are ready to back 
up P r e s i d e n t  Eisenhower’s 
avowed determination to stand 
fast on Western rights in Berlin, 
Defence Secretary Neil McElroy 
told (Congress Monday.
‘We think we have .a definite 
offensive superiority over the 
Russians at this time,” McElroy 
said in discussing the situation 
with the House of Representa­
tives space committee.
While voicing doubt the Rus­
sians want to start a war, he 
told the congressmen “ we are 
prepared to meet various stages 
of the Berlin situation as it de­
velops.” Then he added:
“ We ■ are prepared to make 
good on the statement of, the 
president that we will not yield 
one inch on our rights in Ber­
lin.”
MOBILIZATION NOT NEEDED
McElroy said there are no 
plans now to mobilize because of 
the crisis over Russia’s campaign 
to force the Allied powers out of 
Berlin, 110 miles inside Commun­
ist territory. /
McElroy’s remarks on U.S 
readiness came while he and the 
space committee members were 
talking over U.S. policy on strik­
ing the first blow in a war.
Ume£ the Ploddingjiteps^of^ the gedy which had been felt by all
of the town’s 3,500 people.
VALUABLE LEADER LOST
Ken McLeod, he said, had been
terian • Church the public over-1 a valuable leader in the commun- more careful leadership and the 
flowed 900 seats to hear the pub- lity. “He was loved by our chil-(provision of safer places for chil- 




PARIS (Reuters) — France’s 
most sweeping judicial reform 
since the Napoleonic code was 
instituted 155 years ago came 
into force Monday and French 
newspapers are worried about 
their freedom.
The most controversial part 
deals with the procedure from 
the beginning of a police investi­
gation of the trial of an accused 
person.
UnUl now a suspect could be 
detained and questioned by the 
police for several days before be­
ing brought before an examining 
magistrate who would decide 
whether the case should go to 
trial.
Now a suspect or a witness 
cannot be held by the police for 
more than 24 hours without the 
written authority of the public 
prosecutor.
One article affirms the prin­
ciple of the secrecy of police in­
vestigations and the m apstrate’s 
hearings to prevent unjust sus- 
piciion falling publicly on inno­
cent persons.
earnings.
Seasonal benefits were institu­
ted to take care of persons un­
employed during the winter and 
whose normal periods for draw­
ing benefits had been hsed up.
The seasonal period started off 
at three months' .and now has 
been enlarged to 5% months, 
from Dec. 1 to May 15. In last 
year’s .period or record post-war 
unemployrrieht, a special- one- 
year extension stretched the ex­current fiscal year ending March
31,'the shrinkage has been aboUtlplry date to the end of June 
$130,000,000 under the stress of BIG DISBURSEMENT 
the heaviest post-war unemploy- ' About $100,000,000 ifras paid out 
ment for this hme of year. i ini seasonal' benefits 
The backlog in the fund at itl^ winter and'spring, 
year-end was $625,300,()00,' the .'Present levds are a maximum 
latest available figure. It will be 1 $1.20 a week for employee-em- 
much less before the annual, 
period of seasonal unemployment 
ends In the spring. ,
RECORD OF GROWTH 
Except for one lesser period of 
decrease between 1954 and 1955, 
the record of the fund has been 
pne of steady growth since the 
unemployment 1 n s u ranee act 
went into effect in 1941.
But while the fund moved along
These benefits may be drawn 
for a maximum of 36 weeks reg­
ular and 25 weeks seasonal.
To qualify for regular benefits, 
a worker must have contributed 
for 30 weeks out of the last 104, 
eight of which must have been in 
the previous 52 weeks.or since 
his last claim began, whichever 
is the shorter.
To draw seasonal benefits, he 
must have made 14 weekly con­
tributions since the previous 
March or have had a regular 
period end since March.
Seasonal benefits originally 
amounted to only,, 80 per cent of 
the; regular, weekly rate. They 
were bre^ght even in 1955 and 
stayed there.
Unifed Appeal Drives 
Hitting Their Targets
■ By KEN Ke l l y  
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
Against a background of in- 
ilacidly in its initial years, the [creasing fund objectives. United 
legislation creating it had a rocky Appeal and Community Chest 
road before getting on the statute drives in Canada seem to be hit- 
books. ' ting their campaign targets,'with
Initially, the Bennett Conserira- a few exceptions. Those that slip 
tive government passed unem-1 behind . the announced objective 
:)loyment Insurance legislation iniusually come pretty close, 
the depression year of .1935. As the population increases and
This was thrown out along with I cities expand, new ; agencies are 
other social: legislation by- the bidding for the w e lfa re  dollar 
Privy Council-—then the. highest [against those previously in the 
tribunal for Canadian litigation-^ [field. A cross-Csmada survey by 
on the ground that it infringed T heC anadian  ' Press indicates 
upon a  provincial field. , that whether this will affect fu-
Subsequently, , M a c k e n z i e ture fund - raising achievements 
King’s Liberal government, got vriH.;depend, largely on organiza- 
the provinces to cede their rights tidni .publicity and such, develop- 
in this area, and in 1940 ;Parliar meqts ' as payroll contributions 
ment adopted legislation' to go I The years. 1955 and 1956 were 
into effect July. 1, 1941. - banner ones for federated fund
ORIGINAL PLAN . . raising.. All Canadian' cities com-
At the outset, it was. Intended;mined’ raised more than 100 per 
as pure insurance against the cent of their combined objectives 
risk of unforeseen short-term un- in those years. I t  dropped to 94 
employment. ■ per cent in 1957, and was back
For instance, there was no up to 97.7 per cent in 1958. 
provision for seasonal ' workers CONSISTENT RISE 
whose jobs normally fold up. at Nevertheless, since 1949 there 
certain periods of the year. , : has been a consistent rise in the
But over the years that con-, percentage Increase in collection^ 
cept has gradually chang^. . [as compared w i th  the previous
Now, coverage takes in year. For example, the 1949'col
originally - excluded groups , as IIggtions totalled 106.5 per cent ot 
stevedoring, water and air,'Imrans-those in 1948. I n .1954 this figure 
port, lumbering and logging' and, j^as Il5.9^ and In 1956 it was
28 Persons Arrested 
In Strike Disturbance
MON'mEAL (CP) -  Twenty, 
eight loaders and sympathr/ors 
of striking CBC employees uro 
to..,(»i)poMr In court today on 
-il^lligcs of disturbing the peace, 
i,i5iV«iormotli to an hour - long 
'JqfrtW’islriifion M o n d a y  that 
ilwariJP reached riot proportions.
• tjT itoio arrested Included labor 
%iS9nders and Iclovision porsonall- 
'llcs. Among them wore Joan 
Marchand, secretary general of 
tho OO.OOO-mombor Canadian and 
({.'alhollc Confederation ot Labor 
which lias supported the strlkovs 
and Rone Levesque, a well-known 
licws commentator,
I Actress Madeleine Langlols 
U'ho struggled with halt a dozen 
ijoliccmcn before she was ro 
rained In a police cur—faces an 
uflditlonnl cbiirgo of refusing to 
olrculnto. So do Louis Morlssot 
Hocrotnry of the Society ot Au 
tjiors, one ot the CBC unions 
supporting the 74 striking tolovl 
sJon in'oducers, and his wife Mia 
All 28 wore bold about tliroo 
iK'ur.T nnd w’crp released on Iml 
trailing $75. Tlio disturbing the 
peace charges were for "yelling 














The violence was the worst 
since the strike begun Doc. 29, 
when 74 CBC television producers 
walked out to back demands for 
recognition ot their Association 
dcs Ronlisatours us bargaining 
agent, They wanted to aftlllato 
with the CCCL. The CBC refused 
permission on the grounds thot 
as part of munngomont the pro 
duoers wore not eligible to uttlll- 
atc,
A tonlatlvo agreement' between 
the CBC nnd the producers was 
reached In Ottawa Fob, 0, but 
the affiliation clause caused a 
)roakdown In negotiations Mon­
day when final signing appeared 
imminent.
Monmvhllo, the five CBC Mont­
real unions whoso momhors re­
fused to cross tho producoiB 
picket linos reached grounds for 
returning to work, and announced 
thomsolvos ready to go back ns 
soon as tlio producers removed 
their pickets.
Monday’s violence followed a 
mootliig of producers nnd sym- 
pulhlzcrs attended by an c.stl 
muted 2,000 persons who en­







ier ’ Khrushchfev says., that he 
is pleased with his talks with 
Prime Minister Macmillan, As a 
result, he said, both' Britain nnd 
Russia are bettor prepared for an 
attempt to end the cold war,
, Khrushclibv spoke at Soviet 
government reception winding up 
Macmillan’s 10-day visit to the 
Soviet Union. Tho British leader 
and Foreign Secretary Solwyn 
Lloyd return to London Tuesday.
Moscow radio quoted tho Soviet 
premier ns saying:
,“ Wo arc grateful to you, Mr, 
Prime Minister, for your decision 
to visit tho Soviet Union In spite 
of certain prejudices In your 
country nnd In the countries ot 
your Allies concerning your trip 
nnd tho usefulness of meetings 
with Soviet lending statesmen.
"It is good that you have risen 
above those projudlocs, that you 
are guided by good intentions to 
Ind a way to such decisions ns 
would clear the atmosphere nnd 
prevent tho possibility of nnothoi 
war.
"Wo are pleoscd with tho o.x 
change ot opinions that hns^tnken 
place. Our talks passed In vary 
ng fttmosphcrcs nnd at different 
cmpcraturcs. However, during 
those years there has aocumu; 
nted In Qur relations a sediment 
ns it wore, so that it would bo 
unrealistic to expect that it woulc 
bo possible to clear the atmos 
phero without any groat effort
132.5. The 1958 receipts were 
more than 105 per cent of 1957 
Per capita giving also was on 
the upswing', in terms of the 
amount given among the. popula­
tion of centres canvassed - not 
in terms of the amount given by 
the total population-of Canada.
In 1949, per capita givings 
stood at $2.02, rising to $2.49 in 
1954, to $2.94 in 1936 and $3.17 in 
1958.
These figures can be deceptive. 
Campaign officials believe they 
can be greatly increased by 
reaching more people, by- mak­
ing it- easier for people to con­
tribute and by itnpressing more 
effectively on people- the impon-' 
tance of the work done by the 
participating agencies of the 
Community Chest or the United 
Appeal.
FLANNINO VITAL
The' Community Funds and 
Councils division of the Canadian 
Welfare Clouncll says thorough 
organization of the campaign 
based on early planning is vital 
to success.
The public must be kept well- 
informed on the purposes of the 
appeal and the agencies that 
make it up. The base of support 
for the federated fund must be 
broadened by reaching an in̂  
creasing n u m b e r  of citizens 
through publicity and canvassers.
Generous gifts by corporations 
make up an important part of the 
fund total. ,The more recent use 
of payroll plans has helped in­
crease individual giving because 
the giver can spread his dona­
tions over the whole year.
Delegates to the recent Com­
munity Funds and Councils meet- 
ng, at Ottawa heard a sugges­
tion that all health appeals 
should be excluded from feder­
ated fund campains, and be­
come government-supported. But 
the proposal had little support.
Gordon McClary, campaign 
chairman of Edmonton’s com- 
munlty chests and councils, said 
no Canadians should be suffering 
because of lack of funds for re­
search on such diseases as can­
cer nnd heart ailments, But such 
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DUNCAN ABSENT FROM COURTROOM
I N S U R A N C E
" y o u r  I 'ro txc tlo n  In O ur I ’n llc j-" 
r i r n  •  M iih l t l l i ’ ■ SIrkncNii 
AcoKli'nt
M rA N III.K H S  n K iil nnH
tn tu rtnC fi AnK N TH  I.T D ,















THIS AOVIRTISIMENTIS NOT 
PODLISIIEO OR DISPLAYED DY THE 
LIQUOR COtnnOL BOARD OR BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
In Vonlurn, Calif,, Frank Duncan sits alone In 
an empty room after leaving tho courirnom where 
Ills luotlwi', Mrs. Kll/.abdh Duiu.:au, U Iioliig tried 
for the killing of his wife. Dunenn loltl newsmen 
he coukln’1 stand to llslon to tho tosllmony of 
another detendent, Luis Moya, who described on
tho witness stand how he nnd another laborer 
boat nnd strangled Mrs. Olga Duncan, n nretty, 
young nurse, and burled her b(xly iu a shallow 
grave, The men say the elder Mrs, Duncan hired 
thorn for the .job. (AP wirephoto)
CALL EARLE SCOTT
-CITY TAXI
S IX -S IX  H U N D R E D




For completo officleni 
Real Eitate Service and 









Sell Through A Herald Ad... This ^old... “LARGE C o l e m a n  space heater in good condition. Very reasonable. Floor mat and draft meter included. Phone xxxx.”
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Births
UZICK^— Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd 
Uzick (nee Willa van Vianen) 
wish to announce the arrival of 
their daughter, Suzan Ray, at 
the Penticton Hospital on Feb­




able soon, one bedroom suite, 
well heated. Frig and electric 
stove supplied. Use of automa­
tic washer and new dryer. Suit­
able for two people. Apply 
Suite 1, 333 Eckhardt Avenue
49-75
Deaths
WOODS—Agnes Ada Woods, aged 
79 years, formerly of Nzirama- 
ta, B.C., passed away in the 
Penticton Hospital on Monday, 
March 2, 1959, after a lengthy 
illness. She is survived by her 
beloved husband, Thomas Ar 
thur; one son, Alexander Wil­
liam of West Summerland; one 
step-son, Patrick Alexander of 
Vernon; two step - daughters, 
Mrs. Jim Apsey of Vernon; 
Miss Nora Woods of White 
Rock, B.C.; six grandchildren. 
Funeral services will be held 
in St. Peter’s Anglican Church, 
Naramata on Thursday, March 
5th at 2:30 p.m.. Canon A. R.
IN LOVELY Century Manor. 
Bachelor suite. Frig., electric 
range, drapes. Immediate oc­
cupancy. Phone 6858 or 6170.
35-75
Motels and Hotels
COMFORTABLE, large, two bed­
room suite. Furnished. Com­
plete kitchen. Family size frig., 
TV available. Automatic gas 
heat. Apply Bluebird Motel, 
South Main Street. 38-75
Merchandise
ARTICLES FOR RALE
MPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
W'
FOR RENT—Three room unfur­
nished apartment. Gas range 
and heat. Private entrance. 
Call at 690 Winnipeg Street.
44-75
GROUND floor, three room suite, 
$50 per month. Adults only. 
Apply 976 Eckhardt West.
43-75
LOVELY five room suite. Rea­






1189 Government St. - Phone 6162
. 52-57
TWO room furnished suite. Priv­
ate entrance. Call at 114 Cos- 
sar Avenue.________  51-53
1 TWO room furnished suite; also 
one room. Very close in. 48 
Westminster East. Phone 2442.
MUST SELL — G.E. washer. 
•Three beds complete. Kitchen 
suite. G.E. range. Bureau and 
dresser. Lamps. Going cheap. 
Call at 602 Martin Street. Phone 
6940. 51-52
^ ^ Z IH G  NATURAL CHURCHof- KRIMML/ Austria 
THE ENTIRE OUTSIDE OF THE CHUKH.
INCLUWNS ITS TALL SPIRE, 
IS A  NATURAL ROCK fORMKnON  
THE ULTERIOR WAS HOLLOWED OUT 
LABORIOUSLV AND SERVICES ARE 
HELD IN THE CHURCH REGULARL/
Real Estate
HOMES
LARGE three bedroom home in 
best of locations. Automatic 
gas heat. Matching garage. 
Large lot with excellent soil. 
Fruit trees and small fruits. 
$1,650 down payment. Phone 
6911. 50-61
TWO homes by owner—New three 
bedroom N.H.A. and a two- 
year-old three bedroom N.H.A. 
home. Close in. Low down 
payment. Phone 4818. 50-75
OKANAGAN view home. Two 
bedrooms. Close in. Partly fur­

















Anglican Cemetery, West Sum­
merland. Penticton Funeral 
Chapel in charge of arrange­
ments. R. J. Pollock and J. V. 
Carberry, directors.
FOR sale — Two piece green 
Boucle Chesterfield suit in good 
condition $170 or nearest offer. 
Also baby carriage $8.00. Phone 
6789. ' 46-52
RICHARDSON -  Mrs. Barbara] Call at 783 Winnipeg Street. 
Mary Richardson, 45 years of
52-54 n e w  — Dunlap tire and tube, 
TWO room furnished suite for 600-16, $18. Phone 2877. 
adults only. $40 per month. 1 ■ 50-52
WANTED TO BUY
age, formerly of West Summer- TWO new bachelor suites on Main j 
land, passed away in the Sum- Street. Furnished. Apply at 1 
merland Hospital on March 2, 240 Wade Avenue or phone 41m
1959. Besides her loving hus- 52-75
band, Geoffery, she leaves to ^  
mourn one daughter, Pat, in 
' Scotland; - one brother, Fremk, FURNISHED bedroom in private! 
in Worchester, England; one home on Skaha Lake. Please] 
step-daughter, Mrs. K. C. (Lil) phone 3291 for particulars. 
Nistor of West Summerland and 52-541
FiSierar seJvicef f S  Th?Tate FURNISHEDYoom for rent. Call 
ducted from the Summerland
WANTED
O flice Safe
Approximate size 32“ high by 
30 inches wide. Between 9 
,a.m. and 5 p.m.
Phone .2721
Serceant anmiem wauace
(1730-1835)̂  native oF Scotland 
AT THE ACE OF 46 
ENLISTED IN THE AMERICAN 
A m y  DURING THE 
REVOLUTION AFTER ■
HAVING ALREADY FOUGHT 
IN 2  W ARS -  
AND CONTINUED AS AN 
AMERICAN SOLDIER
m r / £  N S M t s e t  y iAR soP A se
WALLACE LiVEO TO THE AGE OF 105 . . Wa*W PtaMe
. fLL'̂ BROWNof Brooklya N.y. 
WHOSE INITIALS ARE FEB 
WAS BORN IN
FEBRUAW  
MET HER FUTURE HUSBAND 
IN FEBRUARY 
WAS MARRIED IN 
> FEBRUARY  
AND BECAME A MOTHER 
IN FEBRUARY
]VIEW lot  — Builder has.two 
spectacular view lots only nine 
blocks from Post Office, over­
looking both lakes and entire 
city. If you are thinking of 
having your home built, then 
contact me. Bill Swann, and 






Wednesday, March 4th, 8 p.m. 
Jackpot $450 ;
Door Prize $10
Penticton Social and Rec. Club 




FinancialUnited Church, March 5th at bqaRD AND BOOM 3:30 p.m.. Reverend C. O. Rich-1 ------—------—:-----
mond officiating. Interment in BOARD ^ d  room_ m pnvate -------------------- -----------------------
Peach O r c h a r d  Cemetery.] money available for
Roselawn Funeral Home en­
trusted with arrangements.
BIRCH—Mr. Harold Willett Birch 
passed' away suddenly on Feb 
ruary 25th, 1959, at Vemon, j HOUSES
room. Newly decorated. ' Suit­
able for a couple. Apply 5751 
Wade Avenue East. Phone 5141.
50-55
mortgage or discount of agree­
ments for sale. Box G7, Pentic­
ton Herald. 1-tf
PersonalsB.C.; at the age of 70 years; f OR RENT — Three bedroom 
He was predeceased by his wife house. Kitchen -range and oil
in July,. 1958, and is survived] heater included. Children wel-jJ^Jj^sSAGE, S t e a m. Wax and
Employment
HELP WANTED - AIALB
come. Apply 290 Scott Avenue. 
Phone 6392. 51-56]
by two daughters, Mrs. F.
Greenwood of Penticton and 
Miss Mary Birch of Victoria.. „rT-«rT,TTr.ivT om Three grandchildren. One bro-1̂ 050 WEYBURN ST, 
ther and one sister in England.
Funeral services were held on 
Saturday,. February 28th from 
Bower’s Funeral Home, under
AMAZING OFFER! Men with 
car from city and rual area to 
act as our representative. Tops 
in conditions and commissions. 
No risk. Full time work. Pi;o- 
ducts needed in every home, 
well-known, fully guaranteed 
Catalogue on request. Familex, 
Dept. 1, 1600 Delorimier, Mont 
real. • i
New two 
bedroom, side by side duplex. 
Large bright kitchen. Full base- ] 
ment. Immediate possession. 
Phone 7470. 50-75]
Whirlpool Baths,'d!olonic Irriga­
tion, Ulti*a Violet Treatments, 
Facials, Reducing and Exercis­
ing Courses. LEES’ MASSAGE 
CENTRE AND SLIM GYM, 
488 Winnipeg Street, Phone 
3042. '29-29
HELP WANTED, FEMALE
the auspices of the Masonic 1020 ARGYLE ST. — Furnished COMMERCIAL Mixed Five Pin
Lodge, with interment in Mount two bedroom house, wired 220. 
Ida Cemetery, Salmon Arm, Apply 484 Orchard Avenue. ] 
B.C. ] Phone 3275. 47-75]
FLETCHER—Albert Edwin Flet- FURNISHED two bedrdoni'Home 
cher,. 282 -W-i-nd s o' r  Avenue, a t  $55 per .month. Immediate 
passed away in 'th e  Penticton] possession. Phone 5697;' - 50-75 
Hospital Saturday,'February 28, bedroom modem h o u iT ^
1959, at the age ,of 81 years. Naramata Road. Phone 8-2401. 
Survived by his loving wife, 52-57
Edna Margaret. Funeral serv'
Bowling League starts - Wednes­
day, M arch. 11th. Limited to 
twenty teams, so phone your 




ives will be.held in the Pentic-:!THREE room modem 
ton Funeral Chapel on Wednes-1 three miles from town, 
day, March 4th, at 2 p.m., with 
Reverend R. C. Gates officiat­
ing. No flowers by request. In­
terment in Lakeview Cemetery.
R. J. Pollock and J. V. Car- 
berry, directors
LOST Saturday afternoon, on 
cabin, ] Main Street, between Bay s and 
Phone Post Office’; three keys., in hold 
52-M1 er. Phone 3367. . v
CLERK-TYPIST required. Apply 
in person to Mrs.- T. Wemer at 
Parker Motors Ltd., 187 Nanai­
mo Avenue, Penticton. 52-54
HDME SERVICE DIRECTDRY
For Details on New Low Yearly Rates Phone 4002
Cards Of Thanks CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
We wish to express our heartfelt! E. A. CAMPBELL & CO.
appreciation for toe mmy acts CHARTERED ACOJUNTANTS 
of kindness, cards and floral TaTTTrT-tTMy-t
.offerings received during the
illnesfi.iand passing our our be- 212 Main St. - Telephone 2836
loved husband and father, Ar­
nold Nyman. Special thanks to 
the doctor, nurses and staff of 
the Penticton Hospital.
—Mrs. Arnold Nyman 
and daughters.
InMemoriam
McCa rth y  — In loving memory 
of a dear husband and dad, 
Gus McCarthy* who passed 
away Marcli 3rd, 1956.
“You left us a beautiful mciti 
ory
A sorrow too great to bo told 
To us who loved you and lost 
you;
Tlint memory will never grow 
old.
• —Sadly missed by your loving 
wife and family.
VACANCY — Van Homo Apart 
monts. Two blocks East 0 
post office. Phono 4971.
,9-tf
RUTHERFORD, BAZETT
& C O .
Chartered Accountants 
ROYAL BANK BUILDING 




WILL RENT OR SELL 
BUSINESS PREMISES 
]On Front Street, Penticton. Cor­
ner location. Store," show room 
and storage area. Living quar 




For Your N.H.A. Home 
See Woodlands First 
Penticton Agencies Ltd. 
Phone 5620
269-tf
MOTEL and Trailer Court for 
sale in Kelowna. Valuable city 
property. Write to 1884 Vemon 
Road, Kelowna, or phone 2342
47-58
INDUSTRIALS ' Price
Abitibi * 391̂ .
Algoma ............    38^
Aluminium ..............   28' î
Atlas Steel ......................... 29
Bank of Montreal .......... 55̂ /i
Bell ...................................   43?^
B.A. Oil ....................... . . . . ;  4U^
B.C. 1? orest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17̂ /4,
B. C. Pow er...............  3814
Canada Cement ...........   35%
Bank of Commerce . . . .* ..  57% 
Can. Breweries.......... . 39
C. P.R, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31̂ 4.
Can. Vickers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22-14
Cons. M. & S................ . 20%J
Dist. Seagram .................... 34%
Dom. Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21%,
Dom, Tar ..........................
Famous P layers.......... 22%,
Great Lakes P a p e r........ . 41%'i
Gypsum L. & A..................  46%'
Home Oil “A’’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19%
Hudson M. & S.................... 61%
Imp. Oil ...........................   44
Ind. Acceptance . . . . . . . . . . .  39
Int. Nickel ........ ............ . • 00%
MacMillan ............... •••••• 43%
Massey-Harris 14%
Noranda .......................  54%
Powell River ...................... 42
Price Bros.......................  48%
Royal Bank ....... .................
Get your message to the people!B-oyalite................................  ^








/ THE HERALD OFFICE
TODAY!
• «• • • • • «• • • • • • 33% 
78
WANTED to lease—Motel with 
eight or more units. Prefer two 
to three year lease, on percent­
age basis. Gas or electric pre­
ferred. Reply to Earl Swenson, 
Box 75, Pines Motel, Penticton, 
B.C. ; 48-53
buy, rent, swap, recover a loss, Steel of Can............. •••••••
I Walkers ..................... .......
Anglo-Newf. 7%
Cons. P a p e r ........ • • • • .43%
Ford of Can. ..............***"*■ ic y
I, I Traders Fin. 40%To Residents on Oliver jTrans-Mtn...........................  11%
Union G a s ..........................  1"'*
NOTrCE
Automotive
BY OWNER — Three bedroom 
plastered home. Tiled kitchen, 
hallway, bathroom. Large liv­
ing room, spacious. bedrooms 
and closets, 40 x 5 storage 
room. Level landscaped comer 
lot. ■ 220 wiring. - Full price
$9,200 includes CHMC mortgage U^xoMOBILES FOR SALE 
of $6,000 payable $55 monthly
including taxes tand 5%% in-. 1 « »a#i .
terest. iHimediate possession.]HoWOrd & White MotorS 
Included: electric stove, gar­
bage burner, storm windows,
TV aerial. Phone 4309 or call 
1202 Killamey Street evenings.
52-57
LADY for Sales Manager in the 
Penticton area. Exclusive pro­
ducts with wide sales appeal 
Nationally advertised. Car nec­
essary. Applicant must have at 
least 30 hours a week for busi­
ness and a liking for people. 
Pay above average with com­
missions and bonus arrange­
ment. Permanent p^o s i t  i 0 n. 
Write Box E51, Penticton Her­
ald. ■ 51-56
NEW
Goodwill Used Cars, Trucks 





We accept new and renewal 
subscriptions at
Our Local Office
For carrier delivery to 
YOUR home




Cassiar Asbestos ...........   n %
Steep R ock ......................... 34 4
Gowichan Cop......................  in n
Granduc ........ .......... ,2 '
Pacific Nickel ...................
Quatsino ............................
Sheep Creek ...................... 3-4I
I O B b S
Bailey Selbum ..................
P rin ted  P a tte rn
Three bedroom NHA home in new 1496 Main Street Phone 5628 
subdivision. Ultra modem kitchen 35-tf
featoes rnahogany cupboards CHEV 210 Sedan—Four new
with ceramic tile. Large living 
room with fireplace. Dining rooni.|
Cerarnic tile bathroom. Full base­
ment with automatic oil furnace 
Decorated throughout. -All this fori 






101 Loughced Building 







P E N  T I C T O N 
H F R A L D
Taken by" our photographer. It Is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
In your album.
Large Glossy 8“ x 10"
'  Only $1.50
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the Business Office 
PENTICTON HERALD





Excellent; remuneration on com­
mission basis. Previous exper­
ience an asset but not essential
Apply to the
QRCULATION MANAGER 
Penticton Herald. Phone 4002
-ARE you looking for a new] 
home? Come and see this three 
bedroom N.H.A. house with 
carport. This is quality built 
and well planned. Has many 
extra features you’ll like and ipl 
centrally located. Call Ollen &1 
Webber Construction Ltd. at 
3574 or 2254. 52-75]
summer tires and two riew 
snow tires mounted on extra 
rims, V-8 motor in excellent 
condition. Beautiful black and 
ivory interior. ’Two-tone exter­
ior. Top condition inside and 
out. Priced at $2,095. Cem be 
financed. Phone 5092... 48-53
^1%
BY OWNER, cutest two bedroom ] 
home in town. Near new. Land­
scaped; fenced and decorated.
. Close to stoio and school. $1,000) 
dowri. Phone 2849. 47-52




Will accept good trade and 
balance cash or finance. 
Phone 3180
49-50
4  A ll
f i
1 Cal. & Ed.
Can. Husky
Cen. Del Rio ......................




j Van Tor .............
MISCELLANEOUS
Alberta Dist. .......
Can. Colleries . . . .
Cap.' Estates.
]ln. Nat. Gas 


















WILL SWAP—1957 Mercury hali- 
ton pickup for a good car. What 
have you? Phone 4541 after 
6 p.m. 51-53
Special attention is yours tor
nice 1^. Qose ^  I the’ asking when you wi?h to
available. Phone 3493. 49-54
OERTUTIED GENERAL 
ACCOUNTANTS
.O L A B H IF IK D  D lB P LA Y  RATES 
On* In w rllo n , p *r Inch ll.lil
Thr«* ooii««cutlv* day*, p *r Inch II.O ft 
n ix  oon»«outlv* day*, p *r Inch I .OB 
W A N T  AD  CASH RATES 
On* or two day*. So p#r word, p *i 
In itr t lo n .
T h r* *  con iec iillv * day*, 8 H o p*r word, 
per in«ertlon.
Six oun«ecutlv* day*, 3* per word, 
lio i inaei'tlon,
U ln lm u m  chars* ,eo cent*.
1 ( not paid w ith in  7 d a y i an additional 
chars* o f 10 per cent.
B P E U IA L NOTICES 
11.3ft each (or B irth *, Death*, Funer­
a l*, M arrlns**, Ensasement*, Re­
ception Notice* and C ard* o f ThanK i 
ISc per count line fo r In  Memorinm, 
m inim um  charge 11.3ft. 3 ft^  extra  
I f  not paid w ith in  ten day* o f pub 
lloa llon  date.
COMINO EVENTS AN D
a n n o u n c e m e n t s  
E ach In ie rtlon , per word Sc, M inim um  
charge .flOo. D lip la y , 80  per line. 
COPY DBA D U N E S  
ft p.m. day prior to  publication, Mon 
ditye through Frldny*.
13 noon Saturday* (or puhlloatlon on 
Mondayi.
3 a.m. Cancellation* and Oorreolione 
A d ve rtlie m e n ti from  o u tild *  the C ity 
o f Penticton m u it he accompanied 
w ith  caah to  in in r *  pnhUceiinn. 
Advcrtlaem oiit* ehuuld be cbeolied on 
the r i r i t  publication day.
Newepaper* cannot be rc ip o n ilb l*  (or 
more than on* incorrect in ie rilo n . 
Name* and Addreeaee o f Doxhotderi 
u r* neld confidentia l.
Repllee w ill he held fo r 80 d ay i, 
Include lOc add itiona l I f  repllee are 
to  be mailed.
TH E PENTTUTON HEHa EU 
C E A S a iF IE D  O F F IC E  HOURS 
S:S0 a.m. to  BiSO p.m ., Monday throush
rrfdiiy.
■iSO to  13130 noon Saturday*.









AGENTS AND BROKERS AGENTS AND BROKERS
PENTICTON
BUSINESS SCHOOL
Complete Business Courses 
TYPING -  SHORTHAND . 
BOOIiKEEPING





UP TO DATE E(3UIPMENT 
REASONABLE RATES 
Drilled, anywhere, anytime 
FOR IRRIGATION OR 
DOMESTIC WELLS
Contact
Rural W ell Drillers














Excellent value In on older home, offered furnished with im­
mediate possession. Throe bedrooms, separate dining iTOm, 
large sunporch facing lake. Basement'with oil furnace, Down 
paymerit $3,500, balance $75 monthly.
$10,500
New, West Summerland
Two bedroom house with large kitchen, utility room, paslerod, 
gus furnace, gas hot water. Large lot In established district.
$ 1 0 ,0 0 0
Carpenter's Special
Throe room collnge on concrete foiindnllons, light and water, 
l/it 50 X 140 commands swooping view of Okanagan Lake, 
Down payment $500. ^ 1
$1,65.0
SEE SUMMERLAND FIRST WITH
Lome Perry
Real Estate and Insurance
place a Classified Ad. For friend- 
Ily, courteous assistance In^plac- 
ing your ad, dial 4002. _____
11949 MGTC Sporstcai. Good tires.. 
New top and paint. Good run­
ning order. $250 down. Balance 
easy terms. Apply Box A4S, 
Penticton Herald. 48-53
4
BEAUTIFUL deluxe model black 
station v.’agon. 1957 Pontiac, 
with black and white interior. 
Full length luggage rack. Snow 
tires. 18,000 miles. Consider % 
ton truck as part payment . 
Phone 6842 for details. 48-53
1951 PONTIAC four door. New 
paint .lob* New tires, etc. In 
good running order. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Will 
trade for smaller car. Phono 







All Cdn Com 7.81 8.49
AllCdnDiv 6.48. 7.04
Cdn Inv Fund 9.38 - 10.29
Commonwealth 8.20 ' 9.01
Corporate 9.47 10.27
Diversified A 18.50 ' '
Diversified B 3.90- 4.25
Group Acciim 5.50 6.01
Group Inc 4.01 4.38:
Inv Growth 6.33 6.84
Inv Mutual 11.54 12.48
Leverage 6.55 7.20
Mutual Accum 7.69 8.40
Mutual Bond 6.04 . 6.32
Mutual Inc 5.’42 5.92
Regent 5.68 6.24
Trans Can A 31.45 • e •
Trans Can B 29.30 ' • • •
Trans Can C 6.00 6.5(̂
Super X "8” 5.75 6.00
North American 9.16 9.9S
WORLD BRIEFS
1947 MERCURY, g o o d  shape. 
Now tires, radio and heater, 
$150. Phono 3673 or apply apart­








FOR IRRIGATION OR DOMES­
TIC WELLS rONTACT






TOP market prices paid for scrap 
Iron, steel, brass, copper, load, 
etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment mode. Atlas Iron &  
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St„ Van­




Wo Buy, Rent, Sell and Trade 





For Town or country, ac'v this 
oasy-tn-makb dross 'iV .jacket that 
travels the seasons smartly. Note 
cool neckline, diagonal bodice 
buttoning, easy skirt. Tomorrow's 
pattern: Misses’ dross.
Printed Pattern, 9102; Misses' 
Sizes 12, 14. 1(1, 18, 20; 40, 42, 44 
46, 48. Si'zo 16 dross and .jacket 
require 4% yards 39-lncli.
Send FORTY CENTS (40ol in 
coins (stamps cannot bo accent 
cd) tor this pnttorn, Plonso prim 
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send yniir ordci to; Penticton 
Herald, Pnttorn Dept., 60 P’ront 
Si root West, Toronto 1, Ont.
DEFENCE COSTS UP 
OSLO (Reuters)—Norway will 
ncrease its defence spending this 
year by 76,000,000 kroner ($10,- 
640,000) to a totttl of 1,066,000,000 
( r 0 n e r ’ ($149,240,000), Finance 
Vllnister T r y g v e  Bratelll an­
nounced Monday, Br/itclll said 
the Increase is due largely to la­
bor costs and prices.
BACK TO WORK
BONN (Reuters) -  West Ger­
man Chancellor K o n r a d  Ade­
nauer, confined to his home at 
Rhoendort near here with influ­
enza since last Wednesday, re­
turned to his office Monday.
STRIKE OVER
LIVERPOOL, England (Rcu- 
(or.s) — Dock strikes Involving 
1,200 Klovcdores ended hero Mon­
day. About 1.000 who walked out 
at Gladstone Dock three doys ago 
after a row over .jobs and another 
200 on strike since Wednesday at 
Canada Dock boenuso six absen­
tees were suspended agreed to 
resume work.
Phooe 3673
HYncInth 4-5556 West Summerland
37-U
AGENTS AND BROKERS
OR TRADE—Dealers In nil typos 
of used equipment; Mill, Mine 
and Logging Supplies; new and 
used wire and rope; pipe and 
fittings; chain, steel plolo and 
shapes. Atlas Iron & Metals 
Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vancouver, 
B.C, Phone MU 1-6357. 1-U
Fabulous Orchard
Ton acres of level orchard with 
300 Rod Delicious and 300 Bart­
lett pears. Full shrlnklor system.' 
Price r fi d 11 n e d drnatlonlly to 






Archie Lam b- 
Phono . . . . . . . .  Penticton 6355
Walt Sotler-
Phono . . . .  Summerland 2731
AGENTS AND BROKERS Lcsals
$1,950 To 
N.H.A. Mortgage «
JUST ONE THOUSAND NINE 
HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOL­
LARS will give you ownership of 
this now , Uireo bedroom homo. 
This home Is modernly doslgnerl 
with a largo picture window over­
looking the entire 'City and n 
view of both lakes. There Is no 
need to pay more down or larger 
linymcnUs than $74, principal ond 
Interest while this fine homo is 
on the m a r k e t ,  CALL DON 




Alemlicr of Vanemiver 
Real Estate Uourd
AUCTION OF TIMBER SALE 
X78405
There will bo offered for sale 
at public auction, at 11;00 aim,, 
on Frldoy, March 20th, 1959, In 
the office of the Forest Ranger, 
Penticton, B.C,, the LI 0 0 n c 0 
X78405, to cut 85,000 cnblfl feet of 
Fir, Yellow Pino, Lodgopolo Pino 
and Other Species snwlogs on an 
area situated Trout Crook, cover­
ing V.C.L.Sapproxlmaloly % mile 
West of Lot 3699, O.D.Y.D.
Throe (3) years will bo allowed 
for removal of timber.
Provided anyone who is unable 
to attend the auction In person 
may submit n scaled tender, to 
bo opened at the hour of auction 
and trfiaffid as one hid.
Further porllculnrs may bo ob­
tained from the District Forester, 
Kamloops, B,C.; or tlic Forest 
1 Ranger, Penticton, B.C.
NOTICE :
Effective 12:01 a.m. Wednesday, March 
4th, road restrictions v/ill apply on city 
streets.
75%  loading will bo applicable.
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Michigan Keeps 
Tight Hold on 
Its Purse Strings
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Peter 
■""Ustinov can write short stories,
•' novels and hit plays. He has been 
'  a sensation with his drolleries in 
•‘iTV talk shows. He can act up 
' a storm in comedy or drama and 
.direct films and plays in which 
' he stars.
’ ' In this age of specialization,
'  this makes him somewhat of a 
■ freak. And he resents it.
'! "I find a discouraging trend in 
'■'rlhe legal forms for entering coun- 
’ tries and other governmental 
. procedures,” he observed. ‘The 
‘ space for the name is getting 
Sbigger — in case your name is 
■' Worthington Fartliington Banker 
or some sort. But the space for 
'.‘. occupation is getting smaller all 
I  the time.
. ONE THING ONLY 
, ■ ‘‘Today you’i-e supposed to do 
one' thing only, not a lot of 
things. What would happen if 
I^onai*do da Vinci were alive to­
day? Not tl»at I ’m comparing 
anyone today with him, because
LANSING, Mich. (AP)—Much 
like the average householder 
caught in a financial pinch, the 
it is too earlj^ to ..assess current 1 State of Michigan is keeping a 
!inhipvpmpnt<5. . ! tieht-fistcd watch on its purse
SALLY'S SALLIES
lKlia!: Ẑ sSSLiSiŜ tjAS
ac ie e ents.
‘‘I’m sure that someone would 
say to' him, ‘Come on, Vinchie, 
stick to your drawings. Quit fdol- 
ing around with designing that 
cannon mount.’ But who could 
say how much designing a can­
non mount helped him with his 
drawing?’'
Right now Ustinov, husband of 
Ottawa actress Suzanne Cloutier, 
feels like a slacker. He’s just act­
ing. He is playing headmaster of 
the gladiators’ school in Sparta- 
cus — " ’ive finally struck middle 
ground. Uusually in American 
films.. I ’ve been either an em­
peror' (Quo Vadis) or a slave 
(The Egyptian.)”
STORiVIY FILM 
Spartacus is the stormiest film 
in several - seasons, having al­
ready Ustejd one director and a 
leading lady as casualties. Qne 
reason may. be that there are too 
many generals in the cast. Kirk 
Douglas also doubles as pro­
ducer, and Ustinov, Laurence 
Olivier and Charles Laughton 
have also been directors.
'The actor - writer - etc. doesn’t 
mind his singula* duties in the 
pictures. He feels that it’s well 
lor a creator to ride on one of 
his talents while the others get 
refreshed from inactivity.
Meanwhile, he continues vvrit- 
ing a story each month for At­
lantic Monthly. He is negotiating 
for a deal to film Romanoff and 
Juliet, the Broadway hit he 
wrote, directed and starred in.
strings.
Michigan faces a fiscal deficit 
estimated at $115,000,000 by June 
30, The state legislature, seeking 
to get the state back on its eco­
nomic feet, has geared proposals 
lor a graduated state income tax, 
an increase in the'state sales tax, 
an increase in the state’s debt 
ceiling or a mortgaging of the 
state’s $50,000,000 veterans trust 
fund.
Meanwhile the state treasury 
and administrative officials have 
put into effect hundreds of meas­
ures designed to save money.
Big pedestal ash trays once 
used on state-operated Straits Of’ 
Alackinac car ferries were sent 
in answer to a state aeronautics 
department request for 18 new 
ash trays.
State police were ordered to 
repair and use old vacuum 
cleaners in lieu of a $600 new 
pui'chase. A $300 appropriation 
for the state conservation depart­
ment to purchase ' yellow traffic 
paint for parks was vetoed.
TRIP TURNED DOWN 
A state official asked for $150 
to finance a trip to attend a na­
tional professional meeting in 
New York. The request was. de­
nied. ,
State institutions used to pay­
ing cash for food, arranged for 
a foyr-month payment period for 
a $7,000 order of dried pruned.
HEy.'tMHY  
IS N 'T  
D IN N E P  
COOKINGK tr"
CHINESE WERE FIRST
Chinese were the first to make 
paper with rags; today rags are 







I’M S O R R V -C O M E O H  
^ I’Ll. TAKE YOU A L L  
O U T T O A  
RESTAU RA NT  
FOR D INN ER  
CELEBRATE
'*'1 BY TH E W A V — 1 • W H A T D A y , 
IT H IS ?
J H
KOK
•'Can’t  you tell nie just w hat. 
»jy frustrations are ?"
NICKEL SILVER SWIMMING 
POOL FITTINGS 
Nickel silver, an alloy of nickel, 
copper and zinc, is used for swim­
ming pool fittings because of its 
corrosion resistance, stren^h, 
ease of cleaning and attractive 





6:10—Hit the Road. 
Nens
6:36 Boad Show 
6:40 (6 min.) Okanaean 
Road a  Weather 
Report
6:00—News, Dinner Club 








6:00—Back to the Bible
Hoar
0:30 BBC .Transcription 





13:00—News A Slan-ofl 
WEDNESDAY A.M.
0 to 8 — Shannon Show







0:30 Swifts Money Man 
10:00 News, Cnftce Time 
10:45 Who Am I
10:55 News
11:0U—Roving Reporter 
11:16 Talk of the Town, 
Bulletin Board 
11 ;3S Kntertainment Newt 
11:30 Talk‘of the Town 
12:00— News, sport. Lon- 
eheon Date 
13:30—.News. I.D 
1:00 Farm Forum, I.D, 
Stock Quotations 
I :;tu—Swap A Shop 
1:40—orovllle Calling 
3:00—Sclinol Brimdcast 
3:30—Beef or Bouquel 
3:00—News, Stork Club 
3:15 Casino ^
3:30 Make Mine 5lnsle 
4:15 Guys and Gals
TELEVISION
M'fco HT0 drfve'*
W ITH TONTO AS HOSTASB, W E  C A N  
T A L K  T U R K E Y  TC  T H E  
LONE RANOBR.
CONTRAGT BRIDGE
By B. Jay Becker
(Top Record Holder In Masters' Individual Championship Play)
CHA.NNKl. 13 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 
3:15 Nnrsery School Time 
3:30 Dr. Hudson’s Secret 
Journal
4:00 Open House 
4:30 Patti Page 
6:00 Friendly Giant 
6:15 Science AH 
Aronnd Us 
8:30 Whistle Town 
6:00 Hidden Pageg 
6:30 CHBC News, 
Weather, Sports 
1:00 Education Week
7a0  Eeavc It to Beaver 
8:00 Front Page 
Challenge 
8:30 Chevy Show 
9:30 Folio (Concert of 
Great Soloists 
10:30 Press Conference 
11:00 CHBC-TV News 
11:05 CBC-TV News . 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 
3:15 Nursery School Time 
3 :30 Our SIlss Brooks 
4:00 Open House 
4:30 P.M. Party 










;.•! t iAK ♦Q1086
9  8 643 9 5
♦ QJ3 9 A109849
♦  A764 ♦109
SOUTH
♦  J92
9 A K (3 jl0 r
.■■'♦ —  ■■
♦  Q53
"ihe bidding:
' W est N o rth  East South 
1  ♦  Paso .4 9 . -
i i  Dble..
Opening lead—ace of spades. 
Geoffrey Mott-Smlth, who con­
i'.'-ducts the annual tatercollegiatc 
.5*) Tournament in which about 100 
fcolleges usually participate, and 
who prepares the hands and 
'  judges the results as well, is quite 
'v*. a player in his own right, as this 
deal will show.
He bought the contract at his 
own price—four hearts—doubled 
i'-West led the A-K of spades, 
'- ■ marking him with a doubleton, 
and shifted to the queen of dia- 
■ monds. Mott-Smith ruffed, after 
ducking in dummy, and drew 
four rounds of trumps, 
j- -.. In the process he learned West 
.had  started with four hearts as
well as two spades. It appeared 
likely that West held <>riginally 
either three diamonds and four 
clubs, or two diamonds and five 
clubs.
To make the contract it was 
necessary, by fair means or foul, 
to avoid the spade loser. For this 
to be possible, Mott-Smith had to 
assume the adverse clubs were 
so divided that three club tricks 
would be made, the last of which 
would take care of his losing 
spaile.
Accordingly, he led a low club 
West playing low, and w;on in 
dummy with the jack, East 
dropping the illuminating nine. 
Mott-Smith, sizing up the situa­
tion correctly, overtook the queen 
with the king, spearing the ten 
at the same time. .
The rest was easy. West’s dis­
tribution was now an open book. 
He had started with two spades, 
bur hearts, four clubs, and 
lence three diamonds. He could 
have only one diamond left, two 
rounds having already been led.
So Mott-Smith ruffed a dia­
mond, running West out of the 
suit, and led a club towards dum­
my’s 8-2. West, whose last two 
cards consisted of the A-7 of 
clubs, could do no better than 
make just his ace. and East, who 
had held the setting trick — the 
queen of spades-Lall through the 




10:50 KREM Cartooni 
11:00 Romper Room 
11:30—Peter Lind- Hayes 
Show
13:30 Play Your'Band 
1:00—LIberace 
1 :30 Star Performance 
3:00 Day In Conrt 
3:30 Musical Bingo 
3:00—Beat the Clock 
3:30 Who Do You Trnst 
6:00 Fopeye
4:30 Popeye
6:30 Hickey Manse Club 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 
6:00 Woody Woodpecker 
6:30 Newsbeat 
7 :00 Twenty Six Meo 
7:30 Sugarfoot 
8:30 Wyatt Earp 
0:00 Rifleman 
0:30 Naked City 
10:00 Alcoa Presents 
10:30 NIghtbeat and 
John Daly
11:00 Channel 3 Theatre
6:00 Rope Around the 
Sun
6:15 A Dog’s Life 
6:30 CHBC News., 
Weather, Sports 
7:00 Life cif Riley 
7:30 Walt Disney Presents 
8:30 One of a Kind 
0:00 Kraft Music Hall 
0:30 Rat Masterson 
10:00 Have Gun Will 
Travel
10:30 Closenp 
11:00 CHBC-TV .News 
11:05 CBC-TV News 
11:15 Boxing
YVEDNESDAY,~MARciT4 
6:00 Star Performance 
6:30 Newsbeat 
7:00 Wednesday Night 
Fites
7:50 Hemmingway and 
the News
8:00 Lawrence Welh 
0:00 Oszle and Harriet 
9:30 Donna Reed Show 
10:00 Decoy 
10:30 NIghtbeat and 
John Daly
10:45 Skiing’ for Fun 
11:00 Channel 3 Theatre
CHANNEL 4 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 
0:00 Morning Playhouse 
0:30 Arthur Godfrey 
10:00 1 Love Lucy 
10:30 Top Dollar 
11:00 Love of Life 
11:30 Search tor
Tomorrow |
11:45 Guiding Light 
18:00 I t’s A Great Life 
13:30 As thei'World Turns 
1:00 Jimmy _Dean 
1:30 Honseparty 
3:00 Big Payoff '
3:30 Verdict Is Vonrs 
3:00 BrtghterDay 
3:15' SecretSturm 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Cliff Carl Show 
4:30 Laurel A Hardy 
6:00 Cartoon Clown 
6:30 Song Shop
CHANNEL 6
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
8:00 Continental 
Classrnoni 
8:30 Q Toons 
0:00 Dough Re Ml 
0:30 Treasure Hunt 
10:00 Price Is Right 
10:30 Concentration 
11:00 Tic Tac Dough 
11:30 It Could be Von - 
13:00 Truth or 
Conseqaences 
13:30 Haggis Rnggis 
1:00 Today Is Ours
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS
■ 1. Piece of 
fumlture 
' 6. Owns 
9. Flag of 
'  ̂ United 
Kingdom 
<'’11, Hostclries 
12. Aspiring to 
be artistic 
n .  Era 
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39. King of 
.Slam's 
tonchor
u 41. Doubtful 
I  43. Unhappy 
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6:10 Sports Si>otllght 
6:15 Doug Edwards 
6:30 Kingdom of the Sea 
7:00 December Bride 
7:30 To Tell the Truth 
8:00 Arthur Godfrey 
8:30 .Red Skeltun 
0:00 Garry Muore 
10:00 Dr. Hudson’s Secret 
Journal
10:30 Night Edition 
10:40 Sports Scurebosrd 
10:45 Late Show
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 
9:00 Alornlng Playhouse 
9:30 Godfrey. Time 
10:00'I Love Lucy 
10:30 Top Dotar 
11:00 Love of Life 
11:30 Search for 
Tomorrow 
11:45 Guiding Light 
13:00 I t’s A Great Life
1:30 From These Roots 
8:00 Queen lor a Day 
3:30 County Fair 
3:00 Matinee on Sis 
4:45 Our Gang .M, W, F 
4:45 Cliff Carl Tu, Thu 
6:00 Five O’clnrk Movie
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 
0:30 Front Page 
6:45 NBC News 
7:00 Mike 'Hammer 
7:30 Some of Manle's 
Friends
0:00 Grnrge Rufus 
0:30 Robert ' Cuniming
13:30 As the World Turns 
1:00 Jimmy Dean Show 
1:30 Honseparty 
2:00'Big Payoff 
2:30 Verdict Is Yours 
3:00 Brighter Day 
3 :15 Secret Storm 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 C liff  Carl Show 
4 :30 Early Show ■
6:55 Greater Spokane ' 
6:00 News " \
6 :t 5 Dong Edwards 
6:30 Green.Thumb 
6:45 TBA 
7 :00 Keep Talking 
7:30 Trackdown
8:00 ■Millionaire ........
8:30 I’ve Got a  Secret 
9:00 Circle Theatre 
10:00 .Mr. District 
Attorney
10:30 Night Edition 
10:45 The Late Show
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ii'iio Front I'ngr 
8:46 NBO News 
7:00 Buckskin 
7:30 Wagon Train 
8:30 Price Is .Right <
0:00 Bell Telephone Hour 




I  POM'T TMIMK 
HE VMMT3 THE SPACE­
SHIP AS MUCH AS HE 
MISHT WAMT FCOP.'
HE CAM HAVE 
OUR RATIOHS IF 
HE LEAVES THE
usr
I ^TAY THERE. HE HAS CU5SEP THE 
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, Klnt r«'iit̂ uir«6 Syii(llcitti liic„ World rIthU rturvid. I 
*1 think Mother has a cruRh on the milkman.'*
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
D A IL Y  O IIV P TO Q L'O TK  • 
A X V O t
nerc’6 hnw t« work Hi
Itt
n  A A X R  
L O N O r n L L O W
Utie Idler simply stands lor another. In this sample A Is use(3 
for Hie ilirec l.'s, N for twn O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, the 
length and formnilrin of tlie words are all hints. Each day the code | 
loiters are different.
A Oryplogrnm  Qiinlntlnn
A 11 T M Y 
G M V K T M
y K T E V F
,V Cryptogram Qiiolnllon
y t e e  V g  f  m  s t
V G Y Y L S T E  
-  C V F E V F  .
L  F  y  K  T  I 
V J T H B K T W S E
na/ilbur-didyou p u t  o u r
ID 'M ILK BonrrLi?® * 
AN(> COViffpe UP *THBf Vniwfii 
c a t //4 HIS CHAIR ^
„ U H - - -  
IL L C H K C K  
A S A IN -
VeNlerdny’H Cryploqnote: WEEP NO MORE, N O R  SIGH, N O R ' 
tillOAN, s o n n o w  calls  no t im e  th a t 's G O N E - F L E X a iE R .  
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
JL
YOU NEVER USED I 
T ’WEAR JEANS  
SOMUOH.DIDVA.J 
GRANDMA?!
‘I I Is,''ll I , i '
NO, BUT HERE LATELY 
r FIND THEY’RE  ̂
MIGHTY HANDY,-''
I  JUST NEVER KNOW WHEN 
I'LL HAVE T ’ SHINNY UP r - i  
A TREE ------------------— ^





^THEY HAVE A  PERFECTLY 
JV^0yi^_L0lJNSE~WHERE^.,,
WE CAN REST 
AND TALK i):
I  HAVE A FANTASTIC IDEA-/cH, N0 ,YCU PCN’T  
LETS RESTFm«T...AN0 ^  COUNT-YOUVE SOT
POWLlATik-, ■rolARNYCUR V PECE6SI
o
AFTCUR THBr UATatR-UATK SHOW
3 -9
'Y rY Y  V W
WBATMPgR!
C O U D B R  
‘TOCtAV
OfAVlW- p 6Â (P■IAVOH
Canada Loses Bright 
Young Students to U.S.
By JOSEPH MacSWEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer





A SNIFF OF FREEDOM
Messali Hadj, veteran Algerian nationalist freed 
recently after six ’years detention , in France, 
sniffs flowers sent him on his arrival at Chan­
tilly, outside Paris, from Belle-Ileen-Mer, off the
CITY COUNCIL BRIEFS
Ice Cream Eicycles 
At Lakes Proposed
Application of Mrs., Myrtle 
Forrest to operate a mobile ice 
cream confection service at Pen­
ticton’s two lake beaches this 
summer wŝ s referred to the parks 
commission for recommendation, 
by. Penticton city council last 
night.The ice cream would be 
sold from bicycles,, operated by 
young men in uniform. Also re­
ferred to the parks' body \yas an 
application from T. Saunders, 
tabled from last week’s council 
meeting, for an ice cream motor 
van at ̂ e  beaches.
PRESIDENT AUTHORIZED 
Council lost no time in author­
izing' George Corbin, city build­
ing inspector, to attend the 10th 
•annual meeting of the Building 
Officials of Canada being held in 
conjunction with . the fourth an­
nual meeting of the B.C. Building 
Inspectors Association at Vancou­
ver April 6, 7 and 8. It was noted 
that Mr. Corbin is president of 
the: building inspectors’ group.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (C P )- 
Within the ivy walls of Yale Uni­
versity you can get a quick lesson 
on why Canada loses bright young 
students to the United States.
Accident as well as opportunity 
is involved, it appears, and the 
scholars don’t really consider 
themselves “lost” to Canada 
Separate interviews with three 
Canadian teachers in the ecO' 
nomics • division produced 
prisingly similar answers.
Most young men mean to go 
back,” said Professor Lloyd Rey­
nolds, 49, chairman of the depart' 
ment and a native of Chauvin, 
Alta.
“I expected to go back myself, 
but we had the depression in 
those days and I was offered a 
teaching appointment — not in 
Canada.”
PASSED OVER
Said Ottawa - born Charles 
Berry, 29, assistant professor: 
“Most Canadians, including my­
self, plan to return to Canada. 
But the lines of communication 
are not good. We are not con 
sidered for opportunities in Can­
ada.
“The lines of communication 
don’t reach people who would be 
interested in going back. Many 
are in the U.S. by default, by ac 
cident.”
The youngest of the three. Van 
couver-bdrn Ian Drummond, 26, 
an instructor, declared:
I don’t plan on staying per­
manently . . .  but the opportun­
ities are better for research. In 
any given year there are only a 
limited number of openings in 
Canada.”
In air there are four Canadians 
in the Yale economics faculty, 
coast of Brittany. Although Hadj’s influence with [which has a total of 40 members 
the rebels has declined, he will not be allowed to from some 10 countries. Yale has 
return to Algeria. (AP wirephoto) about 4,000 undergraduates and
an equal number of graduate stu- 
1 dents.
The fourth Canadian, currently 
[conducting r e s e a r c h  work in 
[Europe, is John H. Young, 35, 
formerly with the trade depart­
ment at Ottawa. Reynolds says 
Young, an associate professor) 
may well return to Canada later.
[f in a n c e s  KliY
Scholarships, fellowships and 
[salaries are of much importance 
“Any exceptional student in the 
I U.S. can be assured his graduate 
from January. Eight of the him nothing,’
Tuesday, March 3, 1959  
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de Bellevue, Que., the University 
of Connecticut and the University 
of Chicago. .
“In terms of Canadian alterna­
tives I ’m proba.bly well paid.” 
Drummond expressed the opin­
ion that Yale salaries are "good 
although not be.tter than some 
state colleges.”
“They’re better than anywhere 
in Canada except the University 
of Toronto.”
The son of the late Profes­
sor George Finlayson Drummond, 
who taught economics at Univer­
sity of British Columbia, hfe has 
studied at UBC, the University of 
Toronto and the London School of 
Economics.
Yale students, many of whom 
come from a well-to-do U.S. back­
ground, are “very hard-working 
and willing to tackle tough sub­
jects,” Drummond said.
“On.the social side, the Yale 
men are extremely homogenous— 
they tend to look and act alike— 
although this is essentially on the 
surface, because of their back­
ground.
“At UBC, Toronto and London, 
surface individuality was more 
apparent b e c a u s e  of varying 




By,THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Opposition Leader Pearson, 
in a want-of-confidence mo­
tion, said government delay , 
in deciding air defence policy 
is preventing effective use of 
defence production facilities.
Defence Minister Pearkes 
said the armed forces have 
been trying since September 
to find work for the Avro Air­
craft Company, where the 
Arrow jet contract was can-
C6ll6(i.
Harold Winch (CCF—̂ Vancou­
ver East) accused the gov­
ernment of “stupidity” in 
switching from the Arrow to 
the “obsolete” American Bo- 
marc anti-aircraft missile. ' 
Lionel Chevrier (L—Mont­
real Laurier) said A. V. Roe 
Canada) Limited had no al­
ternative but to dismiss its 
14,000 employees after cancel­
ation of the Arrow program.
Defence Production Min­
ister O’Hurley expressed op­
timism over chances of 100 
Canadian companies he said 
are seeking U.S. defence con­
tracts.
Unusual Calm Settling |
Over Strike Controversy j
GRAND FALLS, Nfld. (CP) [11,000 loggers in central and west-[ 
An unusual calm settled over this ern Newfoundland. v
pentral Newfoundland community Attorney-General Leslie Curtis^ 
Monday night aftar two naonths in the legislature?
over a strike of ^^at a fourth bill aimed-;
1200. loggersgain st the Anglo- preventing the strike of l ,‘200t 
Newfoundland Development Com- spreading willj
,, j • j- t 1 be introduced. It would “protectj 
U  .Smallwood Predicted ^lic interest in the present,
here that the government-backed , ^hree bills-making*
Brotherhood o f Newfoundland in the provin-*
Woodsworkers (lnd) formed S a t - L a b o r  Relations Act, to pre- 
urday would have 5,000 members! ^ bar
by week’s end. He said it had boycotts -  were intro-1
000 members Monday. duced,during Monday’s brief sit4
The premier sponsored forma- :
tion of the union in an,effort to f
smash the hold of the certified The IWA is striking for a five-t 
International W oo dworkers of cent hourly wage increase over’ 
America (CLC) on an estimated two years and a reduction of thej
work week to 54 from 60 hours.! 
They now get $1.05 an hour and 
pay $1.05 a day board" while: 
working in the woods. •
. ■ ■
HURTINO BUSINESS 
’Two letters from Green Acres 
Market, Main Street, asked coun­
cil to plan Main Street work 
either before or after the tourist LINE REJECTED
and Hastings Street. The Huth 
Avenue detour causes many 
motorists to go around the Main 
Street roadblock through .the curl­
ing club grounds raising dust 
which damages the market’s 
stock while the Main Street work 
keeps customers away from the 
market, it was stated. The. re­
quests were referred to the board 
of works and traffic committees 
for study.
REQUEST FOR GRANT 
The'Penticton Society ; for the 
Mentally Retarded wrote in. ask­
ing for' assistance in addition to 
the donation of park property as 
the site ’ for Happy vale' School. 
The request was referred to the 
1959 budget committee.
THANKS FOR FLOWERS 
Aid. F. P. McPherson, still in 
Penticton General Hospital but 
much improved, wrote to thank 
council members for the flowers 
and get-well wishes sent last 
week. He said he missed the 
mayor and aldermen, city staff 
and press and radio representa­
tives.
mals were redeemed, two were | ^
sold or destroyed and two were I Macdonald College, Ste. Anne
in the pound at the end of the 
month. Pound receipts totalled [
$239 for fhe • month comprising 
$210 for dog sales, $25 in pound 
fees, and $4 fop animals destroy­
ed. Council agreed to have the 
pound bylaw state that the pound- 
keeper’s duties include the pick-
Russia’s sun satellite is silent 
evidence that man’s reach has 
temporarily exceeded his grasp. 
The satellite roves through an
ing up of dead animals 
property within city limits.
FIGURES .QUALIFIED .
Statements last week that cost 1 . -
of raising Penticton N u m b e r  O n e  f^erage
dam last year considerably >ex- man m’adp
t o f c I l n m e r i r a ^ X r t o m 'D  to report.backmg coninient in a letter from Lome the countless mysteries that
consulting enpneer.
Mr. Penfold pointed out that or- Man’s first enVoy to the sun 
iginal estimates of $15,000 were gyjjj solar system is without




LONDON (AP) -  A British 
Medical Association booklet that 
poses the question Is Chastity 
Outmoded? is arousing contro' 
versy here.
The paper-backed booklet is the 
fourth of a series called Getting 
Married. It sells for a shilling.
A group 'of Roman Catholic doc­
tors headed by Dr. James O’Sul­
livan, a leading London gynaccol 
oglst, denounced the booklet.
"No decent father, let alone a 
Catholic, would agree with the 
articles," said O'.Sulllvnn.
In the a r t i c l e ,  Dn Eustace 
Chesser, a London psychologist, 
says "surely the individual citl 
*cn should have the right to 
choose between being chaste or 
unchaste, ahvays assuming this 
was not dctrlmcntni to the soci­
ety in which wo live." ^
ONE IN THREE UNCHASTE 
Chesser says one woman in 
every throe ,in Britain admits to 
pro-marital intercourse, One in 20 
of all births are known to be 11- 
legitimate. One in eight would 
have been but for subsequent 
marriage, One in six of all babies 
are conceived ahead of marriage 
or out of wedlock,
"Do these figures moan . that 
chastity is oulrnodod?" Ches.scr 
asks, "I doubt it. But it cannot 
bo denied that wo are moving in 
that direction.
"Pre - marital sexual inter­
course, despite the fact that it is 
a limited relationship, can also 
be more than ordinarily pleas­
ant," Chesser assorts. "Nature 
was not concerned with chastity, 
only with reproduction."
along Comox street from Etk- 
[hardt to Westminster Avenues, 
had been defeated.
[po u n d  r e p o r t
City Poundkeeper Tom Swann 
[reported 10 dogs impounded dur­
ing February with two in pound 











By CAROLYN WILLE'TT [would be 33,160 teachers, the re- 
Canadian Press Staff Writer port says.
SCHOOLING BY MAILat least 23,660 qualified teachers gog ^^ildren
to replace unqualified in s tru c to rs c o rre sp o n d e n c e  c o u r s e s .
in publicly - controlled schools, They would have attended reg- 
says a national survey of teacher I had qualified te a c t
qualifications., Lps been available.
A report by the Canadian As for overcrowding, the report 
’I’eachers’ Federation on trends says one teacher for 35 pupils, is 
in certification standards says the desirable figure, but it would 
that in 1956-57 teachers with less take at least 9,000 teachers to 
than junior matriculation, and U-eiieve the problem, with some 
only one year of teacher training, classrooms having as many as 60 
made up 19.2 per cent of Can- pupils.
ada’s 123,340 teachers. This fig- The “maximum shortage," de- 
ure represents the “current mini- fined as teachers with less than 
mum s h o r ta g e "  of qualified senior matriculation plus a year 
teachers, the 30-page report says, of' teacher training, is 41,761
Adding an estimated 500 teach- teachers, 
ers needed to take, care of stu-| The report points’up what fed- 
dents t a k i n g  correspondenceLration officials have called the 
courses, and another 9,(>00 to eli- profession’s “diminishing ability” 
minate overcrowding in class- Uq attract a fair share of qualified 
rooms, the minimum shortage [peopig  ̂ despite the fact that the
education level for aU Canadians 
is higher.
“The plain fact is that teach­
ing did not obtain its fair share 
of the high school graduates over 
the years from 1941 to 1951.”
MORE GRADUATES
1__... However, the report indicates!They also knew the speed ^ ^ U uq4. nrofession is ■ eettine a 




NEW YORK (AP)—Coast guard 
investigators Monday were trying 
to find the cause of a collision 
outside New York harbor Sunday 
of the American Export - luxury 
liner Ckinstitution and the Nor­
wegian oil tanker Jalanta.
A 100-foot bow section of the 
tanker was sheared off, but she 
remained afloat.
The liner suffered a gas'h in her 
bow about eight feet above the 
water line, 40 feet long and 15 
feet wide.
'  Both ships made port without 
help. There were no injuries.




Across Town or Country
318 Martin Street 
PENTICTON
4 1 1 1
FREE
This Week Only
A Box of Tide
To anyone coming info our store to see a  
Demonstration of the New
G.E. AUTOMATIC 
WASHER WITH FILTER-FLO
revised after an unexpected peaty 
layer in the dam structure re­
quired extra excavation and fill 
and the Water Rights branch 
asked for additional heightening 
and lengthening. Revised esti­
mate' was $35,600 and final cost 
around $39,000.
HOMEMAKER GRANT
Council took no action on a re­
ported offer from the Central 
Welfare Committee that it would 
consider taking only half of its 
regular J500 grant this year if 
the other $250 wore donated to 
the home-maker service, whose 
request for a grant had been pre­
viously refused by council. Alder- 
mep felt that the committee’s re­
ported offer must be in writing 
before any action might be taken.
eyes, ears and voice 
It can’t even be seen. Its loca­
tion today or, tomorrow can only 
be given as where-it should be, 
obeying th e . laws a t  gravity and 
motion.
The last reports it radioed 
home came from some 400,000 
miles in space, some 60 hours 
after the rocket had blasted off 
toward the mooh on Jan. 2.
Then the radios went silent as 
the batteries died.
GOOD MEASUREMENTS 
By that time the Russians prob 
ably had fairly good measure­
ments of the forces that would 
affect their sun satellite.
They knew, as the rocket 
passed within 4,700 miles of the 
moon, just what disturbances the 
moon’s gravity would create in 
the rocket’s flight.










proportion of university most that point on, they could ^  ^  iq>?2-53 an e<?ti-
predict the course it would take. L^^^^ g^po of 40,000 graduates 
Other scientists have been became teachers, 
forced, by and large, to accept . “The trend across Canada 
Russian figures. But they were seems to be one of. gradually 
able to make a few radio meas- placing teacher education in the 
urements of their own before the university. If this trend continues, 
rqoket’s radio went dead. there is considerable reason to
American tracking stations in Relieve that we may expect a 
California missed the first .phase constantiy mcreasmg supply of 
of the Russian, moon - shot, but^egree teachers. , *
later picked up some radio sig- T*ie survey also found that 
nals from far out in space. higher teacher qualifications at- 
, „  , , . tract more and better teachers.
The Associated Press asked for F qy some years teacher or- 
comment from leading United, gg^ijrations, and more recently 
Slates authorities on whether Ihe Canadian Conference on
Russian rocket had, gwe ,teto ^^ve urged raising
teacher qualifications to the point 
Dr. William H.' Pickering of the ^j,gj,g ultimately four years' of 
Jet Propulsion laboratory, 'Cali-Lgg^gjyjjg professional study 
fornia Institute of Technology :, ĵg needed for a permanent
“I am satisfied the Russian teaching certificate, 
missile went into orbit around the Saskatchewan and British Col- 
sun. [umbia have the highest propor­
tion of qualified teachers, the re- 
h o l d s  true
O l l i y  V r r c l l la in  whether the standard used is at
■Ti 1 n  ” I 'D  X junior matriculation level or
I  dK G S  D t  161 l iG S t  senior, plus the additional year
n  ' f *  A  of teacher training,
r i d m  v n iS R C lG  slow  p r o g r e s s
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) Since the war years most prov- 
Taklng a brief rest halfway inces, with the exception of On- 
through his Melbourne crusade, tario. Prince Edward Island and 
Billy Graham today went golfing Alberta, have whittled down the 
after a day at the beach Mon- proportion of teachers lacking 
day, [junior matriculation,
Graham resumes his sermons 
tonight, preaching for the first 
time at the Melbourne show! 
grounds, His doctors have ord­
ered him to take it easy, with 
only one crusade meeting daily, 
because of the recurrence of the 
eye ailment which delayed his a- 
rival in Australia.
Officials of the crusade con­
sider the move to the show 
grounds the big test of Graham's 
Impact on Melbourne. The now 
location Is four miles from the 
centre of the city, The Music 
Bowl, where ho has been draw­
ing huge crowds, is in the heart 
of the oily.
The Melbourne' crusade ends 
March 15, Grahom then goes to 
Tasmania to preach for two doys, 
takes a two • week holidas, and 
takesa two - week holiday, and 
then holds -crusades in Sydney,
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MAGNETIC ALUIYS
The alloys of the Iron-nickel 
Mystom, containing from 20 to 00 
per cent nickel, provide n series 
of alloys with special magnetic 
proportlos which are extremely 
useful to the electrical Industries, 
particularly In Uio communica­
tions Hold. t
ISSUE WEAPONS IN NYASALAND
Afrienn pnllce ennstaWea receive nteel helmetfl 
and firearms In Blnntyro, Nyasaland, when riot­
ing broke out In the city and other parts of 
British Commonwealth Central African Fodeva- 
tion. Unrest, continued n.s 200 Africans gallicred 
, outside the courtliouse at Chlgaru, 30 miles south
of Plantyre, to demand release of hvo Afrienn 
National Congress officials on trial inside. When 
tlioy refused to disperse, security forces opened 
up with tcor gas and tlien fired four rounds of 
rifle shots, killing one African and wounding two 
others, (AP, wirephoto)
DRIVE IN HERE FOR 
TOP AUTO SERVICE,
Get the most from your cir, 
Let our auto experts kee p . It 
running smoothly, economically, 
Everything we put Into your car, 
from gas to engine parti, Is 
strictly top quality.
VALLEY MOTORS LTD.
Martin A Nonoimo •• Ph 3802
G.E. FILTER FLO WASHER SWA650
FEATURING . . .
•  Famous, FILTER-FLO (much copied) removes alt lint and 
flu ff, automatically,' Your clothes stay fresh, bright and 
new looking!
(b  Choice of 3 water temperatures — • hot, cold or warmv • •  
recommended. Also choice of rinses,
0  2 work cycles —  prevents wear on delicate fabrics,
0  Huge porcelain tub handles 10-lb, wash.
0  Suds return optional.
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